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Asks Temporary Injunction On Ouster Proceedings

Curris Files Suit Against Regents

'ALL-KENTUCKY CITY'BOUND — A delegation of local residents left rainy
Murray this morning to attend the All-Kentucky City judging in Lexington
today. This is Murray's first effort to receive the designation of All-Kentucky
City, a program sponsored statewide by the Kentucky State Chamber of
Commerce. Judging will be on a 1 50-page prepared report, as well as a 15minute audiovisual presentation and an oral presentation. The bus trip was
sponsored by the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce.

Attorneys for Murray State Universi
ty President Dr. Constantine Curris today filed actions in Callowly County
Circuit Court seeking:
To have five members af the MSU
board of regents barred from participating in a hearing on charges filed
against Curris in an effort to remove
him from the presidency, and;
To prevent the regents from implementing a resolution adopted on
Feb. 22 following a 10-hour closed door
session that strips Curris of the majority of official duties normally handled by
the president until that hearing is held.
Attorneys for Curris in the matter are
the firm of Logan, Morton and
Whitledge of Madisonville and Overbey
and Overbey law firm of Murray.
The action was filed shortly before
noon today. Don Overbey,one of the at-

As Filing Deadline Nears

Several Political Hats In Ring
With the filing deadline less than a
month away, a number of Calloway
Countians have thrown their hats in the
ring for offices to be contested in the
May 26 Democratic Primary.
The offices of Calloway County judgeexecutive and mayor of Murray each
have only one candidate in the running
thus far. George Weaks, who ran unsuccessfully for judge-executive in 1977,
has filed, while former mayor, Holmes
Ellis, has filed for the mayoral post.

County judge-executive Robert 0.
Miller and Mayor Melvin B. Henley
have not indicated whether they plan to
file for re-election before the April 1 filing deadline.
Bill Bailey, present city councilman,
and deputy sheriff David Balentine
have filed for sheriff. Sheriff Max Morris and deputy circuit court clerk Ann
Paschall Wilson are vying for the office
of circuit court clerk.
Billy Joe Kingins has filed his papers
for the office of county clerk, while present clerk Marvin Harris has announced that he plans to seek re-election.
Jailer Huel "Wimpy" Jones is facing
opposition from magistrate Dan
Bazzell in the race for jailer.

1-24 Bridge To
Open To Traffic
By July 1
inside today
METROPOLIS, Ill. ( AP) — The Illinois Department of Transportation
says the Interstate 24 bridge over the
Ohio River between Metropolis and
Paducah, Ky.,should be open to normal
traffic by July 1, two months earlier
than originally planned.
Illinois engineer Gary Mount said
Tuesday that two lanes of the bridge
have remained open to light traffic
since last October, but repairs have
now been completed and two lanes will
be open for normal traffic — including
heavy trucks — in April, with the remaining two lanes open by July 1.
The 7-year-old four-lane bridge was
closed to traffic Aug. 3, 1979, after a
routine maintenance inspection revealed as many as 119 cracks in welds. The
state had originally anticipated the
bridge would be open to normal traffic
by September.

Coroner Tommy Walker has filed for
re-election, as has property valuation
administrator Charles Hale and county
attorney Max Parker. All three are
presently running unopposed.
A total of 18 persons have filed for the
four magisterial positions. Six persons
are running in District 1, four in
District 2,three in Distric.t. 3, and five in
District 4.
Tommy Bogard, present District 1
magistrate, is being opposed for reelection by L. W. "Dub" Lyons, Roger
D. Hudson, Clyde B. Hale, James R.
Hornbuckle and Willis Odell Colson.
In District 2,incumbent Gil Hopson is
See FILINGS,
Page 12-A, Column 1

Jean Smith, Murray State's women's basketball coach, was named CoOVC Coach of the Year sad Mina Todd and Brian Stewart •erc.uanied to
the All-OVC Freshman teams. See details in today's sports section.
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rain
Rain diminishing late tonight,
becoming windy and colder with
'low in the upper 30s. A chance of
lingering light showers or sno%
flurries Thursday with
temperatures in the mid 40s.
The extended forecast calls for
little or no precipitation Friday
through Sunday, with highs in the
low to mid 50s and lows in the low
to mid 30s.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
354.36
Kentucky Lake
354 57

Pyles Go From San Francisco To Washington, D.C.

Family On Cross Country Walk
It's not exactly your normal crosscountry trip. During the day, they walk
an average of 15 miles. At night, they
sleep in tents, jails and universities dormitories. And it's been that way for 11
months.
But Dennis "Gomer" Pyles, wife
Gayle and 17-month-old baby Jiamie
keep on walking. The hiking enthusiasts
passed through Murray Tuesday on
Kentucky 94.
The Pyles are part of the Hike-A. Nation (San Francisco to Washington,
D.C.) group which passed through
north Kentucky in February.
The Hike-A-Nation movement was
started by hiking enthusiasts wanting a
cross-country hiking trail.
However, a lack of funds in
Oklahoma separated the Pyles from the
group. A self-employed remodeler from
San Diego, "Gomer" had to use his
trade for about a week before they
could load up their homemade
wheelbarrow and return to the road.
The wheelbarrow carries their supplies and baby Jiamie, most of the time.
But now she has gotten into the act,
walking about one-quarter mile each
day.
"Gomer" pushes the wheelbarrow
and carries a knapsack.
They have survived mostly on staple
foods, stopping at grocery stores along
the way.
The people they have met have been
friendly. When not camping out under
the stars, several people have asked
them to stay the night. They also have
been given lodging in jail by law officials and in dormitories from different universities.
In fact, the biggest problem encountered by the Pyles thus far has
been "a couple of obnoxious dogs."
Rut they keep going.

ON THE ROAD AGAIN — Dennis, Gayle and Jiamie Pyles traveled
through Murray Tuesday on their cross-country Hike-A-Nation trip from
San Francisco to Washington, D.C.

turneys representing C urns contacted
by telephone, would not comment on
the nature of the action saying at this
time he would -let the lawsuit speak for
itself along with such clarifications" as
might come out of a prepared statement Curris was to deliver to the media
at 2 p.m. today.
In his statement, which Curris released to The Murray Ledger di Times and
other news media representatives
about 12:30 p.m. today, he said he
would not at this time reveal the nature
of the charges brought against him by
the regents.
"Solely for the purpose of assuring
that the issues involved in the legal action remain separate and distinct from
the issues involed in the charges made

against me," Curris said, at this time
I do not believe it would be appropriate
to make public the specific charges and
my responses to those charges.
"I believe that the issues in the
lawsuit can and should be heard and
determined without reference to the
specific charges themselves," Curris
added. "At the appropriate time I will
definitely make all of the charges
public, together with my response to
each of them."
Curris said that most likely, he will
make the charges public after the legal
proceedings filed today have been ruled
on by the court.
The motion for temporary injunction
asks the court to"( restrain and enjoin
the defendants, Jere McCuiston, Bill

Morgan, Jerry Woodall, Steven L. West
and Terry Clark, from participating in
their capacity as members of the Board
of Regents of Murray State University
in any hearing,on any charges, brought
against the plaintiff for the purpose of
removing the plaintiff from his office as
President of Murray State University."
The action also asks the court to
restrain the board of regentsKiill named
asg defendents, from implementing a
resolution adopted -on or about Feb. 21
or 22, 1981, which ... purports to relieve
the plaintiff Curris g of all duties of
substance as" president of MSU.
Other members of the board include
chairman Ron Christopher. vice chairSee CURRIS
Page 12-A, Column 1

Local Red Cross Drive Underway
A team of over 100 volunteer
solicitors this morning began working
toward a goal of $12,000 to support the
programs of the Calloway County Red
Cross for the coming year.
Lucy Wright, executive director for
the local chapter, told the workers at a
breakfast kickoff that she is thankful
"to everyone who has helped organize
and worked on the i Red Cross program.
-I have learned the meaning of loving
your fellow man from the Red Cross
program," Wright told the volunteers.
Paul Kiesow, general manager of
Fisher Price Toys, is the overall chairman for this year's fund drive.
Stuart Poston, administrator of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and
vice chairman of the Red Cross board
of directors, pointed out that all the programs of the chapter are supported by
the donations received during the annual fund drive.
Some of the ongoing programs of the
Murray chapter include CPR training,
ater-safety and swimming programs.
Poston also pointed out that Red Cross
volunteers annually contribute some
9,000 manhours in service at the local
hospital.

Poston served as waster of
ceremonies at this morning's meeting
in the absence of Harry Sparks, Red
Cross board chairman, who was out of
town.
A special thanks was directed to the
Bank of Murray' and Peoples Bank for
sponsoring this morning's breakfast.
-The team captains and workers for
this year's fund drive are !captains
listed first):
Walt Apperson
Tommy Alexander, Bob Billington, Keith Branson, Ted Delaney, Rick On'
Rex Alexander Don Brock, Bennie Cooper. M C
Garrott, Betty I ow ry Tommy Sanders.
Alice Koeneeke
Ruth Daughaday, Joe Dick.
Fred Morton.Sari Parker, Becky Wilson.
Frank Doran Charles Cochran. Cliff Cochran, R
I. Cooper, Ronnie Dunn. Jimmy Erwin
Gary Haverstock
Mark Blankenshm. Van
Haverstock, Rick Jones, Butch Sargent, John
Williams, Chink Wynn
Irma LaFollette
Freda Butterworth, Barbara
Erwin. Lillian Graves. William Mayor, Bob Furless

Bill Kopperud
John
regor:, 'hark. Hal,Larry Krouse. Anna Requarth, Nelson Shroat.
1.11111,
Swter. Susie WelLs
Lorry Hurt -- Tornmy Brown. Howard Koenen
Jim Lawson, Paid Jerry Lee, Tommy Marshall,
Gary Row Land
Robert O. Miller
Betty Baker. Sid Easley. Anna
Miner, William Miller, Jerry Kelly
Holmes Ellis
Max Morris, George Oakley, Sue
Outland, Don Overbey. Eugene Tarry,
A. W. Simmons Jr. — Dan Earns, Mary Ch.erby,
Joe Parker, Max Parker, Bill Phillips, Wells Purdoin
Jr
. David Roos
Roy Rabatin, Tom Rushing. Dan
Shipley. Jerrell White. Keith Hays
George Stockton -Jim Myers. Margaret Terhune.
Margaret Trevathan. John Trotter, Charles Walston,
Bob Garland - John (lark. Carmen DAngelo,
John Evans. Alex Gay, Martin Mattingly. Ed Shinners
Joe Pat James - Bill andrich. Karl Bussing. IJI.
ly Johnson. Tomrrue Walker
Chad Stewart - Jim Bawer. Toni Darnron. Joe
Evanko. Gerald Budder.Stan Key.
Those volunteers soliciting from special groups include Jeff Green, Bill Wilson, Stuart Poston, Jim
Garrison, Harold Doran. Lester Nanny. Walter
Muchke, Jack Rase, Willie Jackson, Steve Zea, Mike
Keller and Br's un Thacker

Nine Enter
Guilty Pleas In
Circuit Court
Nine persons entered guilty pleas to
various charges in Calloway County
Circuit Court Tuesday, according to
commonwealth's
attorney - Ron
Christopher.
,According to court records:
— Alvin Newberry pled guilty to second degree burglary. The commonwealth recommended five years in
the penitentiary.
.— The commonwealth recommended
a six-year penitentiary' sentence for
Randy Wilson, who pled guilty to seven
counts of criminal possession of a forged instrument in the second degree and
to being a second degree persistent
felony offender.
— Marty Wilson pled guilty to nine
counts of criminal possession of a forged instrument in the second degree and
to being a second degree persistent
felony offender. The commonwealth
recommended six years in the penitentiary.
— The commonwealth recommended
sentence for
penitentiary
a one-year
Richa14Chete
,,,j
Kurt
, who pled guilty to theft
of over $100.
r pled guilty to two
— Bobby
counts of receiving stolen property. The
commonwealth recommended one year
in the penitentiary' on each count to run
consecutively.
— The commonwealth recommended
• two years in the penitentiary' for Ricky
Overbey, who pled guilty to third
degree burglary.
— Billy Russell Riley pled guilty to
three counts of third degree burglary.
The commonwealth recommended one
year in the penitentiary on each of the
first two counts and a two-year
sentence on the third count. The
sentences would run consecutively.
— The commonwealth recommended
a one-year penitentiary sentence for
Clay Latimer, who pled guilty to trafficking in a Schedule II non-narcotic
controlled substance.
Newberry, Randy Wilson, Marty
Wilson, Chester, Overbey and Riley will
be sentenced March 5. Richards and
Latimer will be sentenced March 27.
Lynn Franklin Lee pled guilty to second degree criminal mischief and was
sentenced to one year in the county jail.
He will serve 30 days of the sentence
with the remaihder to be probated on
the condition that he make full restitution to the victim of the crime and that
his behavior is acceptable to the court
for a period of one year.

CT 1ADV ill/I\1

RED CROSS DRIVE — Paul Kiesow (standing), chairman of the local Red
Cross Fund Drive, addressed volunteer solicitors to this year's drive at the
kickoff breakfast today. Those at the meeting included (from left) Steve
Zea, Mike Keller, Jeff Green, Stuart Poston, executive director Lucy Wright,
Kiesow and Walter Mischke.

Ralph Bogard Files For
Magistrate Of District 3
Ralph Bogard, former Calloway.
County' magistrate, has filed for
magistrate of District 3.
Bogard, who served as magistrate
from 1974-1977, said the experience he
has had as magistrate and his 35 years
in trucking and construction work
"qualifies me to serve the people."
Bogard is married to the former Eva
Wilkerson and they reside at 220 Edinborough. They are the parents of three
children — Judy Curd and Shere
Parker, both of Canterbury Estates,
and Kenny, who resides at home and attends Murray State University.
The Bogards are members of
Memorial Baptist Church where he
serves as deacon.

1
STY,LE SHOW PREPARATIONS — The Musk Department of the Murray
Woman's Club has scheduled its annual luncheon and style show on
Tuesday, March 17. Two shows will be presented instead of one. Tickets
for the luncheon and show at 12 noon will be $5. and for the 7:30 p.m.
style show and dessert will be $3. Tickets are now available at the Peoples
Bank, Bank of Murray or from members of the department. Left to right
making preparations are Mrs. Eurie Garland, Mrs. fames Rudy Allbritten,
Mrs. Jerry Bolls, and Mrs. C. C. Lowry.
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Speaker At Xi Alpha
Delta Chapter Meet

Votes To Be Read
.4t kirkse.v Church
y Abigail Van Buren

Let Sleeping Boys Lie
DEAR ABBY: Our son, who is 12, wants to have his
neighborhood friends over for a slumber party. We are eager
to have him well-liked so we agreed to let him have the
party It will be well chaperoned by his mother and me. Our
son doesn't object to this supervision, but one of the
neighborhood guy s happens to be a gal, and.therein lies the
problem
Our son feels that this gal is one of the group and should
be invited without any concern for her sex. My wife feels the
invitation should be issued, and the girl's parents should
assume the responsibility for the proper decision.
I think it's improper for a 12-year-old girl to spend the
night with six boys, and since it's not proper for her to
accept the invitation. it shouldn't be issued.
What do you say, Abby?
VIRGINIA DAD
DEAR DAD: Even though the gal is considered one
of the guys, underneath it all she's still a gal. I would
not invite her.
DEAR ABBY: Last summer the last of our brood got
married, and for the first time in 30 years my husband and I
are alone. He will retire soon, and we have great plans.
The problem: My widowed mother wants to move in with
us, and it just won't wurk. She is bossy, arrogant, inconsiderate and expects me to be her slave. She has a lovely
home, no money worries, a car, several widowed friends and
other children. So why the?
I keep saying "No," but she won't listen. She is already
selling some of her things in anticipation of breaking up her
home to come and live with me. HELP! I'm afraid I'm
weakening. After all, she is getting old, and she is my
mother.
WHY ME?
DEAR WHY: Because obviously your mother has
chosen you as the one with whom she wants to live. A
better question to ask yourself is. why, when you
keep saying "No," does your mother ignore your
decision? Can it be that in her eyes you are still a
"child" who must obey Mother's wishes?
Your words, "Help, I'm afraid I'm weakening,"
then, "After all, she is getting old and she is my
mother." tell me that even though you feel it won't
work, you're not sufficiently assertive to say NO and
mean it.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 36-year-old college dropout whos
lifelong ambition was to be a physician. I have a very goo.
job selling pharmaceutical supplies, but my'heart is still ii
the practice of medicine. I do volunteer work at the loca
hospital on my time off, and people tell me I would havi
made a wonderful doctor.
If I go - back to college and get my degree, then go to
medical school, do my internship and finally get into the
actual practice of medicine, it will take me seven years! But,
Abby. in seven years I will be 43 years old. What do you
think?
UNFULFILLED IN PHILADELPHIA
DEAR UNFULFILLED-. And how old will you be in
seven years if you don't do it?
•••

Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
"What Every Teen-ager Ought to Know." Send $2
and a long, stamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
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Honors Recently
Kerney Kent Bailey and
Lanette Bailey, son and
daughter of the Rev. and Mrs.
Kerney L. Bailey of Franklin.
Tenn., and grandchildren of
Mrs. Jewell Bailey and Mrs.
George Shoemaker of Murray,
have received honors recently.
Miss Bailey who will receive
her, degree from Belmonte
College. Nashvile, Tenn.. this
month, has been named to appear in the 1982 edition of
Who's Who In American Colities.
leges and
or at BatMr. Bailey, a
tle Ground Academy. was one
of more than 275 outstanding
high school students from
throughout the southern
United States selected recently to compete in the 32nd Annual Scholars Day Program
held at Wofford College, Spartanburg,S. C.. Dec. 7 and 8.
At Wofford. a United
Methodist related institution,
the seniors competed through
written essays and personal
interviews for the more than
8200,000 in academic scholarships to be awarded later.

rr
a

The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi met
Thursday, Feb. 19, at the Ellis
Center with Vicky Holton,
president, presiding. Laurie
Rollins, secretary, gave her
reports.
Ila Brown, service corrinuttee chairman, reported that
work would be continued on
hand puppets and courtesy
bags for the pediatrics ward at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. A special work night
was set for March 19.
Rowena Emerson was
chosen as a oandidate of the
Miss Kentucky Beta Sigma
Phi contest by her chapter.
Mike Ward, lawyer, was the
guest speaker. He discussed
"Crime in Calloway County."
Barbara Williams gave a
program on "Arts and Crafts
of Kentucky.
Hostesses were Wanda Morris, Itheanetta Coleman, and
Barbara Williams.
Following refreshments, the
chapter held its annual
February Hearts and Hands
Party with each member
receiving a handmade gift
from her secret sister.
Members present, not
previously mentioned, were
Mary Ann Barrow, Barbara
Chilcutt, Linda Darnell, Bren-

Mr. and Mrs. Doyle
Peanut Pierce of Murray
announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
youngest daughter, Pamela
Ruth.to Rodney Lee Scott, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Pete
Scott of Kirksey.
Miss Pierce,a 1978 graduate
of Calloway County High
School, is employed at
Hawaiian Tropic. She is the
granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Pierce of Kirksey
and of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Garland Wadkins of Murray.
Mr. Scott, a 1977 graduate of
Calloway County High School,
is employed as a farmer and
at Roho Service Center. He is
the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Scott of Almo and of Mrs.
Austelle Crouse of Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday. April 10, at 7
p.m. at the - Kirksey United
Methodist Church. A reception
will follow in the fellowship
hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

Miss Pamela Ruth Pierce and Rodney Lee Scott

THE ACES

®RAG
G CORN, JR.

"Some will never learn
anything because they
understand everything too
soon." -- Sir Thomas Blount.
West's descriptive bid
told declarer what to look
for in the play of today's
catchy slam. And to prove
he both learned and understood. declarer played well
to chalk up his plus 920.
The hand was played at
the ACBL Fall National
Championships and West's
two diamond bid was a specialized bid showing both
majors (Michael's Cue Bid).
After North supported
diamonds, both South and
North cue bid their controls
and six diamonds became
the final contract.
Declarer won his club
king and drew two rounds of
trumps. West discarding on
the second round. Since
West's cue bid promised he
had length in both majors.
declarer cashed dummy's
club ace and then played
ace and another spade.
West won the king, but
was now out of safe leads. If
he led a heart, declarer
would enjoy a free finesse to
eliminate a heart loser,
while dummy's spade queen
would take care of declarer's losing club.
If West led a spade
instead, the finesse of
dummy's 10 would provide
two spade winners for two
discards -- six diamonds bid
and made.
What if West had ducked
the spade king entirely?
Declarer could still succeed
by winning dummy's 10 and
then playing ace and another heart. West now would

have to lead hearts for a
ruff and discard or lead a
spade to establish dummy's
queen.
Bid with Corn
South holds

3-4-B

•KJ976
•K J 8 5 4
•5
•Q 3
North
1•

South

ANSWER: One spade. With
two five card majors. respond
first in spades_ With two four
card majors, respond first in
hearts.
--Send bridge questions to The Aces,
PD Rol 12363 Dallas. Texas 75225,
arab self-addressed stamped envelope
for reply

A miscellaneous shower was
held on Tuesday. Jan. 27, at
the home of Mrs. Joe Walker.
Hostesses were Miss Jane
Greer, Mrs. Cindy Clark, Miss
Regina Walker, and Miss
Sharon Walker.
The hostesses presented
Miss Walker with a "Wedding
Memories" album and a pink
carnation corsage. Mothers of.
the bridal couple were
presented corsages also. Approximately 20 persons were
present or sent gifts.
A household shower was
held at the People's Bank
Branch on Monday, Feb. 9.
Hostesses for the event were
Mrs. Cindy Clark, Mrs. Blondavene Cook, Mrs, Moore
Nesbitt, and Mrs. Janet
Johnson,
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Allan L. Beane, a Division
Director at Murray State
University, is among the contributors in the January issue
of "Instructor" Magazine.
Beane resides in Murray,KY.'
"Instructor" is a nationally
circulated magazine used by
more than a million elementary teachers and educators.
With more than 260,000
subscribers, itcis the oldest
continually
published
magazine in the educational
field.
Beane received his
Bachelor's degree from Murray State.

THROUGH MARCH 10th

The bride-elect and mothers
of the couple were presented
white carnation corsages. Approximately 40 persons were
present or sent gifts.
A household tea was held at
the home of the bride-elect's
aunt, Mrs. Gerald Walker,on
Saturday, Feb. 14. from 2 to 4
p.m. A red and white Valentine's Day theme was used.
The honoree was presented
with a red carnation corsage
which was a gift from her
grandmother, Mrs. Lowell
Walker. The mothers of the
bridal couple were presented
with white carnation corsages. Approximately 60 persons were present or sent
gifts.
Hostesses were Mrs. James
Rose, Mrs. Gerald Walker,
Mrs. Tommy Mathis, Mrs,
Ronnie Walker, Mrs. Billy
Walker, and Mrs. Pat Adams,
all aunts of the bride-elect.

Allan L. Beane Of
Murray Is Writer
Current Magazine

TODAY

Prenuptial Events Are
Held For Karon Walker

Miss Karon Walker, March
Vulnerable: None Dealer 6th hiide-elect of Jimmy Dale
North. The bidding:
Johnson, has been honored
South West
North East
with several prenuptial
Pass
1•
2•
Pass
events. Parents of the couple
3•
Pass
Pass 3•
are Mr. and Mrs. Joe W.
Pass 4•
4.
Pass
5•
All pass Walker of Almo Route 1 and
Pass 6•
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Johnson
of Mayfield Route 7._ —
Opening lead Club queen

da Estes, Mary Graves, Debbie I.yons, (lathy Marcussen.
Joyce Nunnally, Lois Ruiz.
Peggy Shoemaker, Joyce
Thomas, Debbie Villaflor, and
Glenda Wilson.
'The next meeting will be
held Thursday, March 5. A
Ritual of Jewels ceremony
will be held for three new:
inein burs -- Linda Foust.
Cathy Marcussen, and Mary
Ann Barrow.
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Free Refills on Drinks

free Refill'. on Drinks

No Shots
No Drugs
No Contracts

WEDNESDAY
4-10 P.M.
You Can't Eat This Good
At Home For This Price
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DIET
CENTERA

GO

VISA

5th & Walnut — Walnut Plaza — Suite 203
Murray, Ky.

1
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1
1
4
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Chestnut St., Murray
759-4455

HOSPITALPATIENT
Recently dismissed from
the Henry County Hospital,
Pans. Tenn., was Edward
Lamke of Puryear. Tenn.
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Choose Two With Any Meal:
Rice Pilaf, Fried Zucchini, Steak Fries, Fried
Cauliflower, Baked Potato, Tossed Snlad,
Cole Slaw

Fish-o-gram

• • •

EVERY FRIDAY
NIGHT Alaskan King

0
-0

ulf Red Snapper
(Fried or Broiled) Scallops Crab
95
$6

(Fried or Broiled

'10--

$795

e06.6 •
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$4" Flounder Filets C‘awsIvo

Breaded Oysters

Jiroiled or Fried

$625
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Rainey'3 ail

HEALTH
By RAI.ulfl APPERN

Misery of migraines

\

Judge Bob Miller is buss. role is riot easy. It may be a
d., tinalitIng plans for necessity in this hard times. been judged an "All Kent'. K.,
City" at least once.' ThirtyDEAR DR LAMB - 1
Ow 1981 annual Hireling of the but you pay the price.
three communities have been started to have what I call
National Association of
She mailed an interesting
Regional Councils to be held item covering this dual role. It judged -All Kentucky Cities" spells when I was about 15 I
am now 26 I get spots and
June 7th in Niagara Falls, staled, "The top three at least three tunes and ji jagged bright lights that
tincommunities were judged an
Nett York,
gle in front of my eyes When
realities of such a life-style
Kentucky
"All
City"
three
that goes away I have a
Judge Miller is a member of are fatigue, the need of hiring
the board of Directors of this outside help, and lack of social times in a five year period migraine
making
At 19 I had a glucose tolerthem
eligible
for
the
group, and he represents the life." Several workshops
eight Southeastern states of across the country are aimed "Hall of Fame Award." Only ance test and was told I was
hypoglycemic I stayed on a
Kentucky
Tennessee, at making young men and two communities have ever high protein low carbohyMississippi,
Alabama. women prepared for the situa- been awarded the highest drate diet for the next seven
honor, the -Presidential Cita- years but kept having the
Georgia, Florida, North and tion.
South Carolina.
-One of the most important tion Award." They arc migraines They got worse
He has issued an invitation objectives in preparing Elizabethtown, recognized II and worse so I had another
glucose
to Phyllis George Brown, our students for later life is to times as an "All Kentucky Ci- normal test and it was
I also had an EEG
governor's wile, to speak to make them aware that life ty." and Somerset. the second which was normal My doctor
the group and make a presen- doesn't revolve around expen- most recognized city with 10 said I was having migraine
All Kentucky ('iv" awards headaches and gave me Endertation of a -pep talk" about sive wardrobes, gourmet dindisplayed on the walls of their al to prevent them but it
Kentucky.
ners and vacation cruises."
didn't help He was going to
chamber and citytall. .
Because of her nation-wide
t+recognition, background in
Do the dogs in your neighbor
television and her public im- turn over your garbage cans?
age, Phyllis would be the Try sprinkling some red pepperfect person to speak.
per in the garbage sacks - the
NARC is a national group animal will stay clear of it.
with
headquarters
in
Also, it has been suggested
Washington, D. C., and local that mothballs placed in the
Frances Drake
governments and regional garbage bag will ward off
FOR
THURSDAY,MARCH 5, 1981
councils implement several animals wanting to tear into
programs. In Kentucky, we them. Someone in the grocery
What kind of day will tomor- sion on a ligher-up, but still
call them "Area Development also said they used Purex and
row be? To find out what the you shouldn't mix business
Districts."
it is effective.
stars say, read the forecast with pleasure. Be businesslike
1982 'finds this group
Congratulations to all of given for your, birth
Sign.
in behavior.
scheduled to meet in those who have worked sun
CANCER
Louisville, Kentucky, and Bob hard in preparation of the ARIKS
(June 21 to July 22)
knows the importance of sell- materials and program to pre- (Mar,21 to Apr.
19)
Though you're certainly
ing Kentucky and enticing sent for the "All Kentucky CiIf you'll take a close friend welcome at a distant place,
delegates and their husbands ty" competition in April. into your confidence, you'll be family obligations may conand wives to come to David Graham has served as better off. Otherwise, strain flict with travel plans. Don't
Louisville.
committee chairman and could develop between the two neglecVesponsibilties.
This is the type of thing our Steve Zea and Betty Lowry of you.
LEO
governor's wife needs to do. will participate in the oral TAURUS
( July 23 to Aug. 22)
?
Let's hope she realizes this.
You may receive a gift or a
presentation. We know Mur- ( Apr. 20 to May 20) tilki;
Luncheons with close ones favor, but it's not a good time
Liz Dahl, the executive ray deserves the award and
assistant for Phyllis, has not let's hope the judges think so should be fun. However, press- to sign papers or make
ing work commitments may agreements. Always be sure
given a total commitment for too. Thanks to all in Murray
interfere with your social to read the fine print.
the program. I hope she will.
who have helped in the plans later.
VIRGO
+
preparations.
GEMINI
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Our daughter, Kate, is finOver its 16 year history, 82 ( May 21 to June 20)
Cordial relations now with
ding out the career-marriage Kentucky communities have
You'll make a good 'moresothers, especially loved ones.
But do be careful not to go
overboard in spending. Accent
moderation.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22( —
Good will aids you in work
endeavors, but the pressure
and responsibility is heavy
now. Pace yourself and don't
get overtired.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
Romance is in the picture
now, but avoid clandestine involvements which in some
way could backfire on you. AcColgate
cent discretion.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
You're comfortable at home
base now, but friends who
have problems could involve
you in some way. Save time
for yourself.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
Let loved ones know how
much you care. Talks with
higher-ups could break down.
You find it hard to reach
agreement at present.
,*-Flowers & Vegetables
AQUARIUS
(
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Oral B
Advice you receive from
others now could be faulty,
especially concerning
finances. You receive a gift
that makes you happy.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Others are attracted to you
now, but you may receive
some unwanted attention, too.
A intimate matter may trouble you somewhat.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
increase the dose when I worse by taking birth control of this newspaper. PU Box
found out I was pregnant and
1551 Radio City Station, New
Pins
.,
I quit taking them altogether
numeral does work in some York, NY 10019 But rememNow I have spells at least
cases There are a number of ber that if the first medicine
Once a week I ye tried no-sugother medicines that can also your doctor gives you doesn't
ar diets, a little sugar, but
be used Coffee can help if it is work, go back and let him use
nothing seems to help U you
used at the onset of the head- another one that may be more
can offer any advice to stop
ache Drinking coffee is not a effective in your case
this misery it would be a
good idea during pregnancy,
DEAR DR LAMB - Tell
miracle
particularly in amounts of that woman who said her son
DEAR READER - By now
five cups or more a day, but I has a constant problem with
the miracle probably has
hope you won't need medi- heartburn that he should stop
already occurred In most
cines after the third month of drinking milk He drinks two
women migraine headaches
glasses of milk at each meal
your pregnancy
stop in the third month of
as well as in between meals I
There are many factors
pregnancy and do not return
found
that milk was causing
migraine
contribute to
until after the pregnancy is that
my digestive upsets I ye been
headaches that I have disover I hope that is true in
off it completely for two
my new issue of The
your case In many other cussed in
years
Letter, number 16-12.
migraine victims, the attacks Health
Headaches and What to Do
DEAR READER - Thank
stop after the menopause
which I am sendThem.
about
you for wanting to help BurnUnfortunately, in a few
who want this ing in the pit of the stomach
Others
you
ing
instances they begin then And
send 75 cents with a can be caused by many things
they are sometimes made issue can
long, stamped. self-addressed Milk intolerance can be a facenvelope for it to me. in care tor for some people But in

Your Individual
Horoscope

00

J2fig

no,

SCOTT'S

other cases milk helps tu net,
tralize the acid produced
the stomach and relieves
burning The acid production
could be from stress and the
relief from milk
Other people have a
mechanical leakage at the
opening of the stomach and
the acid burns the lower
esophagus If I were to choose
one dietary habit as the most
frequent cause for burning in
the pit of the stomach it would
be drinking coffee Sensitive
people who use decaffeinated
products may still get a burn•
ing feeling in the pit of the
stomach
Incidentally, those who quit
using milk and milk products
run the risk of a calcium deficiency if they do not find
another source of calcium or
use calcium supplements

21 Piece
Shrimp Dinner

You have a natural ability to
bring out the best in others
and would do well in social
service
and
reform
movements. Law, politics,
brokerage and medicine may
appeal to you. Strongly artistic, you naturally gravitate
towards acting, music,
literature and other creative
pursuits. Once you settle on a
career, you have the ability to
make it profitable. Birthdate
of: Rex Harrison, actor;
Frank Norris, author; . and
Samuel Pepys, diarist.

$369

nr%.

tskpaCIA

ri s
Toothpaste

Contact

1-6-iiiiii. _ cONTRALI12"EFCDuR $139

We give you 21 plump, tender Gulf
shrimp, lightly breaded and fried to a crispy
golden brown. And we serve our 21-Piece
Shrimp Dinner with French fries, fresh cole
slaw and a roll.

GUEST SPEAKER - Marie
Shorter, formerly of Paris.
Tenn., and former television
personality, fashion model,
and instructor of Success Image Seminars for Oglethorpe
University and Jones College,
will be the guest speaker for
the Aglow Fellowship International to be held Saturday,
March 7, at 10 a.m. at the
Avalon Motel, Paris, Tenn.
There is no charge and the
public is invited. She will give
her testimony after being called for the ministry three years
ago. She is married to Chilton
H. Shorter and they have one
daughter, Pamela,

Offer expires: April 19, 1981

One of Jerry's Best

ifs

RESTAURANTS

South 12th St, Murray Ky.

Toothbrushi

Seeds
2/$158i
! 10/990
Scott Drugs

Chostnet Street

"Wo Went To Bo Your Dreg Sten"

753.2547

XCr

YOU BORN TODAY have
, more business acumen than
the typical member of your
sign. You dislike routine work
and are liable to experiment
before settling on a career.

On Sale Now—
thru Saturday!

‘t t4'0

LAYAWAYS FOR
MOTHER'S DAY
GRADUATION.
AND FATHER'S DAY
WELCOME

tozitc00

los\P*,\s‘i•
itt
I`lks'
c•-w 0*.

DIAMOND CLUSTERS

30%OF
LADIES &
GENTS

4

74-1
4
.
11
„. -•

;.7.416
13
-tgeret4411

SALE!

/ Spring
Pants
12
SAVE'15
Originally '27. Beautiful
Pants with Pleats. Pockets, Belts,
Polyester French Canvas Sizes 5 13

DURING THE ENTIRE MONTH
OF MARCH OUR COMPLETE
DIAMOND CLUSTER
INVENTORY WILL BE
REDUCED AT LEAST
30 PERCENT,
CHOOSE FROM OVER 300
BLAZING GENTS AND
LADIES DIAMOND
CLUSTERS AND
SAVE 30 PERCENT
AND MORE,

.jp
2
94
.4:
p
"Oi•
44
-.9

-7'16

,ot Value
le.
t StV
Gre°
7
•UP TO 20 MONTHS TO PAY'
•PICK YOUR OWN PAYMENT PLAN,

APPLY NOW FOP OUR NEW GOD CREW CASK)/
IT ALLOWS YOU UP TO
20 MONTHS TO PAY,
123/04/4

1000.1 DOI

GOLD COCDIT CO4110

JUST COME IN Of? CALL 443-3606
AND WE'LL MAP. You AN APPI.CATION

OPEN DAILY 10-6 M F 10-$ Set.

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CTR MURRAY 753.7695

BEL AIR CENTER 8 OLYMPIC PLAZA: Shop Daily 10-8, Sunday 1-5

s

I II

&
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unoo COMMUNITY
CAT5E NDAR
edarsday.Ma1eh 4
Salem Baptist Chieh WMU
is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m.

Thursday, March 5
Mothers Day Out will be at 9
a in at the First Baptist Church
After School Bible Club will
meet at the First Christian
Church

Today is the final day for
registration for the four SaturMurray Women of the
day morning weaving sessions Moose will meet at 8 pm. at
to begin March 7 at the Mur- the lodge hall
ray Art Guild. For information call 753-1059 or 4:16-2261
F:llis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p in. for acBaptist Women. Baptist tivities by the Murray Senior
Young W'oinen. and Acteens Citizens with Dr James
are scheduled to meet at 7 Courtney
optometrist.' to
p.m, at the Cherry Corner speak at 10:1:i a in.. and lunch
Baptist Church.
at noon.

t.•

Murray State student
volunteers nth be available in
Rooms 226 and 228 of Stewart
Stadill111. MSU, to assist
students, elderly citizens and
low-income individuals with
preparation of their 1980 state
and federal income tax
i.eturns. There is no charge for
this assistance.

as, 'The Castle on the
Cumberland... '"fhe Night
Riders." and "SentencingGood,Bad,and Enlightened."
The 36-year old native of
Lyon County is married to the
former Paula Trull of
Charlotte, N.0 ,and they have
three sons. He graduated from
Benton High School where he
served as captain of the
basketball and baseball
teams
At Murray State, where he
took the bachelors in 1966, he
was president of the student
government. His juns doctorate was earned at the

Universal) of Kentucky
After military service Ifroin
1969-73 which took him to
Germany, Viet Nam and
Korea, he began private practice in Eddyville in 1974.

14 you hose been se41u4 your
gold ongs ond sayer estbout
cottons our oHer you se
probably lost some money
Please got our otter before
you sail h nsokirs Dollars and
Sense Free Appraisals Saicsirrry pro.idiod
Sell*" au/ Suitors el Gold (Gros
Sl-S2' .•55-S10410

Other activities include
work with the historical socket), American Legion, VFW,
Western Waterlands, adjunct
professor at Murray State,
District,
Development
Chamber of Commerce, Kentucky Bar, the presidency' of
the Lyon County Broadcasting
Company and service with
!,
•I!.

SUPER MARKET

Legion of Mary will meet at
10:30 a.m. in the rectory of St.
Leo's Catholic Church.

Electrolysis

753-8856

Bill Cullum's:Awn, .The Cone tuck). 42025
niumsealth's Attorney tor
Annual dues should also be
on Counties, will
paid by the time of the
Is' the speaker for the spring
meeting to assure that
meeting of the Jackson Purmembers' 114111eS appear in
chase Historical Society.
the June edition of the
March 21, 6.30 pan in the
Journal. Memberships are $4
lone Oak High School
single. and $6 fanuly.
cafeteria.
Cunningham will be speakBoth members and guests
are %Octane but to assure a ing about his new book, slated
meal. reservations with a for publication in June 1981
check in the amount of $6 per The book, Flames in the
plate should reacli the Wind, deals with the Night
secretary-treasurer by Mon- Rider period of Kentucky
day. March 16. That address is history. He writes a weekly
Margaret Heath. 1202 Joe column in five newspapers
Cieason Drive, Benton. Ken- and has al itten such articles

Hazel and Douglas Centers
a ill be open from 10 a.m. to 2
pin. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:43 0.111. and ,at
Douglas at 12 noon.

Mission groups of Flint BapKnights of Columbus will
tist Church are scheduled to
meet at 7:30p.m. in the Parish
meet at 7 pan at the church.
Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Thursday. March 5
Church.
Murray Civitan Club will
Alpha Mu Chapter of Epifleet at 7 p.m. at Joe's Faultily
silon Sigma Alpha InternaRestaurant.
tional will meet at 7 p.m. at
the home of Jean Fleming.
Calloway -Marshall Counties
---DiTibiffei'Chapter will meit at
Friday, March 6
7 p.m. at the Calloway Public
World Day of Prayer will be
library with William G. Hart.
observed with a program at 10
M. D.. as speaker.
a.m, at the First Presbyterian
Organizational meeting of Church. This is sponsored by
Experimental
Aircraft Church Women United and the
Association will be held at public is invited.
Pans-Henry County Airport.
Parts, Tenn., at 7 p.m.
A chemistry seminar will be
Membership is open and call presented at 3:30 p.m. in room
Robert Miller. 1-901-642-2171 312, Blackburn Science
Building, Murray State
for information.
Annual card party and buf- University. This is open to the
t et luncheon of Garden
Department of the Murray
Shopping for senior citizens
Woman's Club will be at 12
noon at the club house Tickets will be held and call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m, for morning shopare $3.50 each.
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
For Information
Hazel and Douglas Centers
Regarding
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
(Permanent
Hazel at 11:45 a.m, and at
Douglas at 12 noon.
Removal of Hair

Call

Cunningham Speaker For JP Meeting

Loa Overhead Meons to• Prices

Ill• Gladly
Accept Food Stamps
W.R
The Right
Ts Limit Cheantitlits

4 Roll Pkg.
Limit 1

Nem* Owned & Over esti
Now Store Hears 7 ..m -e pus.
PrIc•s (rood March 4
Through March 10

with $10.00 or mar. portImmo
Dairy or Tobecco Prodects & Drinks mu Spoctal

Spam

Luncheon Meat
10

12 ex can

Kellogg

Rice Krispies $1 19
13.z

Hide Park White or Golden

$1

39

See• 20

SYrUP
Heinz Sweet
Gherkins

40 ex

Charles

Kraft Miniature 6' 2 oz. Bag

Marshmallows3P1

Potato
Chips

S i 39
h . I
out_wasn

,.

Decongestant $163
24 Tablets Rog. $2.05 Sass 42'

Inc

Nabisco

S

nacks

Saturday. March 7
Square and round dancing
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall.

Sa•• 20' W

Wish Laundry

$159

Detergent .

Large
Bags

I
si 39
32 et.

Glad 10 Bag Ct.

Trash Bags

CHINO

20-30 661. Silo Savo 11'

, Hyde

Park Hamburger

N Dill Slices juet59c
111 az Seir• 34'

,a4Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
z1.7-Up, Dr. Pepper

r

Crunch & Munch

Popcorn
6 sa. Sm•• S'

111"1111
"

69c

wipeanuts

2 Liter
Save 36'

. . . Skirts By
Lady Thomson
And Shirts By
Haymakers
Lacoste s
Khaki skirts in a twill weave of polyester and
cotton ore beltless with front skin pockets.
Correct for dress sport or at the office.

FROZEN FOODS

PRODUCE

Pepperidge Farm

Coconut
Cakes

Beautiful shirts in a birds-eye knit of polyester
and cotton with 5-button placket collars and
tent{tail styling.

Ore Ida

Pure Fresh Lean

Ground Beef $'1 29
Family Pack 3 Lb. Or More

Lb

Sausage
$ 49
iu.

20is Bag

CrIspers

•

89c

Frosty Acres

Butter
Beans

jSuchingfiam Rap, 11tb
Clogisisi For Geditiftewes semi LaKiles
Dixieland Center-Murray, Ky.
Mon.-Sat. 9:00 a.m.-5 p.m.

ofic

Pork Chops

20.z Ileg

Fresh Green

Celery

•

r
_

-
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Opinion Page

Looking Rack
10 I ears Ago

EDITORIAL

TVA Must
Set Priorities
A great deal has been said
increase.
during the past couple of years
That adds up, as we see it, to
about how low the Tennessee
a $220 million negative turValley Authority's electric
naround in TVA's operations
power rates are compared to
during the first five months of
other power distributors
the current fiscal year.
throughout the nation.
Maybe, just maybe, TVA is
At least four times since July
trying to do too much for too
of 1978 TVA officials have been
many.
We've always been
quick to point out just how
among the first in line to apeconomical the rates are. But
plaud the advances made
that's only natural, because on
through TVA's agricultural,
those same four occasions, the
conservation and recreation
hgency has announced yet
programs. Who could argue
another rate increase.
that the great recreational area
On the positive side, the
that began as the world's
customers of the Murray Eleclargest man-made lake and has
tric System should be
developed into one of the finest
somewhat consoled by the fact
wilderness and conservation
that the local rates, primarily
projects on this earth would
due to excellent management
have been possible without
and foresight over the years,
TVA?
are the lowest that can legally
The new administration in
be charged under TVA's 12-step
Washington is casting a critical
rate structure.
look at TVA with an apparent
The latest increase, accoreye on ways to cut back on
ding to TVA figures will raise
government support for the
the average cost per 1,000agency.
kilowatt-hours for residential
That examination, coupled
customers of MES from $35.24
with our nation's everto $38.50. Comparatively, the
increasing demand for electric
cost for the same amount of
power in spite of predicted
power for customers of West
shortages of natural fuels in the
Kentucky
years to come, should, in our
Rural Electic
Cooperative, will increase from
opinion, be enough to force TVA
$42.89 to $46.15.
to rethink its entire posture
We don't deny that spiraling
from within.
inflation is driving up the cost
Production of affordable
of everything and do not intend
electric power and flood control
to suggest that TVA is not afthroughout the Tennessee
fected by the same higher inValley region, should be the top
terest rates and generally
priorities for the agency.
escalating prices that the rest
The other many benefits that
of us deal with every day.
TVA has brought to the region
TVA Chairman S. David
should also continue but at this
Freeman says the rate intime, even though we would
crease, expected to average 8.4
resist any efforts to cutback on
percent on
residential
such programs as the Land
customers' bills, is necessary
Between the Lakes, we could
to offset an estimated $161
not in good conscience support
million deficit in the fiscal year
action by the TVA board that
that ends Sept. 30.
would cause such ancilliary
The approved increase was
services to be subsidized by
actually 12.8 percent but a $60
rates charged power conmillion surplus from the last
sumers that live in the valley
fiscal year is being carried over
rather than through normal
to take care of a portion of the
streams of taxation.

Capitol Ideas
WASHINGTON AP) — Minority
Leader Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia
is sensitive about being,rerninded that
Democrats no longer hold a majority in
the Senate.
At his weekly news conference. Byrd
chopped off a reporter's question that
began,' You have only 46 members. "
"Only 46 members, only 46
members?" Byrd shot back. "I hear('
of a man who had only 12 disciples.After the laughter subsided. Byrd
said: "We have 4.6 members. That is not
a puny minority."
Sen. Strom-..Thurmond, R-S.C.,
doesn't limit his news releases to
Senate business. One recent statement
announced that his 11-year-old son,
Strom Thurmond II. had caught a 15pound fish in the Wando River near
Charleston," Accompanying the
release was a photo of father, son and
mounted fish.
The fish, the release went on to note,
was mounted by Dr. James Barrier of
the taxidermy department of Baptist
College.''
Labor Secretary Raymond Donovan
had some trouble remembering what
job he holds when he testified before the
House Ways and Means Committee a
few days ago.
In an opening statement. Donovan
told the panel: "I want to talk about the
philosophy which 1 bring to my job as
secretary of state. uh, labor. I get con'
fused "
One source of the confusion, Donovan
suggested, was that he was keyed up
because "I'm going to greet the pope
tomorrow."
• Dcinovan represented President
Reagan in Anchorage for the Alaskan
leg of the pontiff's just-completed world
tour.
Irked at the number of quorum calls
and other procedural delays, Rep.
George E. Danielson, 1)-Calif., ordered
a survey to identify last year's biggest
)me-wasters in the House.
Leading the list was former Rep.
Robert E. Bauman, R-Md., who
_demanded 66 procedural roll-call votes
in 1980, 70 in 1979 and 77 in 1978.
After Bauman came Reps. John
Ashbrook of Ohio, 52 roll calls in 1980.

tty TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
John Rousselot of California, 38; Bill
Frenzel of Minnesota, 33; James M.
Collins of Texas, 18, and William S.
Broomfield of Michigan, 16. All are
Republicans.
Democrats, who might not need such
tactics so often since they have a majority in the House, didn't make the top
10. Their leaders was Ted Weiss of New
York with five procedural roll calls.

Inside Report

Avoiding Tax Redeye
WASHINGTON — Innocuous though
it seemed, the suggestion by two
Cabinet members for a two-penny-agallon hike in the federal gasoline tax
was quickly rejected as no less lethal
than the'sDrIcoholics first sip out of the
bottle.
This is not policy," Dr. Martin
Anderson, President
Reagan's
domestic policy assistant, told us. Nor,
by his tone, will it ever be policy in this
administration. So much for the twocent gas tax put forth by two of the
Cabinet's most energetic and competent members, budget director David
Stockman and Transportation
Secretary Drew Lewis.
More than a trifling tax is at stake
Anderson has been called "the keeper
of the sacred scrolls," in some derision
for his stubborn insistence that the
president stick to what he promised in
the campaign. But beyond seeking consistency. Reagan wants to avoid the
catastrophic recourse to the old tax bottle that has done so much damage to
two other conservative heads of
Western governments.
Joseph Clark's tenure in Canada was
abbreviated when, breaking campaign
pledges, he did not cut tax ratesbeeause of his quest for a balanced
budget. In Britain, Margaret Thatcher's promised tax relief did not
materialize when she overbalanced
upper-level income tax reductions with
increases in the value-added tax effecting mainly lower-income taxpayers;
Prime Minister Thatcher's move produced accurate forecasts by leaders of
the U.S. tax cut movement, Professor
Arthur Laffer and Rep. Jack Kemp,
that it would chill Britain's economic
recovery.
Yet, any conservative is sorely tempted to balance the budget by drinking
from the tax bottle. Even Stockman,
sponsored by Kemp to be the first
supply-side director in the Office of

Letter To The Editor

Regents' Negative Action
To The Editor:
At the annual meeting of the Kentucky Philological Association last
weekend at Morehead State University,
the state of Murray State University
seemed to be as much the topic of
general discussion as the state of the
English language — the real reason for
convening English professors from all
of Kentucky's colleges and universities
once a year on one or another campus.
At least this seemed to be the case tc
me, as one of several conference participants from Murray State, questioned about the action now being taken by
the University's Board of Regents to
remove President Curris from office,
If the attitude of a number of English
professors from around the state can be
said to be representative, then the concensus on other campuses about this action on the part of the Regents is
definitely negative.
I would summarize the concensus
this w5y : Why, when Murray State
finally seemed to be "coming of age"
academically under President Curris'
leadership, is the Board of Regents
unhappy? Is it a "Back to the Bushes"
move on the Regents' part, or is it simply a means of enabling someone up the
political ladder to try his hand at being
a college president?
Needless to say, I couldn't provide
any answers.
It was interesting, however, that none
of the rumors circulating among the
academics — at least none of those I
heard about — had anything to do with
the passibility of criminal or moral
charges against President Curris. This
was a refreshing change from some of

By Rowland Evans and Robert Novak

the vicious rurnors I've -heard circulating in Murray, prompted no doubt
by the Board of Regent's insistence on
clouding its entire action in this matter
in mystery and intrigue.
But whatever the difference in the
character of the rumors circulating
among academics around the state and
certain citizens of Murray, one thing is
certain. No matter what the outcome of
their surprise attack upon the President of Murray State University, the
Board of Regents has already succeeded in tarnishing the image of that
University, for whose operation they
hold themselves responsible.
Edith Wylder
104 South Ninth
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Management and Budget (OMBI,
Reagan. "This is not the last adseemed to succumb.
ministration" — a reference to PresiWhile other Cabinet members were
dent Carter's relish tor taxing the oil instill learning the way to the washroom,
dustry. Without calling for a vote,
Stockman had been making a crash
Reagan removed the oil depletion
budget of unexcelled virtuosity. Yet,
allowance repeal from the program.
those last billions of dollars eluded turn.
Even so, Stockman's final version of
The answer came from the OMB civil
the budget scraped together an extra $2
servants as the song of a temptress:
billion in new -user fees," mostly- on
Use "tax expenditures."
aviation, a hoary fiscal gimmick dating
A "tax expenditure" is
back to President Eisenhower's day.
bureaucratese for what portion of a
But there was nothing said about higher
citizen's own income the government
gasoline taxes until the nation's goverdoes not tax because of a deduction —
nors gathered in Washington Feb. 22. At
implying that all funds belong to Uncle
the urging of governors, Stockman and
Sam unless otherwise designated.
Lewis suggested that $2-billion-a-year,
OMB's final draft abounded in recomtwo-cent gas tax to replenish highway
mendations to capture a billion here
maintenance funds to the state being
and a billion there by halting "cash excut under Reagan budget austerity.
penditures."
Some ardent supply-siders, furious at
New Vat City businessman-scholar
the notion of repealing the oil depletion
Lewis Lehrman,a militant supply-sider
allowance, can see some merit in inand lucid writer, arrived in Washington
creasing the gas tax, whose proceeds do
Feb. 11 to help Stockman draft the
not rise with inflation. But Reagan's adpresident's economic report. In
visers see otherwise. "It could be the
countering proposed higher revenue
first step towards Thatchenzation,"
through reduction of "tax expenone senior aid told us. "Better not to
ditures," Lehrman was appalled more
touch it."
by the language than the substance. At
Nobody knows better than Stockman
Lehrman's insistence, the report was
himself the inflationary impact of
scrubbed of all references to "tax exhigher tax rates, as he delcared on
penditures.
CBS's -Face the Nation" Feb. 22 in
But when the economic program
arguing that lower tax rates are conwent before the Cabinet for final apducive to saving: "The government
proval, the most highly-combustible
doesn't save. When the government coltax-increasing proposal remained
lects those I higher I taxes, those
( though cleansed of the "tax expenrevenues will be turned immediately inditure" label: eliminating what reto expenditures. By lowering taxes
mains of the oil depletion allowance. No
across the board, we will change incenCabinet member disagreed, but Intives for savings and we will increase..
terior Secretary James Waat — a
. savings."
supplier-sider who has worked more
Stockman has the doctrine down. All
closely with Stockman than any other
he need remember is when looking for
Cabinet member — looked a little ill.
that spare billion,.beware of grabbing
The man at the head of the long table
the jug of tax redeye, even for a little
then interrupted.'Wait a minute," said
sip.

EARTIINV'6
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline. 114
Fast Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed.
stamped envelope. The most useful
rephes will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My. wife and I will
soon be retiring to either Arizona or
Florida. My brother sent me an old clipping from one of your articles about
mobile homes, but my wife washed it in
my shirt pocket. Can you give me some
information on mobile homes, advantages and disadvantages and things like
that? W.R.
ANSWER: **Mobile homes are
mobile, so you don't have to go through
the rigors of selling and buying
whenever you chooseIo move. ••Mobile
home living is easier to finance and less
expensive than houses with lots
"Mobile homes usually cost much less
to heat and cool than houses. "Used
mobile homes are rising in resale value
much more than they did years ago.
"There is less crime in a well-lit
mobile home park in a good
neighborhood than in a good
neighborhood of houses.
' The disadvantages — "Moving a
mot* home can cause structural
damage if not handled properly.'Novmg a mobile home is expensive. 'living in a mobile home can be more
dangerous than a house i especially one
with a basement) in severe weather.
"There is usually !CRS closet and
storage space in a mobile home. "If
you are a pet owner, many mobile home
parks have limited yard space and
restrictions against animals
When buying a mobile home:
I. If you intend to use your furniture

make sure you study the floor plans.
2. Are there pop out windows and a
smoke detector in case of fire?
3. Are the floors, walls and mouldings
even'
.
4. Are the walls sturdy, yet springy.
when you push against them?
Remember mobile home walls need a
certain amount of -give" or else they
will break when moved.
5. Are there adequate outlets for electricity? Is the wiring copper?
6. Are windows and doors well caulked for insulation? Are there adequate
seals around vents or stacks in the
roof?
7. Are there enough axles and frame
supports to insure sturdiness while sitting or moving?
8. Are there proper instructions for
tying down the mobile home unit?
9. Are ties and outside "skirts" included in the price of the home
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Ftre destroyed the offices of the
Murray-Calloway County Airport today
about 7,15 a.m.
Deaths reported include Herbert
Laverne Bell.
Ed Chnsman is this year's Boy Scout
fund drive chairman.
Calloway County High School and the
six elementary centers at Alsno, Faxon,
Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn Grove, and New
Concord resumed classes today after
being dismissed yesterday due to the
snow covered roads
Births reported include a girl to Mr
and Mrs Robert Taylor on Feb. 28 and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs Danny Curio
Ingham on March 2.
A. J. Buchanan was honored for
years service on Feb. 15 by the South
Central Bell Telephone Company . He
received a service pin and watch.
Miss Joyce Hopkins, daughter of -Dr.
and Mrs. Thomas Hopkins, was chosen
DECA Sweetheart of the Murray.
Chapter of Distributive Education
Clubs of America last night at the Murray Woman's Club House. Attendants
were Jo Beth Benton, first runnerup.
Rosa Hudspeth, second runnerup,
Rebecca Wagar,Lynn Sammons, Vicky.
Lowry, Sandra Hughes, Dianne Hornsby, Deena Edmonds,and Nita Atkins.

20 Years Ago
Army Recruit Jotune W. Parker has
completed the eight weeks typing and
clerical procedure course at the Armor
School, Fort Knox. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Hardin W. Parker of Kirksey
Route 1.
The Rev. T. G. Shelton is serving as
pastor of the Northside Baptist Church.
The Fifth Grade Class of Austin
Elementary School, Mrs. Cody
Caldwell, teacher, visited the office and
plant of The Ledger & Times yesterday
morning.
The Murray State College Track
Team wound up in third place in the college division of the Jaycee Indoor
Track Carnival at Memphis,Tenn.
In the Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament, North Marshall beat Murray High and Murray
Douglas beat Calloway: High. High
team scorers were Seay for North Mar:
shall, Lee for Murray High, Duffy for
Douglas, and McClard for Calloway
High.
Dr. Ora Mason was hostess for the
meeting of the Book Group of the
American Association of University
Women. Mrs. A. M. Hared], Jr.,
reviewed the book, Seed Time On the
Cumberland. by Harriet Simpson Arnow.

30 Years Ago
Murray Fire Chief W.0. Spencer and
Murray Firemen Outland and Hatcher
have been in St. Lows, Mo., to check on
the new fire truck to be delivered in 60
to 90 days.according to the report made
by Councilman Ila Douglas at the
, meeting of the Murray City Council,
Norma Jean Farris, Annette
Schmidt, James Roberts, Bill Hess, and
Ed Park, all of Murray'. are among the
art students having displays of
outstanding works now on exhibit at .
Murray State College.
Sharpe beat Alm° and Hardin beat
Lynn Grove in the semi-finals of the
Fourth District High School Bask tball
Tournament held here. High Jteanu
scorers were Story for Sharpe, I5hmllips
for Alm°. Gardner for Hardin. and
Miller.for Lynn Grove,
Mrs. Graves Hendon was hostess for
the meeting of the Stitch and Chatter
Club held at her home.
Mrs. A. H. Titsworth and children.
Steve and Ann, have been the guests of
her parents at Columbia.

Bible Thought
i Then) came Jesus and stood in the
midst, and salth unto them, Peace be
unto you. — John 20:19.
With strife and conflict in almost
every corner of the world, we today
need most of all the true peace that
cornea from Jesus Christ.

TOda V

In‘11istory

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. March 4. the
63rd day of 1981. There are 302 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On March 4, 1681, England's King
Charles II granted William Penn a
charter for what is now Pennsylvania.
On this date:
In 1789, the first U.S. Congress con:
vened in New York City, but had to adjourn because there wasn't aquorum.
In 1791. Vermont became the 14th
state.
In 1829, the White House was mobbed
by an unruly crowd celebrating the inauguration of President Andrew
.lackson.
In 1952, the chinese accused the U.S.
of using germ warfare in Korea.
Ten years ago: Four U.S. airmen
were kidnapped in Turkey by terrorists
demanding $400,000 in ransom.
Five years ago: The U.S. warned
Cuba not to interfere in a conflict
between Rhodesia and Mozambique.
Today's birthday: South African
singer Miriam Makeba is 49.
Thought for today: To be conscious
that you are ignorant is a great step to
knowledge — Benjamin Disraeli.
British statesman 1804-1881

• ••
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Storey's

Don't Worry
Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
Undersold!!

Limit Rights
Reserved

FOOD
GIANT

Nome Owned
Operated
We Accept
U.S. Gov't
Food Stamps

Bel Air Shopping enter

Store
Hours
8 A.M. To 11 P.M.

Prices Good
Wed. March 4th
Thru
Tues. March 10th

Event nIllf

REG. $1.45

REG. $2.69
SCOT KITCHENS

REG. 2/99'
FOOD GIANT

SUGAR

BREAD

COKE, SPRITE,
TAB, MELLO YELL°
.11•.

19

09

5 LB.
BAG

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH 510.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO I DAIRY PRODUCTS

REG. 52.49
SEALTEST

REG. 51.35
BETTY CROCKER
READY TO SPREAD

REG. 8P EACH
BETTY CROCKER LAYER

CAKE MIXES
/$

1 19

CHIFFON

ICE CREAM

FROSTINGS
$109

MARGARINE
1 LB. QTRS.

59'

189

160Z.
(WITH COUPON BELOW)

2 LITER
PLASTIC BOTTLE

1601.
LOAF

(EXCEPT BUTTER PECAN)

(WITH COUPON BELOW)

REG. $1.09
CHARLES

REG. $2.55
FOOD GIANT

U.S.D.A.

RIB E
CENTER

PORI

4 ROL
PKG.

REG., SOUR CREAM, WAFFLE, B.B.Q.

COUt4TR

PORI
PURINA HIGH PROTEIN

NEW SOLO LAUNDRY

$31

200 CT.

DOG FOOD
$699

PAPER TOWELS

DETERGENT
9

JUMBO ROLL

69'

25 LB. BAG
BIG TATE INSTANT

KRAFT 1000 ISLAND
HORMEL

SALAD DRESSING
$1 29

POTATOES

TAMALES

69

1601.

1602.

Health & Beauty Aid Specials

89

V1',1
gag pl.

CRISCO

i

COUPON

COUPON

1,imo One Per Family
-Swats
I 100% Senflower

Limit One Per Family
Batty Crocker
Layor

I

Oil

COUPON

Cake Mixes

Limit One Per Family
1
Betty Crock.,
1
Ready To Spread

Frosting

19

$239 1,..21$1

411
;
nod 0o14 Al SlorrY's
Exp 3 10 81

COUPON
imit One Per Family
Bony Credo,
Sp•tielty Plit•toors
As 0.0111., Nod Irma, R.
Issesped, Sow b•som,
or Gomel

COUPON

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

r

Moriporimo

I
Exp. 3-10-81

how he 69
6•W Onic Al Shrift
Exp. 3-10-81

Limit One Per Family
Softy Crocker
Pete,Ilvis

Instant Potatoes

4

•••

SHORTENING

2is

6ed0W AtSlonft
Exp. 3-10-81

3 LB. $21 9

BOUNTY

PAPER TOWELS

JUMBO ROLL

896

SHOWBOAT

PORK & BENS
to .z.
61.410* At Staff s
Exp. 3-10-81

kid OI MTI•wfs
Exp. 3-10-81

1

15'2 OZ. 284

CHICKEN OF THE SEA

TUNA

61
/
2 OZ.

$1 09

SUNFLOWER

CORN MEAL

1 35

32 02.51 35

EMIR INSTANT

COFFEE

NFEST"The Horne of

S LB.

KRAFT

MIRACLE WHIP

"FAMILY

10 oz. $429

DISNEY
WORLD
INCLUDES
4 DAYS-3 NIGHTS• ROUND TRIPAIR
FARE • CHOICE OF LIMOUSINE OR
RENTALCAR•TWO DAYS ENTRANCE
FEE TO DISNEY WORLD •16 PASSES

REST

rngsv

AVM

1

*Giant Inila.ion Figt.ters
*Weekly Co,,r,-.^s

1
'Everyday Low Shelf Prices°I-41
*Super Snecial-

^ Choice Meats
*Fresh Produce
.sove'

••••

•d•

FAMILY PACK

lee

e ;"

PORK

GROUND
BEEF

CHOPS

LB.

"tt

ordisitte,..4444.,
SLICED SLAB

.0*.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

BA

ON

•

T- BONE
'
11

•A

FAMILY PACK.
LB.

STEAK
j,;.4>-•

3214tr,,
"1"
14441
"
t441.1'4"4

BONELESS GOLDEN

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

.a

SIRLOIN

SMOKED
•t.
HAMS
LB.

••

I

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

RIB EYE STEAK

LB.

itkiN END

PORK ROAST

LB. $399

CENTER CUT

JUMBO PACK

PORK CHOPS

PORK STEAK

LB. $1 89

COUNTRY STYLE

PORK LOIN

LB. $1 39

FRYER

LB.

59"

STEAK
METZGER

LI.

$1 29

BRAUNSCHWEIGER

SAUSAGE

LB

$1 6

FIELD

ARMOUR CHICKEN FRIED
LB. $1 29

RIB HALF SLICED

PORK RIBS

WILLIAMS PORK

JUMBO PACK CUT-UP
LB. $1 39

1 69
;
LB. 79

LB. $

$ 6
LB. 1

WIENERS
FIELD

BOLOGNA

LB.

$16

sr-.x...11.4.1a4aTatticar

'
-

LETTUCE

-4
Giant Produce Saving

CABBAGE

3 LB. BAG

APPLES
894
_

2 LB. CARROTS 69'
. -t"-•
de "
"
LB. 25'
SEED POTATOES
LB. 79'
ONION SETS
EA. 39'
CELERY
$179
5 LB. BAG EA.
ORANGES

THOMPSON
WHITE SEEDLESS

GRAPES
BAKERY SAVINGS

$100.00

DELI SAVINGS

POTATO SALAD

LAST WEEK'S NAME
ORVILLE FURCHES
MURRAY
WINNER $300.00

LIVER LOAF

or.v. ,••• •

COLORED

99'

CHICKEN BOX

THIS WEEK WIN

R

BANANAS
QUART TOMATOES

PRINT

L. 994
LB $1 39
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Surroundings, Not
Feelings, Affected
By District Change
However those with a close interest in Murray and
Calloway County will be affected, the district high school
basketball tournament has left its stomping grounds at
Murray State for the bright lights of Marshall County's
new 5,000-seat gymnasium.
Although both Murray and Calloway County had voted
to have the tournament held at Murray State again this
year. their preference was overruled when Marshall
County principal Bobby Miller excercised his position as
tournament manager to hold the tournament at the site of
his choice.
The reaction from Murray and Calloway has not been
one of ill feelings, but one which has left both surprised
that the choice would be removed from what both schools'
principals and coaches believed was a more neutral"
site.
Miller was selected as the tournament manager this
year on the basis that the position has always been rotated
between the three schools yearly.
Although the Marshall County facility had been deemed
more than adequate for accomodating the three teams for
three consecutive nights sometime in the future, both
local principals said they had been confident the tournament would be held at Murray State again this year.
But Miller said that he had made his wishes known to
both schools earlier this year, prior to his final decision
and action,and that he intended to carry them out.
Although the decision has not provoked any bitterness to
the extent of hampering cooperation in running the tournament this year and in the future, the biggest point of
concern to the two local schools is that Marshall County
will be playing on a court where it has played all year and
where it can draw its devoted following more easily.
Conversely:, Miller contended that Murray and
Calloway County have been able to play at Murray State
two times apiece this year and would have the same opportunity for drawing their crowds.
Murray principal W.A. Franklin said he believed that
the biggest hindrance to the Murray schools' traveling to
Marshall County was not the court but the crowd.
Both Franklin and Calloway County principal Jerry
Ainley emphasized that it will be much more difficult to
draw a large enough crowd to beat the avid Marshall
County herd.
The worst injustice to the two local teams is that a small
attendance from the surrounding area would be very unfortunate- for both, as their coaching has directed both
teams toward their peaks at just the right time in the
season.
As Franklin and Amley have both said, however, it will
be incumbent on the fans of Murray and Calloway County
to make the same effort to get to Marshall County that the
highly-ranked Marshals' fans have made in following
their teams this year and to Murray State in the past.
While it is a matter of the 20-mile trip being turned
around in a break with a long tradition, there have been
extenuating factors that made the move inevitable.
••For close to 40 years, Marshall County has been going
to Murray," Miller replied to the local concern about the
change. "But we are now faced with decreased parking
and a rental increase at Murray State.
-I approached the principals at the two schools from
this standpoint. We discussed it in February of 1980.Miller also had a counterpoint to the concern by Ainley.
and Franklin about Marshall's crowd advantage.
-.How would we deal with it fairly at Murray State," he
said. -They would have the same advantage there."
Miller then delved into the more prevaling reasons for
swinging the site to Marshall County this soon after its
gymnasium was ready.
•'L felt that if the people of Marshall County had gotten a
commitment three years down the road. I would have
been content to have it in 1983.
"Our Board of Education was very concerned with the
issue We have a facility we feel is equal with its accomodations.
-We have already been told we did not have a future.
There was no assurance we would ever have it."
Franklin's response to Miller's sense of urgency was
that he thought it was incorrect for Marshall County to
make the move this year and that a change would have
been virtually assured in the near future.
-'They jumped the gun. however.- Franklin said,"and
capitalized on being the host this year."
Ainley appro*hed the subject from a similar position.
-*Calloway County once had the newest, biggest facility
among the three schools," he said. "We could have decided to hold the district at Calloway, but we never did push
to do it.
.1 voted for Bobby Miller in good faith that Murray
State would he u.sed as the site this year lthink the voting
light have been different if we had known.
My feeling was that it was the most neutral site
lable.
'there is no animosity, however, on our part."

ALL-OVC FRESHMAN SELECTIONS - Forward Mina Tbdd (41) improved vastly
toward the end of the season for the Lady Racers while guard Brian Stewart (22. at

right of picture) was respected mostly for his defense and hit a game-winning shot
against Austin Peay,

Smith, Freshmen Added To List Of OVC Honors
NASHVILLE. TN - The
Ohio Valley Conference office
announced its all-freshman
teams and coach of the year
selections this morning.
• From Murray State, Dr.
Jean Smith shared the
women's coach of the year
honor with Dr. Dianne Murphy of Eastern Kentucky.
In the men's all-freshman
selections, Brian Stewart
became the second MSU
guard in two years to make
the team. Last year, Lamont

Sleets, whom Stewart has
looked to as an example, was
named to the team.
"I feel very privileged to be
selected to the all-freshman
team," Stewart said.
"Everybody on the team has
helped with my success.
"Lamont has told me some
key points about playing
guard. He has been an influence - I have looked up to
.Lamont. He has told me the
little things I should and
should not do."

Along with Smith's honor for
the MSU women's team,
foward Mina Todd was named
to the all-freshman team after
transferring from Tennessee
during midseason.

hope it projects down the road
for us a little."
Smith also talked about how
deserving Todd was of her
selection in such a short time.

"I am very, very pleased."
Smith said about her honor. "I
considered it a compliment
from my fellow coaches.
"I consider it very encouraging in what we are trying to do at Murray State. It is
like a shot of adrenolin and I

Hewitt Views Coming
Week As Important One
Murray State golf coach and begin play Friday in the Ronnie Overton and Tom
Buddy Hewitt views the com- 36-hole Rolling Hills Country Casper.
ing week as an important one Club Intercollegiate.
Stanley, who has been
for his improving squad
"The major purpose of this elected team captain, posed a
because it will provide "an op- trip is an opportunity to play 74.5 stroke average in the fall
portunity to get outside and for a full week with good as did Edholm, a transfer
get our game in shape.weather against teams that from Brevard Community
The Racer golf team will experience the same weather College.
begin its spring schedule conditions as us," said Hewitt.
Follewing their trip to
Tuesday t March 10 with the
Heading the Racer team Florida. the Racers will
three-day, 54-hole Edison will be senior Jon Stanley, return to competition April 3-5
Community College and Mir- juniors Chris Edholm, Todd in the Southeastern Interrow Lakes Country Club Inter- Johnson, John Wedell and collegiate at Montgomery,
collegiate at Lehigh, Fla.
Brad Boyd, and freshmen Ala.
In addition to Murray State,
the field will include Western
Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky,
Morehead State, Indiana State
and Northern Illinois. The six
senior collegiate teams will
The policy fur the sale of p.m. Friday at the Diddle
, play in conjunction with a Sixteam junior college tourna- tickets to the Ohio Valley Con- Arena ticket window for just
ment which will also be staged ference basketball tourna- the first night's semifinal
at Mirrow lakes Country ment in Bowling Green this games.
weekend t March 6-7 has been
Prices for the tickets will be
Club.
Those six teams will journey reversed by the conference of- $8 for a limited of chair SeatS,
$6 for reserve seats and $4 for
to Ft. Lauderdale to join fice.
TiCkets will be available at 5 general admission.
several area Florida colleges

Tickets For Friday Only
To Be Available At OVC

Bs 1

SHARING COACH OF THE YEAR HONORS - lean Smith (shown with her co-captains
Laura Lynn and Janice McCracken before the season) guided the MSU women's team
to its best season since 1974-75.

Young Team Builds Confidence

WrT

LSU Upset Should Help UK
LEXINGTON, Ky. !AP - figures to end in a rematch
Kentucky basketball Coach between No. 3 ISU and No. 7
Joe Hall says the Wildcats' Kentucky. Both are virtually
dramatic upset of Louisiana assured berths in the NCAA
State should help his young regional
tournaments,
team in the Southeastern Con- regardless of what happens in
ference tournament, which Birmingham. but the oddgets underway today tin Birm- smakers expect each team to
ingham, Ala.
reach Saturday night's chamThe 73-71 victory over the pionship game.
Tigers on Sunday "has to be a
"I don't see it kthe tournaconfidence builder," Hall ment t as an anticlimax," said
said. "It was an opportunity Hall. "I see it as a
for our players to find out demonstration to our players
what they could accomplish if as to what they can do and,
they played hard. It has to be with their youth, that's imporstimulating."
tant."
-This game gave us a good
The Wildcats realized their
boost going into the SEC tour- potential against ISU, Hall
nament and the NCAA tourna- added.
ment," agreed junior forward
-It wasn't a case where we
Chuck
Verderber.
beat a team on an 'off' day.
something we can build on."
That wouldn't have meant as
The SEC tournament much," he said. "ISU played

I

a fine game and deserves a lot
of credit. That made it an even
better experience for our
young players."
Sophomore guard Dirk Minniefield is one of those "young
players," even though he is
starting fonthe second year.
"Everybody's been saying
all year that Kentucky can't
win the big games," Minniefield said. "We knew that
we could and we came out
with a lot of heart."
Minniefield added he would
like nothing better than a
rematch with LSU in order to
make a lasting point. Hall said
he aLso wanted a rematch, but
for a more prAgmatic reason.
-I hope v.7. do play them
again," he said, "because that
would mean we made it to the
tournament t finals."

OVEN FRESH...
$2 OFF!

Mississippi State, Vanderbilt Get Another Shot
BIRMINGHAM, Ala 1AP
Mississippi State and
Vanderbilt get another shot at
.success tonight when the two
struggling teams open the
22nd Southeastern Conference
basketball tournament.
-We feel our chances are as
good as anybody -as an outsider in the tournament." said
Coach Jim Hatfield, who
hopes l's Mississippi State
Knikin.s can snap an 8-game
losing streak that started after

a 69-68 triumph over Vandy
Jan. 31
-I know we will piay hard,said Vandy Coach Richard
Schmidt, who two weeks ago
suspended star player Charles
Davis and Jirruny Gray, a
sophomore who later was
dismissed from the team.
"I just hope it's hard enough
to keep us here a little longer
than we have stayed in the
past two years," added
Schmidt, alluding to Vandy's
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take adv.
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maflee,
Sloan sai
cond tho'
Wilkes' p

made the switch.
"The pieces began fitting
together. I felt she had made
the adjustment and was happy
at Murray State."

"Based on what she did
toward the tail end of the
season, I thought she was a
standout as a choice," Smith
said. "Mina settled in and

downfall in its' tourney noon when 10th-ranked Tenopeners the last two seasons.
nessee. 20-6, battles MississipThe Bulldog-Commodore pi, 13-13, and Alabama, 17-9,
clash is set for 6 p.m. CST and takes On Georgia, 16-10, at 2
will be followed by a battle P.m.
The two favorites to reach
between Auburn and Florida.
The top six SE(' finishers, the finals, No. 3 Louisiana
including three teams ranked State, 27-2, and No. 7 Kenamong the nation's top ten lucky. 22-4, are involved in the
powers, don't swing into ac- night session Thursday until
t ion
tonight's Kentucky against the Statedoubleheader
completes Vandy winner at 6 and ISU
Thursday's quarter-final field against the Auburn-Florida
The Thursday slate starts at survivor at B.

Vandy. 13-13, finished
seventh in the conference and
split the two regular season
games with State,downing the
Bulldogs 79-61 in Nashville.
The Commodores lost seven of
their last nine SEC. outings.
State, led by the ..league's
N. 3 scorer in Jeff Malone
420.2 per game 1. had an 8-18
season record but carried
Kentucky to the wire last
Wednesday night before losing
78-74
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Just Four Seniors Return From Last Year's 20-15 Team
Id

Inexperience Best Describes MSU Baseball Team
One arid truly describi,
the 1981 edition of the Murray
State baseball team, according to Thoroughbred assistant, coach Leon Wurth.
"Inexperience," said Wurth, is dominant with us this
year. Even the experienced
players we have are still
young."
The Thoroughbred roster
contains just four seniors who
helped fashion a 20-15 record
and third place Ohio Valley
Conference finish last year.
Five juniors, all of whom are
junior college transfers, also
appear on the Murray State
roster dominated by freshmen
and sophomores.
The Thoroughbreds have
lost 22 players over the last
two years and only three
players from this year's squad
were members of the successful 1979 team which finished as OVC champions and
runners-up in the NCAA South
Regionals.
"We'll find out early how
well our younger players can
compete," said
Wurth.

We've 04.t one of the toughest
schedules we've ever had this
year."
Big Ten opponent Illinois
will visit Reagan Field in the
Thoroughbred's opening game
of the 1981 season on Saturday
(March 71. After Illinois, Murray State's non-conference
schedule includes a number of
perennial
baseball
powerhouses, including two
teams that have already been
ranked among the top 29 this
season.
Murray State's 1981 season
marks head coach Johnny
Reagan's 24th year in guiding
the Thoroughbreds. Reagan
has amassed 523 career victories against 241 losses for a
.685 percentage, ranking him
eleventh in the country among
active coaches.
Three-time All-OVC selection Doran Perdue represents
the only loss to last year's infield, but a few talented new
faces will filter into this
season's lineup.
Senior Tim Hopkins, a
regular performer nt first

bust' last scusca I should a gdlil
fill that spot in 1981. Hopkins
was the Thoroughbreds'
fourth best hitter last season
with a .333 average and is
Murray State's leading
returner in the batting order.
Slick-infielding Carrell Boyd,
who operated much of last
year at shortstop, will also be
available for duty at first
base.
Tom Gregg, a transfer from
Meramec Community College
in St. Louis,should fill the void
created at second base by the
departure of Perdue. Gregg
was an All-Central States
shortstop last season at
Meramec and helped his team
to a sixth place finish in the
nation among junior colleges.
Freshman Gary Blaine, one
of the top prospects in Kentucky last season, is expected
to operate at shortstop in 1981.
A product of Livingston Central High School, Blaine hit
.440 as a senior and was also
an All-State basketball selection for Central.
Keith
Letterman

Wismew ski will again be stationed at third base this
season, but will receive competition from freshman Scott
Peck. Wismewski played in all
but one of the Thoroughbreds'
35 games last season and
managed a .21 1 batting
average. Peck, a fiery infielder from Hopkinsville High
School, will offer a strong
challenge for playing time at
third, as well as being in a
backup role at second base.
All-conference selection
Ronnie Scheer is the only
returning member of last
season's potent outfield group
which combined to hit .325
along with 42 extra base hits.
Hard hitting centerfielder/pitcher Tony Threatt,
who is tied for the career
home run mark at Murray and
is currently pitching for the
Cincinnati Reds in the minor
leagues, joins four-year letterman Tom Fehn as two major
losses in the Thoroughbred
outfield.
Scheer, the only freshman
named to the All-OVC team in

Hero's Role Not New To Wilkes
tine
ade

f‘i

By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
For Jamaal Wilkes, the
hero's role is nothing new.
He's been doing it for the Los
Angeles Lakers all season.
But for James Wilkes, just
getting a chance to play was
an unexpected surprise - and
he made the Most of it.
James Wilkes, playing
because Chicago's Scott May
cut his right hand in an accident at home,scored a seasonhigh 21 points Tuesday nght to
lead the Bulls to a 128-10'2 National Basketball Association
victory over the New Jersey
Nets.
"I've worked hard in practice even though I haven't
played much," said Wilkes, a
6-foot-7 rookie forward who is
not related to Jamaal,
although both played college
ball at UCLA. "I feel bad
about Scotty, but I have to
take advantage of the opportunity."
As a result of his performance, Bulls Coach Jerry
Sloan said he was having second thoughts about limiting
Wilkes' playing time.

"Wilkes has been on on the
bench lately because I thought
bringing May in off the bench
as the third forward was the
best way to keep the team going offensively," Sloan said.
"But! may have messed them
both up."
Jamaal Wilkes, meanwhile,
scored 16 of his 23 points in the
second half Tuesday night to
help the Lakers to a 99-98 decision over the Kansas City
Kings.
Wilkes' basket with 1:01 to
play gave Los Angeles a 99-96
lead, enough to withstand a
basket by Kansas City's Lloyd
Walton with 46 seconds remaining.
In other NBA games, the
Boston Celtics defeated the
Dallas Mavericks 117-105, the
Atlanta Hawks beat the New
York Knicks 100-93, the
Milwaukee Bucks topped the
Detroit Pistons 115-98, the
Washington Bullets topped the
Utah Jazz 112-93 and the
Portland Trail Blazers trimmed the Indiana Pacers 117-112.
Eskers 99, Kings 98
Earvin "Magic" Johnson,
who missed 45 games because

of a knee injury and returned
to action Friday, made his
first start since coming back
and contributed 13 points and
eight rebounds to the Lakers'
victory over Kansas City.
The Lakers rallied from a
13-point first-half deficit to
win, but the verdict wasn't
assured until Kansas City
center Sam Lacey missed a 20footer at the buzzer. Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar scored 24 points
for Los Angeles, while Scott
Wedrnan topped the Kings
with 21.
Celtics 117, Mavericks 105
Boston pulled within one
game
of
first-place
Philadelphia in the Atlantic
Division by rallying to defeat
Dallas. The Celtics hit 71 percent of their shots in the second half. outrebounded the
Mavericks 24-8 and outscored
them 64-47.
Larry Bird led Boston with
22 points and 10 rebounds.
Guard Brad Davis became the
first member of the expansion
Mavericks ever to score more
than 30 points by hitting a
career-high 31.

Bucks 115, Pistons 98
Forward Marques Johnson
led Milwaukee's balanced
scoring with 23 points as the
Bucks defeated injury-riddled
Detroit, which was without
forwards Bob McAdoo and
Greg Keiser and center Kent
Benson.
The Bucks led by 21 points in
the second quarter, saw
Detroit pull within four during
the third period and then pulled away down the stretch.
Bullets 112, Jazz 93
, Washington closed out the
first half with a 21-7 spurt to
lead 58-54 and was never headed. Greg Ballard topped the
Bullets with 26 points while
NBA scoring leader Adrian
Dantley had 21 for Utah.
Blazers 117, Pacers 112
Mychal Thompson scored
eight of his game-high 28
points in the final period for
Portland, including an eightfoot jumper with 2:08 remaining that gave the Blazers a
115-111 lead. Guard Kelvin
Ransey added 26 points and 12
assists for Portland, while
rookie Louis Orr topped Indiana with 21 points.

1980, led N1 01 ay vs,
Lout
ted in 1461, doubles 9, and
home runs 171 and tut .313.
Junior college transfer Darrell White should add power to
the Thoroughbred batting
lineup. White hit 13 honie runs
in helping Meratriec Community College to a sixth place
national ranking among junior
colleges last season.
Freshman Clay Boone could
fill another opening in the outfield. Boone hit .368 with six,
home runs for Booneville
I Ind. High School and is based with a strong arm and good
speed.
David Scheer, older brother
of Ronnie, and Ronnie
Chancellor could also
challenge for playing time in
the outfield. Both are
transfers from Paducah College.
An obvious area of concern
for Murray State is pitching
after the loss of six hurlers
from last season's staff including the top two pitchers in
Mike Grieshaber and Tony
Threatt.
"Our pitching should be
fairly solid but it will be hard
to replace Grieshaber and
Threatt," said Wurth.
''Overall we'll be deeper than
last year and only time will
tell about the quality.The Thoroughbreds- have
four sophomores on hand Brad Taylor, Doug Rice.cott

fucker and Mike Henning who gamed a year of experience and combined for a 67 record in 14 starts in 1910.
Seniors Randy Shively. 1-1
last season, and Kevin
Bourland, who saw limited action in a relief role, also return
for the Thoroughbreds.
Rick Garcruo and Ronnie
Chancellor, a pair of junior
college transfers, could provide immediate help. Garozzu
was 15-2 with an aggressive
2.35 ERA in his two year
career at Meriunec Conununity College as a teammate of
Tommy Gregg and Darrell
White. Chancellor posted a 166 record over two seasons at
Paducah Community College
and also batted .350 when not
pitching.
Two promising freshmen southpaw Kevin Self and hard
throwing right hander Jeff
Hale - along with one
sophomore - Alan Gibbs could also see action in 1981.
Senior Jeff Oakley
represents the only experienced
catcher for
the
Thoroughbreds. Oakley has
shown steady improvement
throughout his career at Murray State and hit .205 last
season as he split the catching
duties with now departed
David Orem.
Freshman power-hitter Lee
Hutson should find his way' into the Thoroughbred batting

order in some capacity Hutson recorded a .539 batting
average with nine home runs,
seven doubles and three
triples for Rosedale I lad.
High School last season Hutson could see action as a
designated hitter as well as at
catcher.
Howard Quigley, another

11111 MURRAY STATE BASEBALL SCHEDULE
DATE
OPPONENT
MARCH
Sat
ILLINOIS
Sun 8
ILLINOIS
Tue.iiatNeer Orleans,Detroit New Orleans. LA ,
Wed 11
at Nevi Orleans, Detrat New Orleens. LA ,
Thur. 12
at New Orleans, Detroit, New Orleans. LA
Sat 14
MEMPHIS STA TE
Sun 15
at MernpMa State , Memphis. TN r
Mon lb
RUTGERS
Tries 17
RUTGERS
Wed
V AN DE RBII.T RUTGERS
Thurs 19
RUTGERS
Fri 70
RUTGERS
Sat 21
IOWA
Sun 22
IOWA
Mon 73
IOWA
Toes 24
IOWA
Wed 25
IOWA
Thum 26
IOWA
En 27
IOWA
Sat 38
IOWA
Moo 30
ST IIJUIS, NORTH DA.KOTA
Tries 31
NORTH DAKOTA
APRIL
Sat. 4
Tarn7
Thurs 9
Sat 11
Man 13
Wed 15
Tuffs 16
Sat 18
Thurs. 371
Sat_ 5
Sun 26
MAY 1-2

Sports In Brief

GOLF
PALA BEACH GARDENS. Fla AP
Jay Cudd sank a three-foot birdie putt
on the third extra hole to win his fourth
PGA Club Professional tournament of
the season
Cudd carded a Lover-par 145 to tie
veteran Larry Mam-our after 36 holes
Mancour missed a three-foot birdie pull
on the final hole that would have averted
the play off
BASKETBAII.
NEW YORK Al'
Calvin Mur183)
the Houston RI. ketS who net an NBA

record with 78 consecutive free throws,
was named the league's Player of the
Month for Febr uary
During the month. Murphy hit all 42 of
his free throw attempts while breaking
Rick Barry 's leag oe mark of 60 Murphy
ha his 61st consecutive free throw Feb
19 at San Diego, and kept the string going before missing lad Sunday at San
Antonio
Overall in February. Murphy averaged 17 1 points per game
BOWLING
TOLEDO. Ohio i AP' - Del Warren

By The Associated Pres
Campbell Cookware
Patrick Cavidaa
W L T GE GA Pts
NY Islanders
36 17 11 2% MI6 87
Reladelpha
36 19 10 256 202 M
Calgary
12 21 12 762 731 76
N.Y Rangers
74 31 10 58 267 SS
Washington
19 29 16 2Z 259 54
Snlyar Division
00. lows
39 13 14 2911 224 57
Chcago
26 27 12 252 50 64
Vancouver
72 25 17 226 739 63
Edrronta,
,2 32 11 256 268 53
Colorado
qr7991q9qrqr10 214 782 48
Wunipeg
7 Si 12 MO 3166 36
Wales Conference
Norris Devision
Muntreal
36 18 10 776 186 62
5 21 9 55 25 79
Inn Angela
t'9tut
25.9393415558
Hartford
17 M 16 37I9 304 50
Detroit
IR M 13 TM 256 49
Adieus Mm
Buffalo
Xi 14 19 52 194 79
Muneata
M 22 14 132 3/6 72.
Boatel
29 5 10 53 231 613
Queer
M 79 13 744 2E6 57
Torcrto
23 31 10 310 3/2 56
Tendon's Genes
Calgary 6. Wallington 3
Ecknortai 8, NY Islanders 8. be
%low 4. Boston 2
Cokrado 5, Hartford 4
Wrekradn's Games
Edmonton at NY Harpers
Washington at Quebir
Ian Angeles al Pittsburgh
Odgao. at Ekdalo
Winnipeg at Montreal
Denver at Tcronto
Detroit at Owego
Boston at AL „sesta
lliewin'5 Gears
Wuvopee at Philadelphia

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBAII,
American Leager
SEATTLE MARINER-S Signed Brad
Gulden and I lave Valle, catchers, and
Gary Gray and KIM Allen, outfielders
National Iosgue
LOUIS CARDINALS Signed
ST
Steve Braws outfielder, to a minor
league contract Signed Joe Edelen.
Dave LaPoint, Jeff little, John Martin
and Andy fincon. pitchers, Orlando
Sanchez. catcher, Joe DeSa, first
baseman, and Tito Landrum. Dave Pen.
Mall and Carlos tapes, out fielders
FOOTBALL

AtiAll AI r

NatWest Football transit
ST IDUIS CARDINAI-S Acquirer
Rick Mona defensive back, on waivers
from the Atlanta Falcons
COLLEGE.
GEORGIA TECH- Announced that
Dwane Morrison, head basketball coach.
resigned
SAN DIEGO STATE- Extended the
contract at Dave "Smokey Gaines
hew basketball coach, through 1964
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS-CARR'
IJAIE-Annowiced that Joe Gott/nal
head basketball coach, resigned
YALE -Named Don Martin to their
netball mocking staff

held a six-pm lead over Rich Hartman in
the 1135,000 Professional Bowler,
Association National Championship

NBA Standings
By The Aaverinied Press
Easter. Cardereare
Divdon
W
L
Pet GB
x-Philadaphia
54
4
/91 x-Boston
53 15
779
I
New York
41 z.
615 13
Wasrungton
32 27
.464 227
New Jersey
2D 50
286 Si
Central Minna
x-Mivraukee
19 18
731
Indria
37 31
544 12'1
(haw
Si 5
_500 15'7
Atlanta
5 41
55 M
Cleveland
25 C
373 24
Detroit
17 53
343 33'1
Western Cardenewe
Midwest Dhisleo
San Antonio
45 24
SS?
Holston
31 Si
485 11'7
Kam.Clt)
33
93
478 12
Denver
Si 38
04 15'7
Utah
25 45
357 557
Dello
10 34
145 35
Pacific IWO=
x-Phoena
50 33
714
law Angeles
45 73
862
4
Portlancl
36 13
522 13'7
Golden Slate
33 31
493 15'7
San Diego
30 1'
448 18'7
Seattle
Si 33
.C6 20
es-inched phyriff berth
Tirsdnyn Gunn
Atlanta 100, New York 93
Miwaiskee 115, Detroit 33
Eicaton 117, Danas 106
Law Angeles 93, Kansas 045 16
- Owego 131, New Jersey ICC
Wash.-00n 112. Utah Si
Portland 117, Indiana 112
Walsesday X Games
(Naar. at Philadelphia
Kievan (145 at San Antonio
Boston at Houston
1,0 Angeles at Denver
Cleveland at Mama
washuldon at San law.,
lash at Gulden Slate
1111141118 at Seattle

Murray Health Spa
Phone:753-4084
or
753-4085
Hours: Mon.-fri. 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-S p.m.
Sauna
•Sun Boothes
•Privote Lockers
Dressing Rooms
Showers and Von,

•Experoenced Counselor
•Diet Consultation
•Cardiovosculor
Development.
Stress Reduction Program

(Next °Old Bookstore)

OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT
at site of Eastern division champion

GOOnfilEAR

BONU
Sale Prices
Just For You
On Our
Double-Belted
Whitewalls

Bowling
Standings
' 2-27-81
lallar or Dollar
Team
W
I.
lack,: Strikes .
53.7 34'2
Paradise Kennels
52
36
Go Getters
48'2 39'7
Ross Insurance
47
41
Phillips Fishing Gwde
45'2 120
Knicker Knockers
42
46
Lady Generals
36': 51'2
Public Ice Service
27
33
HIGH TEAM GAME SC1
Ross Insurance
632
Lucky Strikes
5W
Phillips FisMng Guide
586
HIGH TEAM GAME
Ross Insurance
855
Lucky Strikes
WI
lady Generals..
........
796
HIGH TEAM SERIFS , SC
Phillips Fishing Guide
1791
Go Getters
1666
Ross Insurance
1626
HIGH TEAM SERIES 018C
Phillips Fishing Guide
2326
Ross Insurance
2295
Public Ice Service
2269
HIGH IND. GAME SC1
I ow Smith
198
Pat Howell
185Pat Hesselrode
176
HIGH IND. GAME !HC
Pat Howell . . .
.
. 239
Elaine Pritchard
. . .23-4
Evelyn Burkeen
727
HIGH IND.SERIES i SC
I A.Srriith
496
Hilda Bennett............
470
Pat Hesselrode
........
W9
HIGH IND.SERIES!RC'
Pat Holmes
6Z2
Cathy Smith
607
Pans Sisal
HIGH AVERAGES
Pat Hesselrode
. .
170
I
snoth
170
Mary Harris
. 160
Ann Green .
. 153
Hilda Bennett
. 151
Sue lax
147
Kay Garland
142
.1can Phillips
141
Becky Haws
141
Nancs.
1941

'AUSTIN PEAT
at Southern Illinois 'Carbondale,IL.
'at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, TN
'at Middle Tennessee' Murfreesboro, TN
at UT-Martin Martin, TN ,
at Vanderbilt Nashville, TN
'MIDDLE TENNESSEE
•TENNESSFE TECH
'at Austin Pray ,Clarksville, TN I
at Masoun 'Columbia, MO
at Missouri 'Columbia. MO,

•OVC Doubleheader
Home doubleheaders begin at 2 00p.m
Single games begin at I 00 p m

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
By The Associated Press
TENNIS
DENVER AP - the Nastase of
Romania. beat Jun Delaney 6-3, 7-5 ns a
first-round match of the 1125,000 United
Bank Tenrus Classic that was marred by
a shoving match between the tin o
players
Nastase and Delaney began argiung rn
the second set after Nastase tripped over
a television cable The two returned to
finish the match and were fined for their
actions
Twin brothers Tom and Tim
Guilickson met for only the third time in
their careers. with Tom taking a 2-1 advantage in the series via a 2-6, 6-4. 6-3
first-round triumph
In other action. Cohn [Sibley defeated
Jaime
6-1, 6-2, Terry Moor topped
Robert Van't Hof, 6-3, 7-6, Andrew PatUson of South Africa beat Scott Davis 63. 6-3. and John Sadri defeated Steve
Krulevaz 6-1, 3-6, 7-5
SAIISBURY, MU
API - Brian
Teacher scored a 6-3, 6-1 victory over
Eliot Teltscher, who then withdrew from
the round-robin tourney, in the heat
round of the 1200,000 World Championship Tennis Invitational
In other action, Vijay Amritraj
defeated Manuel Orantes 6-2. 6-4, and
Eddie Dibbs topped liarokl Solomon 6-3,
6-4
1,05 ANGELES " AP - Babe Jean
King, competing for the first time since
undergoing
knee
surgery
last
December. took a 7-5, 6-1 victory over
Susan Stascatin on the 5150.000 Avon
Championships
In other action, third-seeded Andrea
Jaeger defeated Sue Barker of Great
Britain, 74. 6-2, Sylva Hanika of West
Germany breezed past South Africa
Jennifer Mundell 6-1. 6-2. Barbara Potter lopped Sandy Collins 61, 7-3. Anne
Smith downed Beth Herr 6-3, 6-1. Glynis
Coles defeated Ann Kiyomura 6-1, 6-2.
and Bettina Runge topped Renee Blount
6-0,6-1

talented freshman, could also
challenge for playing tune
behind the plate. Quigley hit
.422 with 22 runs batted in for
Paducati St. Mary High School
as8 senior.
Sophomore Winston Fora
will also be available for dill)
behind the plate for the
Thoroughbreds

Hewed]
Size

Regular
Price

SALE
PRICE

You
Save

D78-14 $51 25 $41.00 $10.25
E78-14 $53.25 $43.00 $1025
G78.14 $57.80 $47.00 $10.80
H78-14 $61.45 $51.00 $1045
G78-15 $59.20 $48.00 $11.20
H78-15 $63.80 $52.00 $11.80

Pine EFT
No trade
needed

$2.04
$2.14
$2.44

B78-13
whitewall,
plots $1.80 FET.
no trade needed
Reg. Price
$42.95
You Save $.6.95

$2.62

Cushion Belt Polyglas

$2.50
$2.72

• Choose the strength of fiberglass cord belts
• Plus the cushioned nde of resilient polyester
• Get good road contact with the squirm-fighter tread
- Plus the mileage of double-belted construchon

Sale Ends Saturday Night!
RAIN CHECK - lines- sell we donne size wee ‘4,411 Inoue you a
wain check, assuring haure delivers, al the adverstaed posse

All Terrain -All Wheel
Position Traction
For Light Trucks

PROLONG TIRE UPS. BOOST MPG

Front-End
Alignment

Wrangler
All Season Radial

$/8

Parts and
additional
services extra
if needed.

CIWYritirS!WW1

• Sun tire, rain tire, snow
tire...one tire for trucks
& RV's
• Gas-saving economy
with easy-rolling radial
construction
• Cut and bruise resistance
with two steel cord belts
• We race Wrangler radials

• Inspect all four tires - Set
caster, camber and toe
to proper alignment •
Inspect suspension and
steering systems - Most
U.S. cars, including front
wheel drive. Many imports

Just Say
'Charge It

Goodyear
Revelvthq

speApinvia
l

au 4 otsets

Use any of these 4 other ways to buy MasterCard
• Visa • American Express Card • Carte Blanche

G00D4voyE
rwv
AR
South 12th St.
Ph. 753-0595

Murray, Ky.
Store Mgr., Norman Hagedorn

1.•
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.3• Specials From Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept

Shop Uncle Jeff's for hardware,
paint, automotive, plumbing,
electrical, sporting goods,
health and beauty aids,
housewares, clothing, shoes,
toys, camera equipment and the
lowest priced discount pharmacy
in the area.
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Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Department %I
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Fuller 7 Piece

All
Automotive

Screw Driver

Fan Belts
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Set

Unadvertised

$300

Assortments Of
Hardware
lectrical
Garden Supplies
Fishing Supplies
Tackle and Other
Merchandise

Reg. S4.37
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5 Gal.
Plastic

Jerry
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From

$200

300 0
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Uncle
Josh

Pork
Rind
Baits

Buffalo Electrical
Home & Auto
$5oo
Tester Kit

Reg. 87'
Each

Roe 3/8" 50'
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I Deaths and Funerals]
Mrs. Maude Fridy
Dies; Was Mother
Of Local Residents

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Tabers
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Final rites for Mrs 11Clia
Mrs. Maude Fridy died
Pearl Tabers, widow of Daniel
Tuesday at the Colonial Ter- Tabers, were held today at
race Nursing Home in Sebree. 10:30 am at the chapel of the
irmaiih
" uaguida
Sale Good Thru 3/8
2=eiCegg
She was 86 years of age and a
Max Churchill Funeral Horne F
resident of Onton where she
with the Rev. Steven Cobb ofwas a member of the Onion ficiating and Mrs. Oneida
Selection Includes:
United Methodist Church.
White as organist and soloist.
Survivors include one
Pallbearers were Bobby
14 Salad Bowl,
No.
daughter, Mrs. Otis i Bernie) Tabers, Brady Tabers, Dan
No. 84 Ice Cube Tray,
Brooks, Murray; four sons - Tabers, Ted hampton. Terry
Joe Fridy. Murray, Norris Gununersheimer, and Dale
No. 149 Dust Pan,
Fridy. Evansville, Ind., Frank Albers. Burial was in the
No. 398 1/2 Gal. Pitcher,
Fridy, Onton. and Cleatis Kirksey Baptist Church
Fridy, Slaughters Route 1; Cemetery.
No. 1674 12 oz. Tumblers Set of 4,
nine grandchildren: eight
Mrs. Tabers, 89, died SaturNo. 156 Utility Basin,
great grandchildren.
day at the Perry County
No. 173 3 Qt. Batter Bowl,
The funeral will be held Fri- Hospital, Perryville, Mo.
day at 11 a.m. at the chapel of
She is survived by two
No. 236 Linear Colonder,
the Tompkins and Son Funeral daughters. Mrs. Melvin
Cereal Bowl 4 Piece Set
No.
1014
Home, Sebree, with the Rev. Stamm and Mrs. Ted HampBob Dunlop officiating. Burial ton; two sons, Robert Byron
Mix or Match
will follow in the Onton Tabers, and Avery Tabers; 12
Sale
Your Choice
Cemetery.
grandchildren; 34 great
Friends may call at the grandchildren; five great
funeral home after 1:30 p.m. great grandchildren.
Thursday

Faith Tabernacle
Church Revival To
Start Here Tonight

Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Clark

Revival services at the
Faith Tabernacle Pentecostal
Church, located 2'2 miles east
of Almo on the Duncantovvn
Road, will start tonight
Wednesday ) and continue
through Sunday, March 8,
with the Rev. Ralph Tackett
as the evangelist.
The services will be at 7:30
each evening and also at 11
a.m. on Sunday. The Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m. Sunday.
The pastors, Dwayne and
Geraldine Baker, invite thi•
public to attend.

.che funeral for Mrs. Nettie
Clark of Southside Manor,
Murray, is being held today at
2 p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Dr. Paul Blankenship
officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
John
Williams, Brent
Williams, Speight Williams,
and Mike Barnett. Burial will
follow in the South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Clark, 67, died Monday
at 9:30 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Buell Clark,
died Feb. 24, 1966.
Survivors include two
sisters, Mrs. Pearl Williams,
Murray, and Mrs. Daisy
Williams, Houston, Texas;
one nephew, John Williams,
Hazel.

Tucker
Plasticware
Sale

The Chestnut Grove A. M.
E. Church of Hazel will have
its fellowship day on Sunday,
March 8, at 3 p.m. with the
Rev. George Williams of
Paris, Tenn., as the guest
speaker.
The public is invited and
urged to attend, a church
spokesman said.
•

During the season of lent,
which begins today (Wednesday 1, Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th and Main Sts.,
will host a special series of
Mid-week Devotions each
Wednesday at 7 p.m. Each
Lenten Devotion will be based
upon Christ's Last Words
From The Cross.
Tonight the Rev. Jay L.
Brigham will lead in a devotion based upon, "Father,
forgive them; they don't know
what they are doing."
Since today is Ash Wednesday a celebration of Holy
Communion and the rite of the
Imposition of Ashes will also
be observed.
The public is cordially' invited to attend these Lenten
Devotions, the Rev. Brigham
said.

Livestock Market

LOUISVILLE. Ky. , APi USDA -Estimated receipts cattle and calves
800: compared to Tuesday's close
represented slaughter and feeder
classes steady: few good slaughter
steers 1070-1365 lb 54.75-59.75: choice
slaughter heifers 1010 lb 55.75: good and
choice 774.820 lb 56.60-58.75: utility cows
4100-45 75: cutter 4000.43.40: canner
and cutter under 800 lb 33.0040 00. ••
slaughter bulls grade 1-3 1060-1875 lb
48 75-57 00: choice vealers untested early. few choice 350455 lb :alves 58 0062.00: feeder steers medium frame 1 306
500 lb 64(10-7351. 500-635 lb 67 0069.25
706970 lb 61.75-6840, inechutn frame 2
306540 lb 62.0i3-68 00 large frame 2 Hof,tents 470660 lb 50.00-55.00 700-850 11,
53 00-54.25: medium frame 1-2 bulls 39,640 lb 57 50.64.25: heifers medium frano
1 300-500 lb 58.00-62.75; 500700 lb 56,00
58.75: medium frame 2 310.600 lb 54.75
57 00: stock cows medium frame 1 75
,
945 lb 2-6 yrs 45.8053.25: small frame
600-850 162.10 yrs 42.5048.00.
Hogs 1800 including 1000 feeder pig,
compared to Tuesday's close barrows
Prices of stocks of local interest Si 11
and gilts 75-1.25 higher. 1-2 215-250 lb
furnished
today,
by First
a ni local time
41 1541.35; 2 220-260 lb 40.75-41_15: 2-3
of Michigant'orlY:
04 Murray
200-2230 lb 39.70-40.15: few 296. lb 39 20.
sawn poorly tested, limited offerings
Industrial A,erage
4
+3.74: - near steady with instances
1 00 higher.
Air Products
43,-s
1-2 few 300-400 lb 3450:1040, 400-450 lb
American Motors
,,
. . 4-1, 36.00-37
00: 450.500 lb 37 0038.90. few to
Ashland
39.95: boars over 300lb 31,10-3221. tinder
514-I.
Amencan Telephone
300 lb 28.25-29.2a.
Chrysler
5'4 one
Sheep 25: represented
.te,f
Ford Motor
TO!.
choice 95 lb feeders 40.00
(;.A F
127,4-'
32's+..
General Dynamic
General Motors
49+'.
General Tire
22I24-..
Goodrich
1.
26..+.
19+.‘
iloodyear
;ulf Oil
20-'
3004-,,,
Heublein
The Calloway Count.
I 8.M ,,,
- ..
Democratic Executive Com.lenco
204b, Weil
K-mart
i7"°0
mittee will meet Monday.
.3Ie+.•
Kutuis Big K
March 9, at 7 p.m. at the
280..4
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
32.4 4-'4
Calloway Public Library.
Texaco.,,
39-‘4-'s
Z. C. Enix, county chairU.S.Tobacco
40'24 ',.
Wend,'s
21-34b. 21.4a
man, urges

2 $1 00

Electric
Hot Pot

Household Brushes

Sale

Sale

No. 0743

$A00
-11.

Dishwashing Brush No. 835
12" Bowl Brush No. 5213
Vegetable Brush No. 225
Mix or Match

Magic Magnetic

10 Sheets, 20 Pages
needs no glue or corners

No 2798

Memo Holders

$500

le

Set of 4

Anchor Hocking

Vegetable
Steamer
Basket

Orbo Steel Wool

Beverage Glasses

N o. 464

Soap Pads
Perfect For Cleaning
Pots & Pons,
Bar-B-OGrals Etc
20 Pods

12 Oz. Glasses
Choice of Roses No. 2152E/240
Daisy No. 2152E/238
Tulip Lime No, 3672E/321
Mix or Match

Sale
Stainless Steel

$200

Sale 'four Choice

2/$1 00
Lerner
Boutique

Mr. Potts Pot CleanerS
Worksavers

Trash Bags
$300
Dispense Box

Perfect For Cleaning Teflon Coated
Cookware, Etc. With Handle
No. N101 Refills No. RN101

Hangers
Break & Stain Resistant
Colorful Closet Decor
Pack of 3
Style No. 77)3

Sale

Sale

Sale

2/$1"

Universal Clear

Nevco
Skirt or Pants

Hangers
00

Zippered Begs Holds 4
or More Garments
Dress Bag No. 3255
Suit Bag No. 8254
No 327
No 326 101
Sale Your Choice

Assortment,
Decorative,
Useful, Styles
For Any Decor
No. 3333

2P1"

$500BONU
CA S

Salt & Pepper Set

ON ANY '81 CITATION OR CHEVETTE

No 2579

Nevco Crystalier

Sale

2

No 2095

3/ .
$

Sale

8 Track Tapes
2/$30o

Sale

$'1 00

LP Albums
2ploo

Sale
Notco

Utility Mat
rib' 18 Si. ft.

Sale
Sets $1 50

2/$1 oo

Green Graceful Decorative
Ferns Which Thrive On Air

Sale

$200

Large Selection Name Artist

liVellIMINI
.
11 1111111
-1111111WIN1181
.
11 11%
.
.
.
M Viol

•

Super
Duster

Nevco

Garment Bags

vrolot

x

2/$1"

Sole

Travco

50
Bags
w/ Ties
26
Gal,
Capacity
Worksavers

2/ 300

Sale

Attaches to any steel surface, holds
memos, recipes, notes, assortment. No.
402, 403, 407 408, 409
Choice
Your
Sale

Ideal for fruit
basket, flower arrangements,
magazine basket, etc.

Sale 2/ 00

Photo
Album

Travco Magnetic

Baskets

Squeezable: household sponges, assortment
No. 110
Mix or Match

Steam your vegetables instead of
boiling, folds compactly to store in
drawer or pantry.

2 $1"

Sale

$1"

Just In
Fireside

Sponges

ON ANY '81 MONTE CARLO OR CAMARO

SAL INOTOOS PARTS DIVISION

Kellogg

Contains Vinyl Binder, Lose Leaf
Filler Paper, Pocket Divider

Nation Rusken

700BCOANUS
641 South, Murray

Valiant

00

3/

Sale

TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH 19

Ihvein Tay or C

t8

No. 524026 50 Sheets

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

753-2617

Sale

"Disco Fever
Ensemble

•• 8

Notebook

tend.

TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH 19

2
sissal° $3 33

2/

Nifty

Union Camp
Gold Medal
Sports

all members to at-

16 %3

With Wood Frames, Decorative,
Colorful Assortment
Size 5"x7"
Size 13"x18" Size 8"x10"
No. J01715-10 Nn.J02570-43 No.
J02570-20

No. 2306

Democratic Executive
Committee Plans Meet

C F. I Fund

BUYS

Magee
Pictures

Enameled Aluminum, 4 cup sire
complete with cord and lid,
ideal for home, office, etc.
Lemon, Almond, Chocolate, White

Stock Market

.

BIG DO

For

Burlap Type
3 Tier Letter
Holder, Decorative

Fellowship Day To
Be Held, Chestnut
Grove AME Church

Church To Host
Series Of Lent
Mid-Week Devotions

eauty is 'ept

Uncle Je"s He

No. 3606

Sole

‘1.

VIlee II Ige111
.
.
11 .
0.
11 111111 IMUSIV1IN INV
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CETA Accomplishes Much Locally
hangars at the Murray -Calloway ('owl-ty Airport, dropped ceilings and paneled each room in the Callow ay County
Courthouse, built the animal shelter.
built the rescue squad building, poured
Judge-Executive Robert O. Miller exsidewalks and worked on the road,
plained today that since it was brought
niaintenance crews.
to the county. in 1974, the federal proSmular pes and construction and
gram has provided construction at halfrepairs will continue but at full price
cost to the city and county.
without the CETA program, Miller
"It's a source of free labor and we
• id
just supply the materials,''Miller sia
li;f1..44"
,

When the' Comprehensive Employand Trairung Act CETA ceases
to exist, its loss could greatly'affect the
finances of Calloway County.
Merit

Miller added that CETA crews, i
last three to four years. have built

T.

Uncle Jeff's
Clothing Dept.

CETA was created to provide public
service jobs for the unemployed and
tram them for private work or non
subsidized public jobs Workers unclei
the program only can be employed
maximum of 18 months
However, the program was dealt a
fatal blow by President Reagan's recent hiring freeze of public service
employees.
Also, as part of his proposed plan to
reduce govermnent spending. Reagan
is expected the ask Congress for the
elimination of the program.

The county currently employs about
20 workers in the program, Miller said

•
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IG DO

Sale
Good
Thru
March
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M
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'Continued From Page 11

opposed by Louie B. Valentine. Ralph
Durwood Lovett and Woodrow
Rickman
Ralph Bogard and Paul W. Redden
are facing incumbent Billy Erwin for
magistrate of District 3.
The magisterial post of District 4,
now represented by Bazzell, is being
contested by Charles Coleman, Jim D.
Irby, Jaime Potts, J. H. "Josh" Tabers
Sr and Dan Miller

of Murray is being opposed by Harvey
Ellis of Murray. The Fifth District
covers Calloway County and a portion
of Trigg County.
Commonwealth's attorney Ron
Christopher of Murray, W AO has announced his intentions to file for reelection from the 42nd Judicial District,
will face opposition from assistant commonwealth's attorney Michlal 0. Ward
of Benton. The 41-id JudicianDistrict includes Calloway and Ma rphall counties.

In the race for the Murray City Council, two present council members, one
former member and one newcomer
have filed for the 12 positions up for
election.
Council members Steve Sammons
and Ruby Hale have filed, as have
former councilman Billy J. Balentine
and David Hill.
In the race for Fifth District state
representative, incumbent Freed Curd

Ladies
RP

•

Curris.
man Bill Carneal, Charles Howard, Ed
Settle and Sara Page.
Following the marathon closed door
session which began Saturday, Feb. 21,
and ended in the early morning hours of
Sunday. Feb. 22, the regents voted 6-4 to
prefer charges against Curris in a apparent effort to remove him from the
presidency.
The five board members Curris' suit
asks to be enjoined from participating
in the hearing, along with Christopher,
cast the votes to bring charges against
the president.
In his suit. Curris charges that: '
"Prior to Feb. 7, 1981, certain
members of the Board of Regents ..
clandestinely organized an effort
among themselves and certain other
mernbers of the board of regents of
Murray State University to oust or
remove" Curris as president, •'in direct
violation of his contract rights, and
without charges, notice or hearing, in
complete disregard of his statutory
rights under KRS 164.360 131 and in
complete and absolute disregard of his

unemployed;' Kirkland said in
testimony prepared for the House
Budget Committee."We believe the administration's proposal is too generous
in supporting the wealthy and the
powerful."
It was some of the harshest criticism
Congress has heard since Reagan
unveiled his program of tax and budget
cuts Feb. 18. And Kirkland's comments

i Continued From Page
right to due process of law under the
Constitution of the United States of
America."
In his statement today, Curris said
that "because of the cloud which has
been cast upon my personal character,
reputation and professional competence and standing, as well as upon
Murray' State University as a result of
the charges which have been brought
against me, I believe it necessary to
make this statement concerning those
charges."
"First." Curris said, "the charges do
not make any accusations of incompetence. immorality or criminal
conduct.
"Second, to the extent that the
charges purport to allege some failure
to perform or neglect of duty, 11 The
charges do not involve matters of
substance and can be characterized as
petty, straw-grasping and frivolous,
and contain allegations which are simply- untrue.
•• 2 Some charges pertain to matters
which do not involve any recognized or

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray, Ky.

9:30 a.m.
8:00 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
1:00-5:00
Sun.

delegated duty of the president at all:
3i many of the charges are so vague,
general, lacking in specificity and involve matters which are so intangible,
that the due process requirements of
reasonable notice have not been fulfilled.
"And, 14 the charges are not legally
sufficient to authorize permit or justify
the removal of the president under the
applicable statutes...."
The legal action asks the court to set
"an immediate hearing date" for a
hearing on Curris' motion for temporary' injunction and that the court
"extend the contract" of Curris
"beyond the specified termination date
of June 30, 1983, for the precise amount
of time the board of regents of Murray
State University may have im,plemented the resolution purporting to
relieve" Curris of his duties as MSU
president.
Board chairman Ron Christopher
Could not be reached for comment on today's action by Curris'..
It should be noted that such suits onls.
give one side of a particular issue.

Student Council For
Exceptional Children
Looks For Contestants
The Student Council for Exceptional Children (SCEC) is
looking for contestants to
enter the "Mr. and Miss Clean
Contest," the highlight of a
spring fund-raising event at
the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center.

7536882

THAT'S IT
Levi's

(10

were in sharp contrast to positions
outlined Tuesday before other congressional committees by Federal Reserv,.
Chairman Paul A. Volcker and Elmer
Staats, the outgoing head of the General
Accounting Office.
Volcker said Congress should cut the
budget more deeply than Reagan is
recommending and said "all the risks"
to the economy are on the side of cutting too little.

Olympic
Plaza

oxlitalmitt

Rusk, Stratton To
Give Presentation
At Conference

SALE
March 5-March 8 Thurs.-Sun.

All Men's

•

BASIC JEANS
•Streight leg sheet leg 'glare •Big Bel
S

;10

13,99

Over 200 Pair
Ladies Fashion Jeans

RV1WVta taMk,

A presentation will be given
by Ms. Pamela Rusk of the
Department of Recreation and
Dr. Cleavonne Stratton of the
Department of Special Education at the annual conference
of the Association for Gerontology in Higher Education in
Cincinnati, Ohio, March 4-7.
Ms. Rusk and Dr. Stratton
are employed at Murray State
University under a grant funded by the Administration on
Aging. The grant is given to
promote career preparation
and training in Gerontology.

Blouses
Solid Colors

E°
•
flI
4111

•
•

$3.-35 lie
634.0016 00
.83610-31(51
PR 00-40 00
Oil 0034 00

Nov,

finis
ling

W0111
COM

Casual Shoes $4

S-M-L
Girl's

Girl's

Tights

Half
Slips

$1

00

Sizes 1-3, 4-6X, 8-10
White, Navy, Blue,
Yellow and Red

hurt
At
dist'
grov
tulip
resit
doct
Ja
havi
deis
diag

•
U
•
s
s

reS11

arth
A
mall
cong
heal.
the I
and
need
To
was

'
$1 00
Sizes 7-14
Ladies

Dress
Shoes
oo.$500

Rugs
18"x27"

Only

$100

i

U
N

Ladies & Girl's

Men's

Gloves &
Mittens
$1 00

Tube
Socks

Men's Jersey

•

Gloves

•

cop)
5,3(
3:3(
10 C

is1
330
A
ploy

$1 00

11fri

of y
be p
4 p.
deli

Only
Styles 3609-3610

$1 00
Reg $1.19

Sale

houi
ore
thrc
Soft

•
U
s

1

Men's

Shower
Curtains

Caps

Soft, Pliable,
Long Wearing Vinyl
Reg. 4.99

.01

SI

ref e

Knit Scarves
$1 00 & $200

N
U
•

015

Tt
will
Uni
colt(
on T
Ungi

2 Styles

Solids or Prints

Reg. 2.99
Sale

2/$500

$400
Sale

•
Fruit of
The Loom

Pocket
Tee
Shirts
$300

Federal-State Mark,
,
I, NeVI, Service
March 4 Fall
Kentucky Purchase Area link Market
Iteport I ncludes6 Buying Stations
liempL, Act 647 Est 650 Barrows &
Gilts I 001 25 higher Sows steady I 011
higher
l'S 1-2 210-240 Ile.
.. $40 0040 50
1;:i 2 210-250 lbs
$30 7540 25
I'S 2-3 240260 Il,,
618 75-311 75
I 24 250270 kw
_633 00-35 00
I 4.1-2 270. '1.50 ISv
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Men's

$500

Hog Market

95.99
Come In and Shop Our Final Clearance
On Our Fall Merchandise At Our
UNBELIEVABLE PRICES!

Scheduled from 5 p.m. to 10
p.m. Tuesday', March 17, contestants will try and push one
another into a mud-filled pit.
The event will highlight the
afternoon "spring fling" activities for SCEC at Murray
State.
A $50 cash prize will be
awarded to the winners of the
men's and women's division.
The entry fee is $10 per per-son and must be paid by
March 16.
Proceeds from the event
will help finance SCEC public
service projects. The exposition center is located on College Farm Road west of the
Murray State campus.

ubber Boots
$500
•

Kirkland Attacks Economic Plan
WASHINGTON AP — AFL-CIO
President Lane Kirkland assailed
President Reagan's economic proposals today as a prescription for more
inflation and more unemployment and
said they would cheat low-and middleincome Americans while pretending to
be fair to all.
;We do not believe that the nation has
been too generous in helping the poor,
the disadvantaged and the

One Table
Men's

Navy, Blue, Green,
Tan and Rust
III

II • II •

Special
selection
Girl's Sandals
$2"
Girl's Casual Shoes
$300
Girl's White Dress Shoes
$2oo
Boy's Shoes $300
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Consumers' Affairs

Focus On Credit: Getting The Best Deals
By SHERRI MCDANIEL
Special Writer

pay fur them. Credit makes it
convenient to purchase goods
and
services ,because
payments can be extended
The Pros and Cons of Credit
over a period of time. Credit
But credit is a priviledge - also helps meet financial
the pnviledge of using money. emergencies, such as medic-al
goods, or services before you expenses. But credit costs

money and ties up future inconic. People often find it
easier to overspend and later
have difficuly meeting financial obligations. If bills fire not
paid, merchandise may be
lost. Obviously, the decision to
use credit should be made

become so much a part of
American life that it is hardly
thought of as a priviledge.

More and more consumers
are buying now and paying
later. The use of credit to buy
goods and services is on the
rise. Reliance on credit ha:-

Student's Frustration Turns Into
Determination During Condition
By CONNIE FISHER Jay Watson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ronnie Watson, was a
normal, very active seventh
grader at Murray Middle
School.
During October and
November after Jay had
finished football and was starting basketball. he repeatedly
would conic Ilona,from school
complaining that his knees
hurt.
. At first, his mother Ann
dismissed his complaints as
growing pains but the continued persistance finally'
resulted in her making him a
doctor's appointment.
Jay was diagnosed Dec. 5 as
having an ostchondritis
deissecanes, an easily diagnosed condition which can
result in much suffering from
.,
arthritis in adult years.
A section of the knee tipne is
malformed due to trillium or
congenital reasons. As it
heals, a danpf of portions of
the bone chipping off is great
I and extensive surgery may be
nejded.
,,z' To avoid the danger, Jay
'was put in leg casts to prevent
RIFLE MATCH
The Murray State rifle team
will meet West Virginia
University, the No. 1 ranked
collegiate team in the country
on Tuesday, March 10 at Himtington, West Virginia.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

1

Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Menlo leilen 6 lines by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m Saturdays ore urged
to call 753-1916 between 5.30 p.n.
cad 6 pry. Moine Orcsgrt Friday or
3-30,. mil pm Sourdais
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper Calls must
be placed by 6p.m. weekdays orp.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of The Moray ledge 6 Tiants. lo 5 p.m.. Monday
ore
through Friday and I tit le I10011,Saturdays.

I um bending or pinto ig
any weight on his knees. He
was told he would be in the
casts four to six months.
Frustrations and emotional
turmoil were difficult for Jay.
as well as his family. His
parents gave him much sup-

now is back to normal.
Disabled persons have a
name for those who are not
''TA B's'
handicapped
temporarily-abled bodies
Jay is extremely thankful that
his disability only ,was temporary. He has a new
understanding and viewpoint
of those who are permanently
disabled.
After the experience. Jay's
parents had the following
comments:
It often takes an adverse
situation in order to realize the
value of something that was
there all the time. Such was
the ease in our family when
Jay was faced with the fact of
being in a wheelchair for some
period of time.
The faculty and staff of
Murray Middle School have to
be commended for the way
they helped Jay adjust to a difficult situation. The full worth
of a school program is in its

Li I

arid that students individual
!weds.
• *Jay's IIt.NAS VkiTti met and
our needs were met with with
all the understanding that was
necessary for peace of nund.
To meet these needs, several
things had to be dune ragging
from securing wheelchairs,
having an aide to carry-Jay up
and down steps at the school
with the added weight of two
full casts and the availablility of the principal. Larry
Salmon, and the staff for conferences and words of encouragement.
_
-It is always much easier to
handle everyday or normal
routines, but for a school program to bend with that which
is not routine requires planning and patience. In conchision. our praises go out for
such an outstanding and successful effort displayed at
Murray Middle School.-

Jay Watson
port and understanding.
Because he was in a
wheelchair, some furniture
had to be rearranged and he
was transported to school
each day.
His mother remarked that
Jay's fnistration resulted in a
determination to do as much
as he could for himself, including crawling to the
refrigerator and sitting on the
floor to pour his milk.
Jay said the worst part was
being different in school. His
schedule was rearranged so
he only had to change floors
twice a day, at which time he
was carried by an aide. He
also had to take his lunch since
the cafeteria is in other
Because of his physicial
disability, Jay qualified for
special education and
everything to assist and to
support him was done. He
even attended his first dance
in a wheelchair.
Jay was extremely fortunate because his right cast
caifie off after one month and
his left cast after two months.
He lost some muscle tone. in
his legs and had some difficulty beginning to walk again. He

Harvey Sloane Named
To Serve As State
Easter Seal Chairman
Dr. Harvey Sloane, former
mayor of Louisville, has been
named to serve as chairman
of the 1981 statewide Easter
Seal Campaign. He was chairman of the 1980 drive.
The 1981 campaign will
begin March 1 and continue
through April 19, Easter Sunday. As chairman, Sloane will
lead the many activities of
thousands of volunteers who
will participate in the fund
raising appeal.
Contributions to the annual
campaign will be used to help
finance
the
Society's
Rehabilitation Program for
handicapped children and
adults. The program includes
the operation of sevon Easter
Seal centers.
A graduate of Yale University, Dr. Sloane received his
degree in medicine from the
Western Reserve School of
Medicine in Cleveland, Ohio.
He directed the Park DuValle
Neighborhood Health Center

located in one of Louisville's
low income neighborhoods
from 1967 to 1972 without pay.
Previously Dr. Sloane was
project director for a Community Health Action program in Eastern Kentucky
that provided medical care to
12.000 persons from 1964 to
1966.
Currently Dr. Sloane is
president of the Kentucky
Rural Housing and Development Foundation, Inc.
Organized in 1923, the Kentucky Easter Seal Society
operates
these
seven
facilities: Cardinal Hill
Hospital, Lexington; the
Easter Seal Hearing and
Speech Center, Louisville;
Geiger Easter Seal Hearing
and Speech Center, Ashland;
the West and Northern Kentucky Easter Seal Centers in
Paducah and Covington,
respectively; Camp Green
Shores at Hough River Lake
and Camp Kysoc. Carrollton.
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carefully and wisely.
Establishing a Credit Record
III order to establish a credit
history that will enable you to
use major sources of credit in
the future such as a loan for
a home or car, or major credit
cardu. it is important for you
to demonstrate that you are
worthy of the credit
priviledge. Some of the best
arid easiest ways to establish
credit include:
1. Begin a checking and savings account in your name;
2. Open a charge account at
a local store
3. Phone and utility bills in
your name can establish a
credit record i these companies extend credit to you
each month, so a good billpaying record may be helpful
to you in the future I; andor,
4. Take out a small loan in
your name; when it is repaid
you have proved yourself a
reliable borrower.
All of these can help
establish your credit record,
but equally important is keeping a good record after you
establish it. Always
remember to pay your bills
promptly. Avoid impulse purchases and the temptation to
overextend yourself.
Shopping for Credit
You will not get the full
benefit of your credit capacity
unless you manage it like the
asset it is. This means shopping around for the best credit
terms. The price of credit
varies just as the prices of
other goods and services do.
Credit costs can differ, depending upon the source, place, or
purpose for which credit is
granted.
The Truth-in-Lending Act,
passed in 1969, enables consumers to compare costs from
various credit sources. The
law requires lenders to state
finance charges as an annual
percentage rate APR I and in
dollars and cents. The finance
charge includes all costs paid
By the consumer in connection
with the extension of credit.
The APR represents the relationship of the total finance
charge to the total amount
financed. When shopping for
credit, you should always
compare at least three
sources and ask each lender to
tell you the APR in dollars and
cents. Make sure you ask for
the 'APR-some lenders use
other methods of computing
interest which seem low but
can actually double when expressed as the equivilent
APR. This can result in
significant differences in the

ovum ot Iiiterest you pay
Some Tips Concerning Credit
Shopping for credit can be
complicated. but it pays off
Generally, an insurance
company. commeretal !rank,
or credit uruon are the least
expensive sources of consumer loans; personal loan
and finance companies are
more costly.
Consider all alternatives
for obtaining credit, especially for large purchases. You
can sometimes save on
finance charges if you obtain a
loan from a credit union or
commercial bank, as opposed
to putting additional charges
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acquainted with
various sources of credit, the
services offered, the requirements. different rates
charged, and
different
methods of figuring finance
charges before the emergency
or erislis occurs where you
need credit. With this
knowledge y-on can calmly apply for credit as a business
transaction.
- Sign up for the •shortest
term of credit arid the maximum monthly payment that
you can make. Remember,
when considering a consolidation loan, that you pay niory
-
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The secret to cleaner,
healthier hair care!

azeeit,,e&orc
JOJOBA
OIL
SHAMPOO
& CONDITIONER
The very first time you use Queen
Helene Jojoba Oil Shampoo and
Conditioner your hair will take on
new life, new sheen, new beauty.
Better yet, you'll be on the right
road to healthier hair.

mo•r. r
Mr.
• seirmossioe
smOMT.
-it--,

>yam,

Queen Helene Jojoba Oil Shampoo and Conditioner are
formulated with natural oils extracted from the seed bean
of the Jojoba evergreen shrub. Western and Southwestern
Indian tribes have long appreciated its value as a hair cleaner
and conditioner. .
Jojoba Oil helps dissolve the embedded sebum (a fatty oil
excreted by the sebaceous glands in your scalp). Excessive
sebum build-up causes dandruff, scalp disorders and hair loss
Queen Helene Jojoba Oil Shampoo and Conditioner have
a pH balance that is beneficial for all types of hair, whether
dry, oily or normal. Safe for color-treated hair, too

Central
Shopping
Center

753-4025

•
We are different!

We are unique!

COME AND TRY OUR TRULY AUTHENTIC CHINESE FOODS
WE ALSO SERVE AMERICAN FOOD EVERYDAY

WE HAVE A "NO-FAULT INSURANCE POLICY” TO PROTECT YOUR SATISFACTION AND POCKETBOOK.
NO FAULT INSURANCE POLICY
should any dish suggested by
our attendant be disagreeable to
you, we'll keep on changing
and changing until you find a
dish you like.

\o'e Our Complete Lunch

2•95

Only $

Different everyday. Mon-Fri.

Peking Restaurant
Open Seven Days A Week
Breakfast 6-10:30
Lunch 11.2
Dinner 4-10

Highway 641 S. Holiday Inn
Murray, Kentucky

753-4488
Mester Clomp. else& American Express Accepted

0 The Folger Cottoe Company 1961

for (Jelin which is exiernied
over a longer period of tine
- When signing an ii
stallment agreement, mak.
sure you are given su. h odor
mation as: the total amount
financed, itemized amnion in
charges made, total (maws
charge in dollar, the APR.
the number, amount, and due
dates of payments, charge,
for late payment, and :111;
prepay ment penalties.
• • •
Remember to consider ui
alternatives before inakin,:
credit purchase Make )ou
credit work tor you. nut
against i,ou.

Join Us In Celebrating Our
First Successful Golden
Step In Murray

m

v* 4ms

in a credit. ard account.

Owner L Chef
Johnny Ho
We Welcome
Take-Out Orders
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Does Have Amusing Moments

Play Studies Girls' Lives Over 11-Years
Bv raid. Blodgett
1111#:, ,A omen as their lives
Vanities by Jack Wittier, change during an 11 year
the current production of the period following their senior
Murray State University year in high school.
Theatre. has its amusing
Set in the 1963-1974 period.
moments but it is nal a Bums "Vanities" seems a bit out of
play . It is, in fact, a serious context of the times since it
character study of three relegates women to a role

ultiniatels dependent on men
for their existence
The author presents a
rather bleak outlook on life as
each of the characters, who
are initially stereotypes of the
school
high
'popularcheerleader and later college

DOT Call For Elimination Of
Unneeded Travel Saves Funds

'

FRANKFORT - The Ken- state travel was down
tucks Department of $1,036,115 and out-of-state
Transportation spent nearly travel was down $121,803 when
$1.2 million less in 1980 for in- compared to 1979 figures.
state and out-of-state travel Travel payments in 1979 totalthan in 1979_
ed $2.4 million.
"Early in the year we had
In 1979, more than $1 million
instructed all transportation was paid to employees for inemployees to eliminate all state travel in a personal car.
travel that was not absolutely In 1980; the figure was
necessary:. Transportation $691.457.
Secretary Frank Metts said.
In-state lodging and meals
Figures from 1980 show in- cost $506.700 in 1980. compared

sorority girl, Ixtvities disillu- self-absorbed teenager EU ia
sioned with life in different worldly, cold and disillusioned
was s. The characters are not woman. She was able to make
very nice people to begin with this
transition
very
and get less so as the play pro- believable.
gresses.
Lori Ann Pitts portrayal of
The entire burden of enter- Joanne, the one character
taining the audience falls on who's life continued in more of
the three actresses since there a straight hue was also well
is little action and almost no done. She remains naive and
plot. Each turned in a good easily offended after 11 years.
performance in roles that re- She is different but in 1110re
quired them to change from subtle ways.
Director Jill O'Brien has
giddy 17 year olds into 28 year
olds each with different managed to stage the play,
characters. The led cheers which relies on dialog rather
with pep and sparkle and then than action, in such a way that
managed to change in quite one is never aware of static
believable ways as they grew moments. The movements of
the characters, though simple,
older.
Carla Peas-Horton, a complements the lines and
University. Theatre veteran, seems quite normal. A pargave her usual fine perfor- ticularly interesting touch was
mance as Kathy the head having each of the characters
cheerleader and organizer of do their makeup in full view of
the group which thought the the audience in three on-stage
world revolved around them. dressing rooms. One could see
Her characterization of a a change in each of the
private, bitter person in the characters through their panfinal scene bears little tomime.
resemblance to the bright opThe setting, designed by
tomistic would-be phys. ed, University. Theatre technical
teacher earlier in the play.
director James I: Schempp,
Becky liatson handled the was attractive and functional.
role of Mary,the most difficult It looked especially good as
one in the play, very well. She Kathy's elegant New York
had to make the most pro- garden apartment in the final
flounced change from a giddy, scene.

DONATION TO CONFERENCE - The Murray Moose lodge donated $290 to the 4-H
Club, which will send three Calloway County High School students to the American
Heritage Conference in Washington, D.C., April 11-18. The conference deals with the
study of government. At the presentation were (from left) Rick Hall, secretary; James
W. Bogard, governor; Michelle Jarrett; Melissa Manning; and David Grady.

to $991,980 in 1979.
The biggest savings in outof-state travel was in lodging
and meals. The 1979 figures of
$112.660 was cut to $12,463 in
1980.
"Employees going out of
town tried to get flights coming back the same day. It saved a lot of money on overnight
trips," said Duane Ellis,
director of accounts for the
Transportation Department.
Commercial air fare for outof-state trips dropped from
$71,452 to $49,846.
Many of the 12 district
highway offices cut their
•
travel as much as 50 percent
from 1979 to 1980.
et
maximum
consideration.
Jutiiiji McI lougal, directuf
David Byers, the Somerset
Parents with questions
of student financial., aid at
district manager, said more
Murray'StateUniversity. will about financial aid at Murray efficient use of vehicles and
visit Murray High SchoOrnext State are also welcome to manpower helped his district
week to discuss student finan- meet with McDougal. Those reduce travel from 338,000
cial aid opportunities at Mur- who cannot attend the session miles in 1979 to 138,000 miles in
may visit or call the Student
ray State.
1980.
He will be available to meet Financial Aid Office, Base"If two district employees
with students at Murray High ment, Sparks Hall. Murray are going to Frankfort on
School from 8:30 to 10:00 a.m. State University , Telephone business, we either send them
Tuesday. March 10, • in the 762-2546.
together or let one man take
See us For The Highest Possible
counselor's office.
care of the other one's
McDougal said discussions
SPRING BREAK
business -hile he is there. It
Interest On Money Market
will focus on student financial
The annual spring vacation saves on miles and manCertificates at
aid opportunities - campus for Murray State University' power," Byers said.
FRANKFORT -Significant pointed official;
-and a media award for supemployment, grants, and students will be held March 9
State employees are now re- achievements in historic
loans - for both this summer through'March 13. All classes quired to use available state preservation will be recogniz- port of preservation by those
and the 1981-82 school year.
will be dismissed after noon on
vehicles when traveling on a ed by the Kentucky Heritage in the field of communicaStudents will have -until Saturday. March 7, and will
job-related trip rather than us- Commission at the annual tions.
Any person or group inApril 1 to complete and file resume at 7:30 a.m. on Mon- ing personal cars and being Preservation Awards Proterested in submitting
financial aid applications to day. March 16_
gram May 28.
reimbursed for mileage.
The awards, scheduled for 2 nominations for the 1981
1300 Johnson Blvd. — Phone 759-1234
p.m, at the Paul Sawyier Preservation awards should
contact
the
Kentucky
Library in Frankfort, will be
101011.01JSSIG
Heritage Commission, 104
presented in eight categories.
LENDER
Bridge
.
St.,
Frankfort,
Ky.
The Ida Lee Willis Memorial
Award is given to an in- 40601. Deadline entry is April
dividual demonstrating the
greatest dedication to preservation in Kentucky. Willis was
the founder and first executive
director of the Kentucky
Heritage Commission.
The seven other award
areas include:
-two awards for individuals
or organizations in the field of
business, industry, commerce
or finance demonstrating supCash & Food Stamps
In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center
port of preservation;
Accepted -- Sorry No Checks
-a professional award for
those in the preservation
Short Cut
Cream Style
field;
Sweet
Foreign alternators
Motor mounts
U-Joints
Remanulactuneo tor most
-an award to an outstanding
Replacement0-Joints hi
Japanese Prports Pere Art.
Croy Replace worn gents now
Whole Kernel
local, area or state organizaexchange
-fdwe
tion;
-a youth award for an inForeign & domestic parts...save 10-50%.
dividual or group i age 18 or
tinder) participating in a
preservation project;
-a public service award
recognizing an elected or ap-

- Johnny McDougal To

Visit Murray High To
Discuss Financial Aid

roRYOUR

MONEY! I

14.383% I
6 Month Money
Market Certificate

12.%

Historic Preservation
Achievements To Be
Recognized By Group

30 Month
Money Market
ertificate

Security Federal Savings
And Loan Association
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Your discount parts superman.

Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See Why We Can Say
We Have The Lowest Prices in Town
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Airman Gloria J. Cavitt,
daughter of Marie P. CavittOf
205 Spruce St., Murray, has
been assigned to Lowry Air
Force Base, Colo., after com-
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SOUTRISIDE
SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY,K

753-8971
712 LOCUST STREET
PARIS TN

844-9588

pleting Air Force basic training. •
During the six weeks at
'L1dñd Air roiCiTexas, the airman studied the
Air Force mission, organization and customs and received
speCial training in human
relations.
In addition, airmen who
complete basic training earn
credits toward an associate
degree in applied science
through the Community College of the Air Force.
The airman will now receive
specialized instniction in the
supply field.
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YOU
'
LL
GET
BIG
ROSES' DURING OUR LAWN SAVINGS
& GARDEN
!.1

Central
Shopping
Center
Murray, Ky.
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NOW
- ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE? — Or. Kenneth Carstens, director of the archaeologN,
program at Murray State, and Dr. Neil Weber, director of the Mid-America Remote
Sensing Center, discuss a new research project which has begun on campus. With a
$40000 grant from the Kentucky Heritage Commission, an attempt will be made to
find more efficient means of locating archaeological sites by using aerial photographs

No

Roincheck

s

Grant Aimed At Reduction Of
Environmental Impact Costs
Research has begun at Murmonies to develop an area
ray State University on a
must comply with federal and
more efficient means of con- state ERA laws," said
archaeological
ducting
Carstens.
surveys which are required
"What we plan to do in this
with environmental impact project is devise a research
studies.
tool that can greatly reduce
Funded with a $40,000 the amount of field research
research grant from the Ken- time and costs to the artucky heritage commission in chaeologists," he said.
Frankfort, the project centers
Carstens, who directs the
on identifying archaelogical archaelogy program at Muraerial ray State, said the cost savsites through
photographics, according to ings ultimately could be passDr. Kenneth C. Carstens, ed on to the contractor,
associate professor of federal government and
sociology and anthropology at "most importantly, the taxMurray State.
payers."
The grant, awarded to the
Weber said he is equally opColleges of Environmental tistimic about the project and
Sciences and Humanistic its potential for success.
Studies, hopefully will reduce
"Similar studies have been
the cost of conducting en- used by geoscientists and arvironmental impact studies, chaeologists in other areas of
he said.
the world for detecting ancient
Co-directed by Carstens and architectural
remains,
Dr. Neil V. Weber, director of especially in Greece and Itathe Mid-America Remote Sen- ly," said Weber.
sing Center MARC) on cam"Project results could make
pus, the project will test the a significant scientist confeasibility of predicting the tribution immediately aplocation of prehistoric ar- plicable to this region."
chaeological sites by examinWeber said archaelogical
ing low-altitude, black and sites would not actually be
white and infrared aerial found by looking at the
photographs.
photographs. Rather, the
The idea for the grant pro- characteristics needed to supposal came from Ms. Kandis port a prehistoric camp —
Jenings, a geography water, proper drainage and
master's degree candidate at vegetation — can be found.
Murray State who has assisted
Survey crews may then look
Carstens with numerous in areas having a high proregional environmental bability of holding an arstudies.
chaeological site, rather than
"Any contractor,. city or spending "hundreds of hours"
organization using federal studying a wide area, said

$88.99

Weber.
Anne Armstrong Thompson,
executive direCtor and state
historic preservation officer of
the Kentucky Heritage Commission, added that the Murray State project will "be an
important component of Kentucky's archaeological plann_
ing effort."
Dr. Gary Boggess, dean of
the College of Environmental
Sciences. and Dr. Ken Harrell.
dean of the College of
-A;
Humanistic Studies, added
?Ai
that successful results could
11%4
lead to a similar state-wide
project to be implemented as
Vs:
early as 1983 under the leader- %
ship of Murray State.
Working with Carstens and
Weber will be Dr. Thomas \f‘
,
Kind, geosciences; William
Coker and Carson Dayley.
MARC.
Graduate stunts assisting
will be • Kandis Jenings,
Kathyrn Fraser, , and
undergraduate researchers
Ed McAlister and. Chris
Hensley.

Murray Walking Mower with 20" cut and 3 HP engine to
ease through summer work. A pull start and automatic
choke for easy starts Safety first with a rear shield and
side chute Reg. 98.99.
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Stancan 5 Gallon Can vvitt
flexable spout and handle for
easy carrying Ideal for nonleaded gasoline or other fuels
Reg. 7.47.
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CATTLE SHOW
AND SALE
A Polled Hereford Show and
Sale will be held on Saturday.
March 14 at the Murray State
West Kentucky Exposition
Center College Farm Road.
The show begins at 9 a.m. and
the sale at 12:30 p.m. Sponsored by the West Kentucky
Polled Hereford Association,
the show and sale are free and
open to the public.
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Enamel Finish Steel
Folding Fence with
many uses. 10 ft
length. Reg. 2.27
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Everything you've
always wanted in
a Seafood Platter...

SAVE

I''

Shamrock Wheel
Barrow. All ground
strong and light weight
Shamrock legs are attached to the bottom and
end of the -tray Reg.
24.97

•
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N-.,

SAVE $5

Big 4 Wheelbarrow. A real work-a-haul lc J us;
right for the do-it-yourselfer Deep tray with
rounded front for easy dumping Comes with
long hardwood handles Reg. 44.99.
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Your Choict!

4.99
• Crispy Fish
• 2 Tasty Shrimp
• 2 Tender Scallops
• Fresh Cole Slaw
• Crunchy Hushpuppies
• Golden Fryes
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Reg 84'

774
3" WW1 newer Orminent 10
decorate your yard. Assorted color
wheels on steel rods

SAVE $1

990
Plastic w/Wire Hinging
Basket for indoor or outdoor
use in white, brown, or green
10-

.Hours: 9-9 Mon.-Sat.,• 1-6 Sun.

At/AII ACIII

s2

Do,igias Round Point Shovel witn long hardwood handle 22" Leaf Rake. or 54" Long Hardwood Handle Bow Rake with 14 teeth. and 14''
wide head Rev. 6.99
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Potted Hybrid
Tea Rose
Bushes i n
beautiful colors Healthy
plants Reg.
3.99.
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1.57
SAVE 57e

R... Pottong Soli
er
bags
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Good Wed. 4th through Sun. March 8
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IRS Code Does Not Exempt'Minister's' Income
By JAMM W. ALLGOOD
Internal Re%ease Service
In recent sears several
urgaruzations have offered for
a fee church charters and
minister's credentials with
plans to reduce or avoid
federal income tax.
The typical plan for reducing income tax starts with the
taxpay er obtaining minister's
credentials and a church
charter from a mail-order
ministry promoter, along with
instructions for creating a
nonprofit corporation that
purports to be a "church.The minister is then instructed to assign SO percent
of his or her income annually
to the "church" which in turn
uses the income to further the
private interests of the
minister. The "'church"
premises are generally the
taxpayer's home or apartment.
Another plan, which claims
to allow the plEchaser to avoid
income tax atally, involves
the taxpayer taking a vow of
poverty and transferring all of
his or her assets and income
from employment or other
sources to the "church." In
exchange, the -church" uses
the assigned assets and income to meet the day-to-day
expenses or needs of the mailorder numster.
Generally, the "churches"
set up by mail-order ministers
carry on few if any of the
meaningful activities ordinarily associated with
religious organizations and
there is usually an absence of
creed, dogma or specific
moral code. The promoters
often point out that individuals
who purchase these plans
.need not take on any specific
or prescribed duties as
-ministers."
The promoters imply that
the organization set up by purchasers of these mail-order
ministry schemes can be
operated solely to benefit the
individuals creating them and
reduce or eliminate their income tax liability. Such
claims are completely erroneous. The law does provide
tax benefits to churches,
religious organizations and to
individuals who make contnbutions to such organizations. However, the law requires that organizations
which claim these benefits, or
to which contnbutions are
deductible, be oeprated for
religious purposes and, that
there be no private inurement
or benefit to the founder or to
any other party. These requirements destroy totally the
tax benefit claims made by
the promoters of these plans.
considering
Taxpayers
mail-order ministry schemes
should be aware of Section 170
of the Internal Revenue Code
4 IRC). This section provides a
deduction for gifts or contributions to a church: however, to
qualify for this tax benefit the
church must be "organized
and operated exclusively for
religious purposes." The fact
that an organization receives
a chcrch charter does rot
guarantee that contributions
to the organization will be
deductible. Simply purporting
to be a "church" does not
establish the f is and circumstances thai must be preie operation to be
sent fo
consul, ed -exclusively for
religious purposes.- In order
for contributions to be deducti-

tie the organization ii,ust not
only be organized and
operated exclusively for
religious purposes, uut it must
also have operations that further religious purposes. This
is true even if it is organized
properly as a church under
state law
Once t is established that a
"church" meets the organizational and operational requirements a second question
must be asked wider the law.
Do the income or assets
assigned to the '•church" by
the mail-order minister con-

stitute a contribution qualifying fur a dedUCLUII or are thee.
simply an assignment madewith the expectation of receiving something of equivalent
value in return? The transfer
or assignment will not result
in a deduction under Section
170 of the IRC if there is the expectation of a return benefit.
The mail-order ministry
schemes abound with return
benefits. The essence of these
schemes is that the funds or
assets which are assigned to
the -church" are used to
benefit the private interests of

the mad-order minister. Certain!), under the law, the IRS
cannot allow a deduction for
.'cwitnbutions.'in such cases.
Some promoters of mailorder numstry schemes haye
argued that the assignment of
income to the "church"
relieves the taxpayer entirely
of federal income tax liability
on the income However, this
argument is without merit
since in the case of Lucas v.
Earl. 281 U.S. 111 I 1930), the
Supreme Court of the United
States said:
"There is no doubt that the

For Your Shopping
onvenience, Coming Soon
TO BIG JOHN'S CHECK
CASHING CARDS

lc

statute could tax salaries to
those who earned them and
provide that the tax could not
be escaped by anticipatory arrangements or contracts
however skillfully devised to
prevent the salary when paid
from vesting even for a second
in the man who earned it. That
seems to us the impact of the
statute before us and we think
that no distinction can be
taken according to the
motives leading to the arrangement by which the fruits
are attributed tu a different
tree from that on which they

0 CA

The position of the IRS on
mail-order ministry schemes
has been upheld consistently
by the Tax Court of the United
States. In Walker v. Commissioner, T.C.M. 19714-493, the
Court said, ". . it would appear in fact that the church is
organized and operated
merely as a tax scheme whose
purpose, far from being
religious, is to provide tax
benefits to those who would
twist it to their own private
benefit — regardless of the
scheme or artifice by which it

is attempted."
In Heller v. Conmussioner,
T.C.M 1978-149, the Tax Court
deternuned that" so far as
we can discern, the principal
purpose of the church was to
provide petitioner with a
means for claiming deductions for charitable contributions which he immediately
withdrew to pay his personal
living expenses. This private
inurement, proscribed by Section 170 ic 2 (Ci disqualifies
his gifts to the church from being chantable contributions.
Deductions for such contribu-

tions therefore must be
denied."
Su, although promoters of
these schemes are telling unwary clients that the simple
transfer of income from one
pocket to another will allow
them to avoid the payment of
taxes, taxpayers contemplating the mail-order
minister device should consider the real price they may
have to pay. The scheme is
shallow and it will not exempt
the mail-order minister's income from tax or nuninuze his
or her taxes.
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Murray Civitan
Club Will Meet
Thursday Night

4

The Murray Civitan Club
will meet Thursday, March 5,
at 7 p.m. at Joe's F‘amily
Resta ii rain. Highway 121'North. Miirray
R. R. Barton, chib president, said Mike Ward, • a
lawyer from Benton, will be
the guest speaker and will
diSCUSS 'Drugs and Legal
Prosecution... Ward is a
iiative of Murray. and is the
son of Mr. awl Mrs. Jack
Ward of Murray.
Plans are being finalized for
the Annual Cii;itan Pancake
----Hay-for-Saturday,- Martir.297
from a a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Restaurant,
TrenholiWs
ickets can be purchased
froM am Civitan after March
5 for 82 which entitles a purchaser to all the pall( akcs
thy ('all('It
•

BASEBALL

The Murray State Racers
baseball team will meet the
University of Illinois at 2:30
p.m on Sunday, March on
Reagan Field at Murray State
University.
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Kidney Foundation Will Hold Music Radiothon
be
The National Kidney Foundation of Metro Louisville and
Western Kentucky will hold a
nationwide Country Music
Radiothon on the weekend of
March 7 and 8, 1981, to increase the public's awareness
of kidney disease and raise
funds to support the many programs of the Foundation. It
will be the first nationwide
public education and fund
raising event in the Foundation's history
The Radiothon will be produced in cooperation with the
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Country Music Association,
the major organization promoting country music in the
United States and Canada It
is the first time the CMA has
ever voted to support a nationwide event held by a voluntary'
health agency.
Each National Kidney Foundation Affiliate will be respoqsible for producing the
Radiothon on country music
stations in their area The National Office will produce the
national portion of the
Radiothon which will air for 30

minutes of each hour More
than 125 stations are expected
to air the Radiothon
Ralph Emery, often referred to as the "voice of Country
Music," will produce and cohost the National portion of
the Radiothon. Emery, who
has been voted the America's
number one country disc
jockey six times, works for
WSM radio in Nashville. He
also hosts a television show on
WSM-TV and the "Ralph
Emery Radio Show" which is
syndicated in more than 300

Boy s, the Statler Brothers,
markets in the United States.
Countr music stars Charlie and many many more.
We are tremendously exDaniels and Brenda Lee have
agreed to act as co-chairmen cited about the potential the
of the event and will co-host a Cutintry MUSIC Radiothon has
portion of the national portion fur pronioting the cause of the
with Emery. Toni T. Hall has National Kidney Foundation
alsoagreed toact as a co-host. and its Affiliates," Oliver
Other country music Porter, NKF Chairman, comcelebrities expected to par- mented in announcing the
ticipate include Barbara Man- event "The growth in the
drell (CM/Vs Entertainer of popularity of country music
the Veart, Johnny Cash, Ken- has been dramatic and the
ny Rogers, Ronnie Milsap, cooperation of the country
Mel Till's, Jerry Clower, music conunuruty, both radio
Jerry Reed, The Oak Ridge stations and performers, has

INSTANT MONEY

been very glitifying. We are
looking forward to a long and
fruitful relationship.'.
The Country
Mils!,
Radiothon is intended to
become an annual event to be
held on the second weekend in
March, National Kidney M011 th.
The National Kidney Foun
dation is the major voluntary
health agency seeking the
total answer to diseases of the
kidney...prevention. treatment, and cure. The Foundatufm's many faceted programs

bring help and hope to the
nullions of people with kidney
disease through research, pa-

International Studies
Program Expected To Be
Proposed At Murray State
An internaUunal studies program is expected to be proposed near the end of March at
Murray State University by a
faculty
committee
of
niembers. according to a
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BONELESS
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CATFISH
STEAKS
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SAUSAGE
$139
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MEAT
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--1,,,nc-anan for the
Dr. Farouk Umar, a professor in the Department of
Political Science and Legal
Studies and coordinator of the
program, said the comnuttee's recommendations could
include:
A minor in international
education student and faculty
exchange programs, community involvement, and the
organization and promotion of
an international festival.
The committee is one of
several appointed by Dr.
Bidwell, viceRichard
president for academic programs at the university.
It's objective is to help Murray State students and the people of West Kentucky more
fully understand the world,
the interdependence of coontnes and cultures of the world
and the implications of this interdependence for America's
role in the world.
Serving on the steering committee with Umar are Dr.
Tracy Harrington, assistant
coordinator of the program
and director of the university's Teaching and Media
Resource Center: and
chairmen of the subcommittees dealing with specific
aspects of the program, Dr.
Gene Garfield, Mrs. Suzanne
Keeslar, Dr. Bill Lew. Dr. Bill
Payne,Dr. Milton Grimes,Dr.
Charlotte Beahan, Dr. Bob
Head and Mrs. Marion Posey.
Faculty members from
across the university are serving on each of the subcon01tees.
Overall, the committee's
goals. Umar said, are six:
-To promote the availability
of an elective component of
internationally-oriented
courses for all Murray State
Students.
-To provide interested
students with a formal program that will enat?le them to
function more effectively in
multi-national or multicultural professional settings.
-To faciliatate students' efforts to acquire additional experiences in cultures different
from their own.
-To facilitate faculty,
members' efforts to acquire
additional knowledge of and
experience in diverse
cultures.
-To increase the number of
range of non-formal educational opportunities of an international nature on the Murray State campus. and
-To provide the local and
regional populations with access to experiences that will
enhance their knowledge and
understanding of the world.

Tour Of China
Sponsored By MSU
Set For May 7-22

PORK
ROAST LB $128

BIG JON S FARM FRESH PRODUCE!

tient and community services,
professional education and
public info:!nation

99t

The dates for a planned tour
of the Peoples Republic of
China sponsored by the Murray State University Alumni
Association are May 7 through
May 72.
a prelude to the tour, a
-cnunar on China has begun
on selected Tuesday nights.
SVSNIOtti are conducted in the
Inini hoard room on the
Irth (loin* of Sparks Hall:
tr. Cllarlotte Beahan, an
.thordy tin China and
rubee of the faculty at Muria Stale, is conducting the
seminar. Each session begins
at 7 pin and is- open to the
PiibhitA small tour group will be
formed from persona' Who are*
participating in the seminar,
^a« °riling to Mrs. Majone Major of Murray, who is helping
make travel arrangements.
A total of 12 persons attend-

Av.(tut.,§minaunutadth-___
tional persons have said they
plan to attend. Participants in
the seminar do not necessarily
have to plan to join the tour,
The Alumni Association at
Murray State has sponsored
several group tours as a service to its members, associate
members and friends of Murray State. according to Mancil
Vinson,director.
Anyone interested in learning more about the seminar or
the planned tour may contact
the Office of Alumni Affairs,
502I 762-3737.
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EVERY DRY IS SALE DAY IR

GOLD...
DIAMONDS •

WE
BUY
BUY

.
Bank of Murray, Ky. will offer for
at pituliu auction at 1 p.m. Friday, March 6.
at 5th & Walnut Streets the following vehicles
will be sold as as where is for cash only . The
be inspected from 12:00-1:00 pin, on the date ut
sale at the sale location.

The Honest Way!
e ANY GOLD STAMPED
IDA 141 18K 721

We'll
Poy You

CASH
NOW! \

We ere out 'Fty By /lighters only or
town °earn*t to hike yam money
We re Moen trusted in Pedocoh for 69
yeses.

DIAMONDS
WANTED

fIi

one 1979 Chevrolet, Camaro Z28. Ser
.1071.91.552193, 350 4 bbl V8 elect, rear sindos
defogger, air conditioning, tilt wheel, floor mats
red with carmine vinyl bucket interior

•ix'
"w•••rwellsa".
....1201 kr I
ownwils
GO

tiotice

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice _

aro'

N V.r

MICHELSON'S`

one 1977 Ford, Ser. 470621,172136, 2 door, hard

God's Word the

111 1977 Mercury Brougham 4 door, loaded.

ENake
BILL'S FISH
MARKET

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Snake
4 Cyprinoid
fish
8 Native Egyptian
12 Golf mound
13 Asian and
14 Region
15 Auricle
16 Relevant
18 Pigpens
20 Trial
21 Preposition
22 Pro
23 Verve
27 Pea holder
29 Preserve
30 Stale
31 Silver symbol
32 Staff
33 Fuel
34 Former Pre-

measure
6 Cardboard
item
7 Go in
8 Runs easily
9 Native metal
10 Write
11 Make lace
17 Exists
19 Printer s
measure
22 Novelty
24 Chinese mile
25 Solar disk
26 One following
27 Agreement
28 Monster
29 Mountain
pass
30 Sunburn
32 Setback
33 - and tonic
36 Diphthong
37 Strike out
38 Reply

BUFFALO
Whole. . . . Lb. 50
Cut Up . . .. Lb. 90'
What we ao best is care
Needltne 153 6333

40 Measuring
device
41 While
43 Exist
44 Sicilian volcano
45 European
4 5 0 1
13
18
1
20

35 Fish basket
37 Noise
1 3
38 Emmet
39 River duck
11
40 Males
41 Article
IS
42 Adam's son
la
44 Worms
47 Able
plp21
51 Triumph
52 War god
53 Short Jacket
31
54 Time period
35
55 Evaluate
56 Rockfish
*0
57 Corded cloth
DOWN
"
L.
!
42 43
1 The sweetsop
2 Chair
52
53
3 Term
4 Plunges
ss
ss
5 Land
',JAE NEVER
,.,
'POOFED" A
jDANDELION?)

Thurs., Fn. &
CATFISH'
Whole. . . lb. $1.70
Steaks . . lb. $1.80
Boneless. Lb. $1.00

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
HARM HOG NEP

BIBLE CALL
Facing the Problems on
a College Campus •
759-4444. Bible Story 759-4445.

country
46 Sinecure
47 Vehicle
48 Mouths
49 Encountered
50 Negative prefix
e • to it I
14
1

Looking for a Bargain. Try Norman's Curiosity Shop in Hardin_
Open Thursday. friday and
Saturday 9 - 5.
Need to buy 1 good
used transmission
to fit 71 Hornet.
Call 753-6173 after
5. Ask for Sherry.

23 a*

1I34
34
41
11111
44
45 44
so
51
54
5?

AL'S SUPER SHELL
South 4th Street
Murray, Complete Auto
Repair. Free tube with
oil arid filter change.
753-7896.

L(OU CAN'T SAY YOU'VE
LIVEP UNTIL YOU'VE
'POOFEr'A DANPELION...

CLASSIFIED AD
DEADLINES
In order for your ad to appear
on the dote you specify you must
adhere to the following deadlines
An ad must be called or brought in
by 12 Noon the doy before
order to oppecr in the next days
paper with the exception of aids
to start on Monday's paper they
must be called or brought in byle a.m. on Saturday
To have on ad cancelled before
publication
usb yeyou.m.
a willneed orcnonng
that morning
in order for it not to appear on
that doyseditIon
Copy and Restoration we
8 can retouch and restore
natural color, black & white W
•
or repos tone.

CARTER STUDIO ,11
304 Main

753.8298 W

Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News
Society and
Sports 753-1918. Retail
Display advertising
753-191 9. Classified
Display, Classified
Circulation and the
Business Office may
be reached on 7531 916 and 753-1 917.

TNAT LiJA5 6001)..
NOW, You CAN .5AY
YOU'VE LIVED!

•
,
- le'

-1'

.........
i
S

(HI SLLJGGO--ANYTHING.
NTE RESTING
HAPPEN
TODAY?

OH, JUST SOME
STUPID K;D HIT
HIS HAND WITH
A HAMMER

YOU CAN'T TAKE
DICTATION WITI-10UT
VOUR PAD

WHERE
DID IT
HAPPEN'?

I

FOR RENT
Gilson Power Bolt Loy
Splitter by day or lob
Operator available AN
stovewood
hordwood
for sale 525 00 per
rick. Coll 753 8351

DIVORCE
"God hates ill"
Mark 10:69
Answer

1 r one 1978 Ford, Ser. 0887414183430, Mudet ;4, 4
door,Station Wagon

5Y12042i1
(

14. Want To Buy

one 1974 Chev., Ser. 41N69R4S178816, Caprice
Classic, 4 door.

OPEN DAILY 1000 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

THERE WAS ANY MORE
OP 14E12 HERE,I PONT
THINK I COULD TAKE IT

•
Aup
including A B Dick offset
press, folding machine, collator, Simple Simon camera,
A.B Dick plate burner. stapling
machine twin heads, art table.
Addressograph addressing
Graphotype
machine.
typewriter, 5.000 frames. Ideal
for religiosus print shop or two
person commercial print shop
Also assorted supplies. Call
159-4600.
Lo:ripelt

1,1 ',ele

USED ITEMS
Mirrors. Pictures, Dinette
Table & Chairs, Couches and
Chairs Recliners, Box Springs
sod Mattresses, Coffee
Titbits, Ind Tables. Beds
Wood Heaters
Geo. Hodge &
Son Inc.
2055. Stib St. Murray
_181.4444

RIVERIA
COURTS
Has

mobile

homes for rent.
Students
me!

welcoSpecial

rates!! We also
have

special

deals for lot renters! Come live
with

THE WISSIFIEDSI

us!

753-

3280.

6. Help Wanted
Babysttter. daytime, must have
references and transportation
Call 753-1463.
Billing Clerk
Requires
minimum 50 wpm typing
speed must be able to use 10key adding machine, some
bookkeeping background
Hours 5 PM until 2 AM. $5 per
hour plus full benefit package
. Call Action Personnel, 7536532
Do you enjoy outdoor work? Do
you want to work only .part
time? No sales Call Action Personnel. 753-6532.
Experienced cook, apply in per.
son ONLY. Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray.
Need a reliable high school student to babysit weekend nights
only 759-1842
ORGANIC FARMING- Experiment with organic farming in
South Graves - 20 acres - 23
proceeds - write Dannean Farris, 602 Serramonte Marietta.
GA 30067 or call 404-9710858.
Part time optometric receptionist needed Call between
10am and 4pm, 759-1429.
Built 'portable
Custom
buildings. Call 753-0984
14. Want To Buy
200 Amp or more service pole
for house trailer 759-42;9. .
Comic books. rfrcEwy -Quick
Stop, Highway 641 North.
Used air-con,ditioner. Call 7539104 days or 753-1551 nights

Used bass guitar amplifier Call
1532280
Want to buy Used card table
Call 4749/29 or 475 2346
after 5 pm
Want to buy Size 4 or 5 Toddler clothes for boys. Call 7536532
13. Articles For Sale Alf operated floor jack. 5000
lb
capacity. Coca Cola
machine, set of mag wheels
Call 153-8606 or 753-9991
8-track Car tape player and
booster. Magnavox component
stereo, two 14' snow radials on
Chevy wheels, one 14'
Goodyear CT radial, set of
water skiis, set of Rocket
wheels: set of Morose valve
covers for small block Chevy
Call 753-6306 after 5 pm.
Come to Hardin Discount
Shoes. 3rd & Watkins in Hardin
and save_ We have new
shipments of ladies heels
ladies and girls popular boat
shoes, Yo-Yo style shoes all
sorts of athletic shoes, all
leather Durango cowboy boots
for men. We are expecting
ladies fashion western boots by
the end of this week.
For sale 30- electric range.
box springs and mattress, one
double and one queen: couch
and chair: 220 electric heater,
16- bicycle. 753-4684.
Like new, Craig AM-FM stereo,
8-track, turn table and
speakers. $125. Also a Craig
AM-FM stereo. 8-track, turn
Janie and cpeakers__SM Also_ _
a small coffee table. $10. Call
753-8465.
14' Runabout with 50 hp
motor: 1973 10 hp Gravely
lawn tractor, 40- mower. 40"
grader blade electric start, 2
wheel cart. 42,000 BTU Singer
nit.
central air-conditioner
Call 759-1621.
with
Truck tool box: L ga
electric pump. 492-8204.
Used office desks and chairs.
Call or see lames Futrell at
753-7668 days, or 753-2394
nights. Can be seen at 405
South 4th St.
16. Home Furnishings
For sale: Herculon love seat and
sofa, fair condition. $50. Call
after 4 pm, 153-7214.
For sale: Five drawer chest,
solid oak. excellent condition:
maple kitchen table and 4
chairs; one maple end table:
and one pair of large table
lamps. Call 753-7907 after 4
pm. •
Sears Kenmore washer and
dryer, heavy duty set, harvest
gold, late model, good condition. Small upright freezer.
good condition. Call 753-5209
or 753-3015.
Used couches and chairs, new
couch, gas stove, table and
chairs. Call 759-4592.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Electrolux Sales and Service.
Tony Montgomery. 753-6760.
19. Farm Equipment
-175 A/C tractor. 1600 hours, 4
row John Deere planter, 5' Ford
chisel plow, 11 ft Tuff-Lino
disk. 4 row cultivator. 100
gallon stainless spray tank. Call
436-2269 after 6 pm.
470 Case tractor for sale, 8'
grader blade. Call 489-2164.
1971 International 500 track
frontend loader with 4 in 1
bucket, new brakes and steering, in good condition. 1-3546587.
One 4E0 bushel Butler grain
bin. Call 753:3139.
20. Sports Equipment
The Pistol People. Invest in a
feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in Kentucky. Country Boy Store. 9
miles west of Hopkinsville junction KY 164-117. Hours 8-5,
Sunday 12-5,(502)885-5914.

_

I HAD A STRANGE
EXPERIENCE
TODAY

INVITATION TO BID
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION EQUIPMENT
FOR CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
The Calloway County Board of Education will receive
sealed bids for Industrial Education equipment for the
Calloway County High School until 100 p.m.,
Tuesday, March 24, 1981.
Specifications will be on file in the Calloway County
Board of Education Office building, 2110 College Form
Road, Murray, Kentucky, and interested bidders may
obtain the necessary forms there.
The Board reserves the right to reject any or all bids
and waive any irregularities in bidding.

FOR A WHILE
I TvOUGI-4T
1 i-OST Nee
WEDDING
.1, RING

THAT YOUNG MAN...
STILL DOUG6ED. /4:7U 1
KNCMI HIM,,.

YOU LIE,,. HE'S LLON I , CHAMPION
ATHLETE„, WITH YOUR DRUGS YOU
'TURNED HIM INTO A THIEF- ALMOST
A KILLER. REMEMBER, NOW 2

Lawn 8, Garden soil testing service
during

months of March

and

April.

Operated by M.S.U. Agronomy Club.

$2

per

sample

includes

recom-

mendation. Bring samples to M.S.U.
Agricultural Dept.(Second floor, North,
zp
Aew
re/

Applied Science Building). Make checks

3/4

payable to Agronomy Club. 762-3328.

20. Sports Equipment
Minnows, 3 dozen for $1 00
Nightcraorlers, $119 dozen
Crappie rigs, 3 for $1 19 La'
Y Grocery. 753-8186
2-2-11usical
Baldwin grand piano Ebony
case and stool immaculate
condition Call 247-3068 after
8 pm for details
New and used pianos bought
and sold A beautiful repo
piano now available for someone to assume monthly
payments Clayton's 1531575
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs Lonardo Piano Co
across from the Post Office
Paris TN
Upright piano. $50 753-2392
limos bass amplifier and
silver tone bass guitar. $85
Call 753-2280
Just received back, 3
pianos, less than year
old. Must sell for balance due or monthly
payment. All in excellent condition and
under warranty.
CLAYTON'S
753-7575
Wanted Responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on like new organ under warranty. 753-7575
23. Exterminatin:
ALL BUGS CALL

ft

,

re

Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

27. Mobile Home Sales
1974 Double wide mobile
home. 24x36. partially furnish
ed or unfurnished All electric
with baseboard electric heals
Very easily heated. $7500
Phone 1-354-6217.
1268 Scheville, 2 bedroom.
mostly furnished. $3800 Call
753-8417 between 8 and 4
pm
12x61, Two bedroom. 2 bath,
fully furnished underpinned
and strapped $4600 Can be
seen at Fox Meadows, No E- It
or call 753-7827
1975, 12x60 Viking, furnished.
washer, dryer, and dishwasher
Serious inquiries only. Call
753-5867.
1975 Whitecraft, 12x65 trailer.
central air, want someone to
take over payments. 753-7127

28. Mob. Home Rents
10x40, all electric, mobile
home, located in Murray on
private lot, $120 per month,
$120 deposit. Call 753-9829.
Two bedroom trailer. very
clean. approximately 2'7 miles
on 641 South. No pets. 7538436 after 5 pm.
Two bedroom trailer, near Murray. no pets. Call 489-2611.
Two trailers, 3 miles east of
Murray. Water furnished.
Deposit and references required_ 753-412001 753-2455.
Two mobile homes. One I__
bedroom, one 2 bedroom, 3
acre lot, w miles east of Mur,
ray, Call 753-5793_
Two_b_e_d_room_ house trailer for
rent, 1200, $150 rent. 7594592. ,
Two bedroom furnished trailer,
couples preferred. Call 7591044
30. Business Rental

24. Miscellaneous
For sale- -complete set of professional chimney sweep
equipment. Call 498-8958 or
436-2876.
Need to sale, Sanyo stereo
receiver. $150. One pair
Acoustic phase speakers, 85
watt capacity, $150 each. 1
month old. Call 753-6652.
Used ice machine clearance.
All types. 502-554-5090 after 4
pm.

Mal
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4751

32. Apts. For Rent
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25. Business Services

Apartment for rent, close to
University, $79 per month. Call
753-9138 or 753-5292.
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 753-4109.
Duplex for rent, all kitchen appliances, central heat and air.
Call 753-8146 or 753-2437.

HODGE'S TAX SERVICE 8 AM
to 6 PM, nights and Saturdays
by appointment 759-1425.

For rent: 2 bedroom apartments at Embassey. 753-3530
or 753-4331 after 5 pm.

26. TV-Radio

Furnished apartments. 1 or 2
bedrooms. also sleeping rooms.
Zimmerman Apartments. South
16th, 753-6609.
bedroom,
Furnished
1
carpeting and air, one block
from University. $110 per month. /59-4538.
For rent 3 room furnished
apartment carpeted, garbage
disposal lots of closets. Can be
seen at Owen Food Market
1401W Main.
For rent. 2 bedroom apartment
with appliances. No pets.
Depostt required. Call 7537809.
'
For rent: Extra nice one
bectroortuturnished. carpeted
apartment. Call 753-2967 after
5 pm.
New 2 bedroom duplex,
deposit, all kitchen appliances.
No pets. $275 per month. 753-

G,
PI
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7!
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ci

Wood for sale' 436-2758.

19- Channel Master color to.,
excellent. $225 or best offer
753-8443.
New. 19 inch color to,, $150.
767-6155.
Wanted' Responsible person to
take up monthly payments on
25- color hi.. warranted.
Clayton's, 753-7575.
Wanted responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on color t.v. Warranted. 7537575.

27. Mobile Nome Sales
1974. 1260. Hillcrest, central
gas heat and air-conditioning,
underpinned, with deck. 753664
home
1200 Mobile
Townhouse. 2 bedroom.
bath, new carpet, electric or
gas_ 431-4955.
12x65 Mobile home. 3
bedroom. 11,2 bath_ Call 7530069 after 4:30 pm.
Mobile home, 12'x65', good
condition. $4400. Owner, 43E5414.
•
12x60 trailer, excellent condition. Must sell. $3500. See at
144 Riveria Courts, 759-1217.

W

redecorated,
2
s•:\ y
bedrooms, utility and garage,
- reasonable rent Call 492-8594
after 6 Dm.
One bedroom apartment, furnished, next to Fairgrounds.
121 North, au-conditioned. No
pets_ Singles preferred 7533139.

SUMMER STAFF POSITIONS
M.S.U. UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM
Applications being accepted for staff positions in the
Murray State University Upward Bound Summer
Program.
A six week highly concentrated, non-traditional
educational residence experience. Begins May 31 and
closes July 12, 1981, Salaries controlled by Federal
guidelines. Program dependent upon federal allocations.
Upward Bound students are selected local Purchase
Area high school students who range from promoted 9th
graders through 1981 high school graduates.
Applications are being accepted until March 31.
1981, for the following positions:
TEACHING FACULTY
2 math
5 Communications Teachers
1 Social Science (history-civicsI
12 Reading Specialist)
1 Art
12 Speech and Drama)
1 Environmental Science
(2 English 1 Developmental)
Kentucky secondary teaching certificates preferred
RESIDENT ADVISORS
Must be willing to live in dormitory and work'split shifts
and weekends. College upperclassmen or graduates.
should have a college G P . A of 2.5 or higher.
SUMMER RECREATION LEADER
Must work evenings and weekends. Help with some instruction in recreational physically active sports.
Prepare all summer schedules of recreational activities
Upward Leona
Mornay Stets University
Gatlin House
Mierrey, liestvelay 42071
16th & Hamilton
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32. Apts. For Rent
One c,•:,
ltlent 10*

37:tivestock-S-upplies
For rent Horse stalls Call 759
4588 or /537637
REF MAR ARABIANS Book
.itt mares for 1981
Three
Weeding season
stations 151 6126

utiities /533949

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
Northwood Dr
Murray KY
I 2 and 3 bedroom
hon
apartments
Ap
dicapped units
plications available at
The Village
641 North
Dan Miller Office
Equal
Noosing Opportunity

38. Pets-Supp1iii

One bedroom furnisneo donir
ment close to University Call
after 3 pm. 753-7418.
See duplex to appreuate extras' 1906 Greenbrier Road. 2
Bedrooms furnished kitchen.
carpet storage washer and
dryer hookups deck overlooking wooded lot, deposit. lease..
$250 a month 753-5791 or
753-2649 for appointment.
Two bedroom townhouse apart
range
Carpet
ment.
refrigerator disposal. *is'
dryer hookup, central hea7
air Call 753-7559 or 757
7550.
Three bedroom duplex
Fireplace, full bath, heat
pump. refrigerators, garbage
disposal, and stove. Call 753-5791.
Two bedroom furnished apartment, couples or may have one
child. $150 per month, water
furnished, central gas heat no
pets, available March 7th. Call
753-1203
Three room apartment. 400
South 6th St Call 247-1459
33. Rooms for Rent
Room for rent, one block from
University. girls. 753-6933 or
753-1812.
s161tent
ise
14-IfiiiFour bedroom house, one block
from University_ Call 753-9138
or 753-5292.
possession.
Immediate
redecorated house cook stove.
near Murray, no pets.
References. deposit. $150.
753-7551.
Nice 2 or 3 bedroom house on
Poplar Street near Carter
School. Rent with or without
appliances. ArC and disposal.
Garage for storage and large
parking area $100 deposit, no
lease. $270 per month. Call
759-1020 evenings
5ouse stove and
Two bedroom .
refrigerator furnished, deposit
required. $175 month, close to
college. Call 753-2967 after 5
pm
Three bedroom, 4 miles west of
Murray on 94 garden spot.
recently redecorated available
March 15. $225 per month.
Call 753-4406 or 435-4119.

AKC German Shepherd pup
pies 28 champions in 5
generations
Registered
American Eskimo puppies
502-554-2153
AKC Boxer at stud prover.
Boxer puppies available
April or May 753-0347
AKC Registered Cocker Spaniel
pups $75 each Also at stud
black and white Cocker ex
cellent record 753-(i662
AKC registered Doberman puppies Call 759-4588 or 753
7637
Dog obedience classes AKC
German Shepherds and AKC
Austrailian cattle dogs Call
436 2858
40. Produce

JONES
FRUIT STAND

r

IP'

305 S. 12111
753-3773
We are now open br a days a
week, weather permitting,
Texas oranges, II D. bogs,
Texas pinit grapefruit ii lb
rspe
vine
forido
bogs
tomatoes lettuce mishear
red
peppers
bell
red
cucumbers,
potatoes,
squash.
leccini
carrots,
celery . onions lanes lemons,
red and yellow oppies candy,
nuts, melons
We hove the quality and
you can't beat our price, We
honor food stomps. Later
garden plants.

41. Public Sale
Moving sale! 2't miles south
on 641. Wednesday and
Thursday. 1974 XLT Ford
new
pickup,
Ranger
refrigerator; range, air
conditioner. 14.000 BTU. also
room air-conditioner, garden
tiller: a lot of other things. Call
753-4955.
Sell one item or a hundred, Brmg your salable items to New
Concord Auction Barn, Monday
through Saturday. Antique
items sold on the first Saturday
of the month All else sold on
-the third Saturday of the month. For information call 4365353.
43. Real Estate
THIS IS IT' Near schools,. Near
churches .Near grocery low
bills ..Gas
maintenance
heat, Fireplace. 3
bedrooms. Price' Low
$30's.. Give us a call today at
753-1492 at CENTURY 21
Loretta lobs. Realtors.

a KENTUCKY
7 MADE
"
CRAFTS

Granny's
Gift Shop

for neer* Information
call 753-41195
SOO Maple
Murray

ant. fur
grounds
ined No
A 753-

the
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Sharp 3 bedroom home
only 2 miles from town
Pion
acres_ Nice
shade trees, fruit
trees, and good garden
spot. Has garage and
family room. All in
good condition and
priced to sell. $34,000.

For sale Furnished year round
R1 1,1t
,47:abin and 2 iot!
0
'Maybe I did promise you the world "‘"Shorei. Kitche! .
hen hamburger was 35 cents a pound."
r !,and large sunaeii
_
level bedroom bath and front
-I Estate
43:Rea
sundeck on second floor Pric
43. Weal Estate
eat to sell in the 523s. in
ducting range refrigerator air
Punka, IL Tleureeme
-"A7
81 conditioner new 40 gallon
) ,
xiatiwg
Insurance
water heater Special discount
Real Estate
for cash or can be financed if
Real nice country
753-1222
Seeths14e (*sort Sq.
own by appointyou qualify
home
with
3
array, keatecky
men only Ph e 753-5791 or
bedrooms, I bath, with
411111\
/532649
753-4451
w/w carpet, fireplace,
ACREAGE
34
gas heater in den, near
FOR SALE
47. Motorcycles
the lake. Also garage
Approximately 13 U.Lots For Sale
1980 CX 500 Custom Honda
and work shop - apartacres for sale onlj, •
black with adiustable back
ment on approximatemiles west of Murra)
rest. low miles, excellent conly P acres. Has real
on the Butterworth
dition $2150. Call 753-8257
FOR SALE: Lakeview and
good well, 2 septic
Road. Lovely setting
waterfront lots on Kensystems.
For sale 1977 750 Honda
with 2 ponds, some
tucky take. Also waterSuper Sport. 9.000 miles new
acreage in woods and
front and lakeview lotitires, excellent condition.
some in pasture.
on Baritley Lake at
Murray-Calloway
$1300. 753-9507
Fresh on the market County Ploalty
Donaldson Boy. Ownwr
ideal location. Phone
1976 Honda. 6000 miles extra
(502)753-11144
will finance. See or call
753-1222, Kopperud
good shape. $500. Call 435304N 12,655
Kynois McClure, 436=Realty. for aft-the inIlitorr” Kg 42071
formation.
.5812.
1980 Honda Express II best of14.44,
434 24/0
ASSUMABLE
fer Phone 759-1158 •
Pren•c• Der - 733•3775
LOAN
VA
loom. Igor - 7s3.740!
1975 Honda 3?0-T helmets
SligAre 41444- 753 3043
Economic, rom...
Terry Shoomast..11.4vmmter
extras-- Excellent condition
1 Subdivision
733 4374
home with beige
,11 in C.
nay A.I•eves trole.
lacing Glendale all utilities in Call 753-6204
ored vinyl sichtiL
natural gas 48. Auto. Services
cluded
aluminum eaves. arid
90x125x103x176 1591234 20' Delta aluminum van box
. new roof. You can
BEAUTIFUL CENTER RIDGE
after 4 pm 2594626
'really be an energy
with hydraulic lift gate. has
Have you always wanted a
fighter because the
roll-up back door. $1500. Call
FOR SALE
cabin on the lake, but a dream
central gas heat has a
Roger Hudson. 753-4545
Lot in Panorama Shores,
house on the water lust cost
new wood furnace as
For .sale! 283 engine 4-speed
lake.
too much? Now you can afford
overlooking
an auxiliary to the
transmission, linkage 'and
that luscious summer retreat or
Water, septic tank, and
main system. Price
shifter. Loy truck headers and
live there all year round. This
driveway already in.
to
$4000
reduced
just
pipes Call 753-7400. 8-5 PM.
custom built home located
Owner will finance. Call
$30,000: Phone 753753-3619 after 5.
among the trees of your 5.5
753-5405.
Real12'22.,,Ecoalperud
acres features 3 bedrooms with
Import Auto Salvage. 68-73
the informaty, for
sauna. 2 baths lush carpet.
45. Farms For Sale
Volkswagen bumper. $20.
tion.
screened-in porch
and
180 Acre row crop farm. 130 Toyota. Datsun. Opal. Caps.
fireplace. There are already
and Fiat and Saco parts. Call
acres tillable Call 414-2337
dock facilities and a private Good two bedroom house with
474-2325 after 5 pm, Monday.
Call
rent
for
after 5
road Guess what? You can redecorated living room and Farmland
Friday
pm
474-8829 •
have all this and the lovely fur- kitchen Large garage-storage
4-97UTid-Urs
niture too for a reduced price building. Located near hospital 46-:Homes For Sale
of $59.500 Ready to move in? at 903 Vine, Immediate posses1978 Buick LeSatge. one
Call Spann Realty Associates sion. $19.500. Call C.O. Bon- Three bedroom brick. on block
owner. 32.000 actual miles
from
large
University.
-kitchen
or
753-7724
durant Realty. 753-9954
family room with lots of Call 414-2337
753-3460
cabinets utihty room with 1916 Chevrolet, high mdeage.
washer-diyer
hookup extra clean power steering,
Investors, Developers, Ron
aluminum storm doors and brakes windows. locks. $2000.
don't w•lis to see this
sob'acreage Ideal for
storm windows, insulation in Can be seen at 1510 Sycamore.
of
Locat•sl
dlelsIng
walls and ceiling. Firm cash 1974 Classic Caprice. clean.
and
R••d
Villser•11
price in 540's or can be financ1976 GMC pickup, excellent
this
Drive,
KIn1s••••4
"°
.
1 .BOYD MAJORS
"
ed for qualified buyer For ad- condition. Phone 247-3224.
properly
when
property
REAL ESTATE
pointment
phone
or
753-5791
Puryear
dew•lop•41 A4.3141 make 23753-80130
1
753-2649
30 lets Soperb 14K•14.4
1974 Caprice, one owner local
lorrestnetnt
visit
good
moles
Two bedroom country home car, all options low miles.
Professional Services
tealoy
ter tlo• tette,.
With The Friendly Touch"
with- ---2 -to 10 acres., out- 1970 Chevelle. 2-door hardtop,
buildings. and shop Call 414- local car, in very good condiShroatOn Magnolia near the
2337
_ tion. 753-3942.
Waldrop
high school is this
beautiful 4 bedroom
Real Estate
CASK FOR KKK.. MYR (ASK FOR 001D A surto brick home with dou-

$9995

‘' a 14

Sunset
Boulevard
Music

DIXIELAND CENTER NO 7
CHESTNUT STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
PHONE 607-7510113

KENWOOD

Ni
1

ble carport, 2 baths,
central gas heat and
air. Insulated to TVA
Has
standards.
assumable 7% loan.
Attractively decorated
and the price has been
reduced for quick sale.

au. 1400• mr•44. Nov
mol maw%

MY.1,1r1

FANAIS-NOMES
INKINESS'S
IAN ANDIKNATIONAI

1.10141/3
Listings eirsosimff Offices
Coast to Coast. Buyers
hew
Everywhere.
"Free" Catelog
STROUT REALTY
hoe.II•••••
t1C4004.40.
&my, 4,

7S1-11186

YOUR KENWOOO HOME AUDIO DEALER

All ARI

P
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Saving Home Gas heat
makes it so economical. These
low energy bills will make for a
quick sale of this home Come
see for yourself. 3 bedrooms.2
baths, study and den with back
to back fireplaces It has a kitchen with island double ovens,
KD-1600 Belt-Drive, Semi-Automatic Turntable, sewing room all this sitting on
shaded lot Best of all owner
Low Mass Straight Tonearm- Two Motors
financing available Offered by
CENTURY 21 Loretta lobs,
Realtors 753.1492
Reg.
$139.95
NOW
)1110411 HAIfr, rat.
710
.1
/40
0
,4

shifts
rates

753-921111

753-8080

nce

by owner three bearoom
bock. two baths valk-in
closets and much storage
throughout Insulated to TVA
standards Priced in the $50s
For appointment call 753
2937
By owner 3 bedroom brick
located at 522 South 6th St
Low $30s Call /538262
For sale by owner Lovely 2
bedroom brick home at 909
Pogue Avenue Fireplace newly
redecorated kitchen attachec
garage. R-22 insulation very
quiet location near hospital
753-0387

FOR RENT
Five your old rustic
home 3700 sq. ft.
nestled in 14 wooded
acres in a secluded
area, Facility for
animols, fenced. See to
oelievel!

Exquisite is the word
for this large 4
bedroom home on 2
acres. Has everything.
burning
Wood
fireplace insert heats
entire home. Has 3f-2
baths, family room
and large rec. room.
Live like a millionaire
but on a lot less. Must
see to appreciate.

ra7"
garage.
.92-8594

onal
and
feral
ons
hose
I 9th

Tor Sge , 49 Used Cars

43. Real Estate

•4.
'101il•-•

Uncle 1e44 Center

;

751-1707

PRICED TO SELL TAKE YOUR
PICK You can afford this
adorable starter home with 2
bedrooms on an acre lot lust
minutes from town. Its completely redecorated with. new
carpet. wallpaper, paint and
plumbing. Just $21,300.
ANOTHER BARGAIN. Only
$13.500. This 3 bedroom home
features extra large rooms and
a huge attic on acre lot. Call
Spann Realty Associates, 1537724
410akktailie

LOOK!!!
selling yOur

If you hove been
gold rings and savet sritfrout
getting our offer you ee
peobobly lost some money
Ptease get our offer before
you sell It makes Dollars and
Sense Free Appronols Seco,
proroderl
Soll.n.adeloyers of freill Colo,
SI•St ,S5410420
111....9 0041011

Gold IL Sliver Pawn S
-(ASSESS GOLD & SIEVES - C4S4 IS 0at0 salt

753-1222
MONEY MAKER
Rental income property only 3 blocks
from the University.
Property consists of
one large building with
five rental units. All
seven units have
separate gas and electric meters. Current
rental income is $540
per month. Priced at
$43,000, through Koppenid Realty.
SLIP INTO
SOMETHING
COMFORTABLE
Like this three
brick
bedroom
charmer on quiet
residential street.
Owners have just
vacated property, so
you can move right in.
Attractive home at an
attractive price. Price
reduced to $41,850.
Kopperuul
Contact
Realty. 711 Main in
Murra

Drastically reduced!
This 3 bedroom home is located only 2 miles south of
town on 1'• ocres, lots of fruit and shode trees, and o
good large garden area Owner willing to rent with option to buy Excellent condition Reduced to 532.000.
Call James Green for more details

Murray-Calloway
County R•sify
(502)7534146
304k 170, St
Murray KT 42071
Memo &re.
Penal... Deno

l•••se
Shad*, Wfierd

436 2430
733 5725
711 1409
733 3041

For
Sale

1979 Monte Carlo, Len
doe, white on burgun
dy; 1979 Mort IV, Co.
tier. white on burgundy; lake front robin,
loading romp and dock.
Call 753-0647 after 7
P.m.
19)6c'ranc h., one o.ner
cruise, tape air, power very
clean Call 354-6278 after 5
Pm
1979 Mustang power steering
and brakes lots of extras Call
435-4238 between 4 and 8
pm
1975 Olds Cutlass wagon, wood
grain, luggage rack, good tires
and air-conditioned $900
753-8076 1974 Plymouth Satalfte
Custom. small 98, 4-door exCellent conclitiOn. Call 7531419
1963 Studebaker Lark. 48.000
miles. good condition. Can be
seen- at-2-1-1-5-Gatesborough
1979 Third, T-top, loaded best
offer, must sell, Call 753-9710

50. Used Trucks
FOR SALE
979 Ford F-150 4
heel drive. Call 753691.
1974 Chevy Tandem dump
with new tires. Take over
Payments or. best offer 7537261.
1976 Dodge Van. customized
58.000 actual miles $2950
Call 1-354-6211
1980 Datsun pickup truck, 5speed. low mileage. 30 mpg
Call 753-5249 after 6 pm

53. Services Offered

iat ri
treating instaiwriqat
and repairs Call /53-7203
Need work on your trees,Top4
mg. pruning, shaping. con*
plete removal and mare. C4
Boyers TREE SERVICE tol
professional tree care 153V
8536
Prof,PaPv,'
merciat ut ie'xilierilict 2'3 •
experience Free estirr
759-1987
Cmne in d you need p.p.
ts I 0 s or sesames 13
Sharpen hand saws and
dolt Streott
saws Call 753-4656
CARTER STUDIO
Unable to buy that new
of your dreams' Let me •- -753 129lai
304 Mesa
some of those dreams
true by redecorating var.!
6 .1
d
dwelling Phanor small jobs all work guar sent
and let ar,
nanteed 5 years experience 759-4573
make your house a non,1535360
tenor Design Consuttant
Fence sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate for your needs
General home repair 15 years
For any type of carexpeilence in carpentry
pentry
work,
masonary, plumbing roofing
residential or comand siding Free estimates no
lab too small Call 474-2276
mercial, see Kynois
Guttering by Sears. Sears con
or Jimmy McClure.
tinous gutters installed peu
489-2697 or 436your specifications Call Sears
5812.
753-2310 for free estimate

19/6 Chevy van automatic ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING 01
trim
0r.,1
good condition $1600 436- t.liy.
Aluminum torn for brick
2415
1969 Chevy Nova 2-door good houses lack Glover 753-1873
tires $595 753 4445
Concrete and block brick work
For sale 1964 Triumph TR 4 Basements driveways storm
Moving best offer Also tool cellars porches 20 years exboxes and some tools Phone perience 153-5476
753 0702
Custom made redwood patio
furniture
chairs, chaise
tables stuy.I, plant stands
153-7477

Stilidt1011

I

Insulation blown in by Sears
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. call Sears. 753
Wet basement, We make we'
2310 for free estimate.
basements dry work complete
K I K Stump Removal. Do you ly guarenteed Call or write
need stumps removed from Morgan Construction -Co
your yard or -land cleared --Rtrifte-2131311-401A-. Pactutah
stumps" We can remove KY 42001 or call day or night
stumps up to 24 below the 1-442-7026
ground leaving only sawdust
and chips Call for free Will do plumbing heating
estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343 carpentry. ana roofing. 7532211.
or Bob Kemp Jr 435-4319
haul driveway white rock
Will
MOBILE -HOME ANCHORS
underpinning roof's sealed. and Ag lime also have any type
patio awnings. and house type of brown or white pea gravel.
roof's for mobile homes 753- Also do backhoe work. Call
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
1813. lack Glover.
753-6763
Warning' Don't read this unless
ALUMINUM
you're in need of roofing.
SERVICE CO.
carpentry or electrical work.
New or repair All guaranteed Aluminum and Vinyl
Call Joe 753-9226 for free
Siding, Custom Trim
-estimate
Work. References Coll
Will Ed Bailey 753
We do housecleaning and we
have referenres 153-920°
0689.
153-718:

1979 Datsun King cab pickup
759-1915.
1911 Ford '4 ton pickup
48.000 miles 1977 Y1-100
Yamaha motorbike. 753-9393
Factory Direct • Coast to Coast
Best Otowlity I. Lowest Prices
1964 Ford. 6 cylinder, straight
Professional Services - Easy Terms
shift, short bed new topper
good condition. Call 753-9181 I Hwy. 641 S. Paris , Tn.Phone:642-2281 I
or 753-8124.
1919 Ford 4-wheel drive. low
mileage. Call 435-4392.
For sale 1977 Ford. 1100 actual miles. 753-6415.
225 L. P. Miller St. Across from Community Center
1913 International truck van
Specializing in Senior Citizens
22!. 106 model good condition, price $2995 95 Call i901'1
Open Hours
642-7190 ask for extension 45
Mon.,
Tues.,
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
-47

MOBILE HOMES
TENNESSEE HOME CENTER

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

72 Cher, Tandem
Dump Truck. 79
Ford F-150 4x4.
753-5699.
51. Campers
1977 Wheeler pop-up camper
sleeps 6, perfect condition
with lots of extra camping sup
plies Call 753-4112 at nigh:
753-7795 after 6 pm

8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPIT AL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
.LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delis ers on Prey,' • lions in (its limits

52. Boats and Motors
Attention fishermen' Don t
pass this up' Price reduced
hardly ever used 177' bass boat
loaded with extras, take best
reasonable offer or trade for
farm tractor, pickup. or small
car. Call after 5 pm. 753-4346.
22 Ft. sailboat. 502-554-5090
after 4 pm.
15 Fiberglass. 65 Evinrude
$1500. Call 474-2712
Polarcraft 14' heavy duty wide.
deep Jon boat $275. Phone
489-2595.
18'7' Tr!-Ieull
140 hp
!nboard outboard power tilt
and trailer Sale or trade for
bass boat 759 1915

51. Services Of&ed
Bob's Home Improvement Ser
vice Remodeling painting, cement work general home
maintenance and inspections
Free estimates 753-4501
COLDWATER LAWN GARDEN
SHOP Lawnmowers Rota
tillers. chain saws, expertly
repaired Pickup and delivery
available 489-2853. 8AM to 5
PM
5004ING
Rolle-fp
R•1

Ten, Shoessielitr Alochen44,
753 0324
11., A Illeeett Arabs.

-Offered
53. Services

•t
-;;'
----r-

5610gle5
wsbre
All

geerenteed

Call 734-1854 Sr
753-6581.

EXCEPTIONAL HOME. This home has been ex•-ceptiorially well maintained, has vinyl siding, recently
carpeted. A-I tip top super duper, unbelieveable cOn-dition washer, dryer, stove, refrigerator and dishwasher stays, central electric heat and air large lot
and priced at only 535.000.
FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION LOAN APPLICANTS:
This three (31 bedroom brick home will qualify for a
Farmers Home Administration loan. It is priced below
530,000 and owner needs to sell bodly Interest subsidy applicants should take particular notice of this offering. Other features include large lot with outstanding garden space, convenient location, good floor
plan. Give us a call for you to see this house at your
convenience.
ELEVEN PERCENT 111%1 INTEREST: If you are waiting
for the interest rates to fall before you go home hun-,
tong we can offer those lower, rates to you today. We
in- 4
have owner financing at eleven percent 111
terest to offer on a three 131 bedroom brick within
walking distance of the M.S.U. campus. Over 2,190
square feet and offered in the low forty's. This house
is priced to sell and has the added plus of low interest
rotes plus no closing costs. If you Ant a bargain call
us today.

John C.
Realtor
Neubauer,
753-7531 (Off.) 753-0101
1111 Sycamore St.
Murray, Ky.
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Griscom Article
The tollow mg article was news. If I had dreamed it
written by John H. Griscom, a before, there is no description
prominent physician and an to define it now, It was like
elder in the Woodmont Chris- failing a test. Until the grade
tian Church, Nashville, Tenn. is posted, it's not a reality;
Last July. he and his wile. Ed- you can live briefly in the
na, lost their I9-year old twilight of uncertainty. But as
son. Johnny , in a motorcycle I drove to the hospital I knew.
accident. This article is based Something told me, as it did
on an exceptional message to Edwyna, waiting at home.
the Woodniont congregation
"When we learned the inthis past fall in which Dr. evitable, tears came, easier
Griscom thanked the than words. And pain, like the
members for their support beginning of a toothache, Of
and said, "We've been brave the first signs of a tropical
together while unable to be storm - gusts that warn of the
brave alone.
coming gale. We all know
Because you and I have fac- grief - sometimes in the loss
ed tragedy or sooner or later of a parent or brother or sister
we will, and need comfort, I - but it often is most severe in
'am quoting Dr. Griscom's the loss of a child. You are not
message as it appeared in the prepared for it; you are simpFebruary Disciple.
ly not prepared. Part of me
"In the parable in the Bible, died that night.
the prodigal son took what was
-Wounds take time to heal,
his and left to make his for- for the intellect succumbs to
tune. The father gave it will- grief. But the...4day, I know,
ingly enough, but obviously must come when the tears can
with some trepidation and sor- be held back, when the heart
row in his heart. If the son will not feel so heavy. This is
noted it, he was not swayed to the time I must set the stage
change his inind. For the for the type of scar I will have.
winds of fortune were at his It may be almost invisible,
back. He had not felt them seen only during periods of
before, and would thrill at the reflection, or it may be a gaptingling expectation that long ing, open sore, viewed by a
since had chilled his parent's callous world. How will I heal?
marrow.
God help me to heal in
"But each of us must chart thanksgiving that I have
his own sea, must sail into his shared in something special.
own gale and must discover How can I manage this, God?
the waves of disappointment How can I cope with
that guard-the soimietliizig nussnig irrmrlife?
island of paradise.
How can I not ask "Why?"
"And so our children
"My mind keeps going back,
venture out into the world, seeming to seek a reality that
usually with experience at resists the present. How many
consuming resources and not nights Johnny and I walked up
producing them. It is not sur- and down the hall together. I
prising that VISA, Master was playing, "Let's go to
Card and Exxon have helped sleep" but he was involved in
to produce the prodigal child some high adventure, trackof our twentieth century, ac- ing a bear or exploring a cave..
customed to the easy plenty of How many times Edwyna
indulgent parents and the ex- would dress him in a sunsuit
pectations of the easy life, pro- and off we'd go shopping, the
tected by the myth of youth
pride of a father with the inthat infirmity is for another nocence of his child, talking
generation.
together in the best years of
"There are no classes that
our lives, convinced that
allow them to see the horizon, nothing else mattered.
no words that can be
"When you were born,
translated into mature per- Johnny, it was perhaps the
susasion, no solace for the
most exciting moment of my
heavy heart that sees the er- life. You became a part of me,
rors of his own childhood
a new reason to live, to
repeated a thousandfold over.
achieve, and to provide. The
"It was not the first time day began in the evening time
Edwyna and I had been
when we were together. How
awakened at night with the
innocent we were, neither one
uneasy feeling of tragedy in
of us realizing how little time
the air. Night has a way of
we would have. You grew up
creating its own axiety that as children must, and I sufleads us to bury it in sleep, and
fered with you through all the
to dream of another hour and
pains of becoming one of us.
another day. Many nights we
You grew tall and strong. We
had lain there, silently praywere very different, but I
ing, "Johnny, come home.- think that worried you more
But this night was different. than it did me. You liked to be
Johnny was leaving a rain- alone with your thoughts and
soaked campground, coming
your things.
home to a warm bed and his
—And a certain man had
own roomed,filled with things
two sons..."
only he understood. Johnny
"When was it I began to
was coming home.
realize the central figure in
"It was raining and stormthis story of the prodigal son is
ing at 3 a.m. The police at the
really the father, the parent?
door brought only the message
God has only two sons, the
that our son was in the
perfect one, and you and me.
emergency room. The news
He is the perfect parent. And
ran the gamut of possibilities,
we have left his home for
news softened by thc
adventure and fortune, taking
amenities, a routine I'd enwith us our share of what he
dured as a physician many
has given us.
times before; but as the bearer"- "In a way Johnny left us.
and not the recipient of the
too, for a few years, taking

with him our love and prayer,
But in the last six months he
was on his way home. I'd seen
him at a great distance. There
were changes in the way he
looked at us, and in the way he
needed us. He called me for
advice; he remembered our
special days; he embraced his
mother and appreciated many
of her special attentions. I
wanted to run to meet him, but
I had long since learned the
patience that was necessary to
allow him tune to mature and
come at his own pace.
"I will never believe that
Johnny did not arrive home. A
father much more perfect
than I opened the door and
reached out his arms to
receive him. I see you,
Johnny, in every motorcycle
that goes by. I see you walking
down the street - long hair,
blue jeans and a comb in your
pocket. It is almost as if you
are everywhere.
"I know the destructive effects of grief, especially on
those who have never accepted, who have never
forgiven themselves for some
presumed oversight, on those
who have blamed God,society
or someone else for turning
out the aht of their Ivies.
Some have walked the earth
asking, "Why me?" and may
have been unlucky enough to
find some reason.
"But I think God has
granted this grief to us, as
parents, to feel just a little of
what he feels. How many
children God must have lost,
no longer innocent as they
grew older, or was it that they
lost God?
"Whatever, God planned
that we would know the love.
a new depth unknown to us
before but not guaranteed to
be returned in similar
measure nor promised for any
definite period of time. We accepted the gift of our children.
And from those to whom much
is given, much is expected even the acceptance that
much, also, may be taken
away."

Honor Rolls Released
For Southwest, East,
North Elementary Schools
The honor rolls for the
fourth six weeks period for
East, North, and Southwest
Calloway Elementary Schools
have been released as follows:
EAST
Fifth Grade - Jennifer
Bates, Beth Boaz, Ronnie
Dawson, James Dowdy,
Patrick Gray, Lisa Henry,
Gary Thweatt, Chad Young.
Jennifer Geurm, Trevor Coleman. Matthew Cohen, Tarnmie Jones, Angela Dawn
Myers, Kim Pearson, and
Stephanie Wilson.
Sixth Grade - La Rhonda
Armstrong, Jamie Anglin,
Connie Moore, Sean Terry,
Billy Wierdo, Amy Allbritten,
Bobby Allen, Shalisha
Bandarra+,Darrell Brantley,
Burkeen+, Doris
Kelli
Chaney, Eric Ferree+,
Angela Hendrick+, Tabethia
Johnson, Angela McClard+,
Lee Ann Rayburn+, Connie
Ross, Monry Satterwhite+,
and Stacy Taylor+.
NORTH
Fifth Grade - Carey Alexander, Britannie Barton, Amy
Carraway, Jeff Durham,
Joanna Gibbs, Vicki Grady,
Regina Hicks, Kim Higgins,
Stephanie Howell+,Shay MitSmee,
chell, Stephanie
Melissa Smith, and Matthew
Yuill.
Sixth Grade- Gwen Bailey,
Ruth Ann Black, Timmy
Black, Todd Bohannon, Jody
Burkeen, Dena Childress, Buff y Greer, Rodney Jones,
Melody Kernell, Wendy
Parker, Kristi Saladino,
Tracy Scott. and Carol Therrien.
SOUTHW EST
Sixth Grade -Andy Adams,
Michael Anderson -c-, Kerie
Atkins, Rhonda Barrett+,
Angela Boyle, Jeanne
Carroll+, Darren Clark, Greg
Futrell+, Marcia Grimes+,
Joycelyn Hardin, Carrie

Council For Exceptional
Children Elects Minner
The Murray-Calloway County chapter of the Council for
Exceptional Children has
elected Sam Minner as its
president for the remaining
portion of the fiscal year.
The chapter held its
organizational meeting Feb.
26 with 15 persons present.
Other officers elected were:
Steve Threet, president-elect;
1.inda Prescott. secretary:
and Pam Lanunonde Harwood,treasurer.
The president appointed
chairmen of the following
committees - membership,
Janet Mitchell; government
relations, Bob Kebiler:
publicity, Diana Tatlock: and
nominating, Vicki Stayton.
Future regular meeting
dates will be the first
Thursday of each month at 7
pin. A regular meeting place
will be decided on at another

time.
The primary purpose of the
CEC IS to promote adequate
education of exceptional
children. The first national
organization was begun in 1922
at Columbia University. Today local chapters. brancheS
and divisions are active
throughout the United States.
There are also high school student clubs.
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Rate Effective March 5 Through March 11

Quintin Walls Wins
Head Start Scholarship
Quintin Walls, son of
Raymelle Walls and Harold
Walls is the winner of one of
the two college scholarships
presented by the National
Head Start organization to
former Head Start students,
according to Judy Whitten,
Murray Head Start Director.
Walls attended the local Head
Start program for two years
before enrolling as first
grader in the Murray City
Schools,
The Murray High School
Senior served as vicepresident of the MHS HI-Y
Club and president of the
Youth Division of St. John's
Missionary Baptist Church in
Murray. He is a member of
the high school concert and
marching bands, played foot-

Compounded Daily for
Annual Yield Of 12.747%
$500 Minimum

Federal Regulation
Prohibits Compounding
$10,000 Minimum

0 SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

• ION HOUSING

LENDER

Introducing
Our Special Family
Offer

Brown Proclaims
March As Red
Cross Month

al it a) a/
10% Off AU Family Portrait Purchases.
Receive this discount when you and your
family have your portrait made.
Otter Valid This Promotion Only.
Family Portrait must have at least two subjects, one of which
must be an adult.
-DOUBLE TAKE" A creative approach to Dual-Image portrait
photography We will select a vanety of poses for your package
Backgrounds may occasionally change No additional charge
for groups Additional portraits available for purchase with no
obligation You must be satisfied with portraits or deposit
cheertu:ly returAed

95c/$12.95
Deposit

Total Package

24 Professional Color Portraits
2-8x10s 3-5x7s 15-Wallets & 4 Color Portrait Charms
"DOUBLE TAKE" Portraits Included.

These Days Only
March: 3-4-5-6-7
Tues., Wed., Thur., Fri., Sat.
Daily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
700 U.S. Highway 641 North, Murra!‘
"Quality at a K mart price. Nice."

Store Hours:
Monday-Thursday 6 a.m.-11 p.
Friday 6 a.m.-12 p.m.
Saturday 7 a.m.-12 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m.-10 p.m.

SERVE
YOURSELF
AND SAVE'

Dknson of Ashland Oil Inc

Rate Effective March 5 Through March 11

1404

Sa v ng P7acIT

51121
1

Quintin Walls
The Adult Learning Center
at Murray State University chances I have had. Beginning
will be closed Wednesday at age four with Head Start
through Friday. March 25-27, and continuing through
while members of the staff are gra:duation in May, 1981, I feel
the academic study and extra
involved in training.
Like all administrative of- curricular activities in the
Murray
fices on campus, the center comprehensive
will be closed Thursday and School System have motivated
Friday. March 12 and 13, of me to further my education
through a computer science
spring break week.
degree at Murray State
University."
•
W. A. Franklin, Murray
High principal stated, "In my
opinion a great deal of Quintin's success can be attributed
Governor John Y. Brown Jr. to his educational beginning in
has proclaimed the month of our Head Start program. He
March as Red Cross Month in has successfully taken our
Kentucky. This year marks most rigorous course offerings
the 100th years of service of and I think it is most fitting to
the American Red Cross, a honor this talented young man
spokesman said.
whose accomplishments ex"The people of Kentucky emplify the goals of the Head
have many reasons to be Start program."
grateful for the existence and
Head Start Director Judy
strength of the American Red Whitten said, "We were
Cross," the spokesman said. delighted when Quintin was
"It touches the lives of our selected to be the state
people and our community nominee and his selection to
through such services as receive the scholarship in
blood, safety, youth, first aid, competition with other fine
nursing, disaster, as well as young men and women across
service to military personnel, the nation confirms our pride
veterans, and their families." in his achievements."

The next meeting will beat 7
p.111. Thursday, April 2. in
Room 240 of the Murray State
University Special Education
Building.' All interested persons are invited to attend.

383A
HOME FEDERAL
...... . . ..
FSLIC
4
•

ball and was in the junior class
play. An honors math and
science student, he plans to attend Murray State University
majoring in computer science.
Walls said,"The curriculum
at Murray High School has encouraged me to learn as much
as I can. I know how important and vital an education
can be and I appreciate the

Adult Learning
Center Will Be
Closed March 25-27

*GROCERIES

1201 Main
Murray, Ky.
759-1630
Main Branch 1601 Broadway Paducah

'HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

Field

Hot
Dogs

89C

*GAS

*SNACK ITEMS

eature Ite W111'11;
41,
of the Month $909
Gal

Charles
Chips

Federal Regulation Requires•Substantial Penalty For Early Withdrawal from Certificate Accounts

182 Day
Money Market
Certificate

DONATION TO SQUAD - The Ca loway County fire-Rescue Squad received a $500
donation from the Murray Moose Lodge. At the presentation were (from left) Rick
Hall, secretary; lames W. Bogard, governor; Randy Barnett; Mike Holt; and Richard
Steen.

Membership consists of not
only professional personnel
but all other persons interested in the education of exceptional children, including
parents
of
exceptional
children.

HOME FEDERAL CERTIFICATES
EARN MAXIMUM RATES
30 Month
Variable Ceiling
Certificate

Harthan+ , Ann Marie
Hoke+, Connie Manning, Liz
Marquardt+, Joey MeCallon,
Nita Nute, Jeff Orr, Jon
Poyner+, Kim Rose, Randy
Sons, Malcon Taylor, Jason
Winchester, and Stephanie
Wuest
+ denotes all A's

79',o,..,
Maxwell House

Colonial or Wonder
SYLVANIA
,
S.04

Bread 16 or,

•

Coffee

Sylvania
Light Bulbs

$229

2/49C

Lb. Con

Nabisco

Crackers
1 Lb. lox

1 Twin Pack)

While Supplies Last
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

Pepsi
16 Oz.
8 Pack

49

RrGT

At/All AD1

